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EDITORIAL 
Reality is constituted where two discourses / two codes inter-sect. La 
The utter ance, monologic/hetero-glossic, the inter-polation of realite 
the reader, the reader generates meaning, the disjunction of se 
the text, a necessary feature, an explosion of meaning, the constitue 
poly-semous ra ther than a def-initive meaning through la ou deux 
the fixed text. The open subterfuge of the textual or discours / deux 
art-istic ex-pression, a response to a fragmen-ted codes s'entrecroisent. 
world-view, the blur be- tween lies and truth, L'enonciation, propre 
back-bench bargains, the War Measures act, au monologue/ hetero-glosse, 
lobby groups, corporate conspiracies, bal- !'interpolation du lecteur, 
ance of power, reality, Heis enberg, the le lecteur engendre le sens, la 
spy, the voyeur, the assassin, hot and disjonction du texte, un 
cold war, Mata Harl, fabrica tions, caracteristique necessair une 
detections, investigations, Laura explosion de sens, la polysemie 
Secord, the yippies, the Rhino plutot que le sense precis tout au long 
party, the Green movement, du texte fixe. Le subterfuge ouvert de 
contras, Ollie, scams, l' expres sion artistique ou textuelle, une 
takeovers, hustling, reponse a une vue mondiale fragmentee, le flou entre 
artists and mensonge et verite, des affaires de dessous de table, la 
writers. Loi sur les mesures de guerre, des groupes depression, des 
con- spirations de compagnies, un equilibre de pouvoir, la realite, 
Hei senberg, l'espion, le voyeur, !'assassin, la guerre froide, la guerre 
to tale, Mata-Harl, des fabrications, les defections, les investigations, 
L aura Secord, les yippies, la parti Rhino, le mouvement Vert, des contras, 
Ollie, fourberie, prise de controle, l'escroquerie, d'artistes, d'ecrivains. 
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fromH 
by Philippe Sollers 
[ translated by Elaine L. Corts] 
to seize the propitious moment or to stay away from the fire under the influence the purr the old acrimony 
elementary structures the gods they say do not eat anything except their family members what a meal 
or still the children born from the open body of their mother come out on their backs there is my sense 
of surfaces see that is why i recognized it immediately yu the fish woman who dances dragging her leg 
when a step is executed to the east the left sweeps her along yes the design emerges from a dance which 
is sung and if the design ends by expressing itself in a whisper in being aphasic only blame yourself for 
your inability to clear the wall to find yourself again before the design in the immediate beginning 
masked for the ball this is why the gesture which binds and loosens is truly formless without likeness 
waves quickly tumbling over their crest one upon another as long as this emptying from the head to the 
feet does not take place the opposite even of the elongation of the obscene vase the reversed canon of 
the sensualist who makes his corolla ostrich exposing his ass to the open-minded well the subject will 
always be afraid of the thunder he will not approach the anti-lightening dry violet colorless the anti-
everything the brilliant veined fire faint in the interior moist on the outside a pocket in the middle i say 
that we have to wear out our vision spread our hearing before letting it go in its turn come on take this 
brain out for me gold meant sonority and jade radiance the branch the leaves the wave the source all 
that has to be slipped into silk the grass the light and the ducks fly together wild geese are surprised by 
the cold the gardens have green bamboo red flowers illuminate the brushwork and so on we have to 
exercise our throat our larynx lungs liver spleen the two sexes anus thighs knees soleS' of the feet like 
the forehead and the hand will be able to toss the top of a ball you continue with the north star is far away 
the ocean is deep the seaweeds meet we come from diverse regions all their poetry is dualistic and 
relativistic based on antithesis teui the contrasting pairs attention to premature splits for obsessive 
neurosis return of the puppet the unconscious of the analyst has to act like a telephone receiver in respect 
to its diaphragm like an unfathomable computer come on now come on now you know very well that 
frcud himself compared analysis to giving birth a birth more or less successful are you surprised 
afterwards that it begins again at the time of his first session a young philosopher with exquisite artistic 
tastes hastened to arrange the crease in his pants i noticed that this young man was one of the most refined 
coprophiles as if we had to expect it on the part of this future aesthete in the end she simulates imbecility 
and total amnesia in order to protect herself from what i said to her yes everything is done with resistance 
we have to distinguish resistance from oppression and even more discerning it from freedom even in 
revealing their unconscious to them we always provoke a new outburst of conflicts an aggravation of 
their symptoms they would like with their passions freed from any social ties hold the operator at their 
mercy the one who has to reproduce the greyhound race whose prize consists of a string of sausages 
a practical joker amuses himself disrupting everything by throwing into the middle of the track a single 
frankfurter the runners hurl themselves on it and forget the competition as well as the sausages promised 
to the winner have to say that it is worth a glance they will be transformed more or less into sausage 
pudding one day it is with this that their cannibalism is logically proven the opposition acts then like 
an agent provocateur in rendering the love of the patient more intense by exaggerating the demands of 
his sex all that with the aim of justifying more harshly the action of suppression classic move 
scotomization with a knife archaic representation typical of the ravaging by the father large turd scrap 
of saturn stuffing down bulging the shoulder of his son a barbecue in any case misunderstanding is 
inevitable the murder smoothly censorship also do what you can row on scull with your intuition stand 
on tiptoe plunge become a diving board a crocodile a dead tree registered mail run-of-the-mill amateur 
a plumber know that the sleep of reason engenders monsters that the sleep of monsters forces reason 
to snore anything whatever will be the same thing between us eh no kidding if not it is the bombs 
explosion of gas stations and the return of the first cop with his don't you see now and over there the 
inane moaning of the masses who normally manage to want repression a girthed old man worthy of a 
grand old girl so then this poetic dualism contrasts with the parallelism of hebrew poetry antithesis 
entails literal antonyms without the repetition of words nothing to do with biblical enumeration 
arranged into a homogenous hierarchy your breasts like doves your balls your·penis your ass i know 
that i shock all the fiancees of the earth especially the male fiancees well too bad morning walks with 
evening dew drops with fallen petals without a doubt it is duplicated in action what a pleasure when the 
supposed arm is lost within the display of cuts come on we bury the corpse ex-schizo we don't talk 
meanly about it any more what a revolution what a perfume of almonds what an atmosphere let them 
accomplish then their little unrests off to the side in place rhythmically oppose them with your luminous 
silexuality they loathe the liberated more than the aggressive why it is quite simple the second is very 
close the other marks his light years too well nevertheless i can do nothing about it if after some foolish 
behavior two or three hydrocholoric stirrings thought inevitably finds its tranquility again as if to be 
after the stones the crystals ah yes it makes them nervous when they speak when orpheus has them roll 
these things along in front of them and the deeper we sink the more our respiration is difficult about six 
thousand meters into the actual state of science to sleep fatigue rather than a day-off from work circling 
the bell the explorers are worn out more in the morning than in the evening it is in this way that more 
than one of them with whom i had truly perfected my technique really groaning breathless she was 
pleased she licked my prick afterwards viscous a sign of satisfaction who has never been unfaithful 
could say to me two or three days after eyes wide open translucent innocence i had a nightmare you were 
stopped they tortured you they completely disfigured you it was ghastly ghastly who does not 
understand this phenomenon does not deserve to walk in the night along the edge of the roof a character 
who lives with an actual whore and one who is especially well-combed scrubbed should remember the 
phrase without a reply from juliette my cunt wets herself in betraying it the little secrets play a 
powerfully erotic role in their lives it is then that they sweat the best as for them they need to disparage 
the thing it is automatic all the nuances are filtered through it from paternalism to the virile hero i make 
it with you eh i make it with you tell me that i make it with you i understand the girls stop now and 
bursting with laughter yet it reduces them to little dolls there is one among them who endlessly plays 
one for the other i protect i watch over i rock i kiss i explain i teach i convey and as for them among them 
it is the same thing well what is the solution paic yes paic will give your wash this velvet-soft whiteness 
of ski slopes so then the equation sex and politics if we do not introduce language there it remains 
metaphysical the indication of a belief not overcome of course we have to be attentive to investing 
politics with sex and inversely the first acts as an idealization the second as a diversion still the question 
remains how to say it in what rhythm how to transform written and spoken language the meaning of 
a breath the dismantling of ideology verbal tartar become silent orbital sometimes we are on the bank 
sometimes in the heart of the current we have to feel it very intensely the current the bank two and one 
on the other and one beneath the other and one separated from the other and one tied to the other current 
bank current bank current bank current letting go of the rope in the current here is the swimmer there 
is the marcher and the marcher speaks writes sings whistles reasons and the swimmer breathes pushes 
on clears his throat closes opens his eyes speeds up saves his strength in brief thinks and the earth turns 
with its cities its plants its animals and the sea advances and recedes beneath the moon and history 
unfolds the sciences dig deeply it turns on several levels not at the same speed never at the same speed 
nothing develops in an equal fashion hence on to the stars patati patata return of the lost subject grain 
of sand but also crowded world again the spyglass over the classes you go behind the scenes you set 
off again from the organic to the inanimate micro macro the heads the crowds the buds a jumble without 
having the tree hide the forest nor the forest the tree this last expression has a touch of the tale of tom 
thumb the widow of the lumberjack but it is like that at almost every moment you come across dense 
layers most previous lives are thus forced to live in the middle ages without knowing it and plop a turn 
in the bathrooms the toilettes a detour through the school the conservatory the lab the library you retain 
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~e b~sic pra~tice production the factory the key in the last instance here of a melodrama and bong flop 
sigh m sleep_ unage of d:ath one tr_ue friend of mankind there it is you have the partition into its great 
fronts b~t evidently nothmg essential hardly two or three designs a diagram of the demonstration a plan 
for leavmg ah yes to leave of course not well to shuffle the deck infinity that things will not reach in 
the progression they file it down within its rotation it is the grand shuffle in any case the movement of 
the ~ni~e ~d the i~nite is one of the return of each person to himself owing to negation in this way 
the hqmd 1s dressed like the cloth which it washes so the girl of the unshackled comes undone for whom 
does the path proceed tell me tell me muses and you set in motion but who will speak about the fatigue 
the ?isintegration a false heaving of full kidneys in the nerves when you are required to carry what 
cames you and each bone blown up by electric plates the arms longer and longer the exhausted state 
of the g_ori~la obliged still to answer to pass the salt oh i am not kidding i know the price and myself yes 
maybe 1 will have the strength to be even weaker yet broken by the cry but there is the torture of the other 
confident and burning iknow already how she will fail to find out i see her already eyes open incredulous 
a mouthful of life and odors carried away blown on like a torch are you able to touch her head riddled 
with holes to feel the weight of it to hurl it into the race and to laugh even so to continue isn't it the 
mom~nt when you fall apart when you break down when you are caught on your knees when you hl\ffi 
anything_ a7 all t? yourself d~h doh child doh poor child poor child drenched hair temples and nothing 
answers it is an unpasse of high gray walls and she is there next to you her moist warm blood wisps of 
blond hair a little saliva on her lips neck strangled afmger in the door cut slashed in full flight an accident 
no it was not an accident am i your bird says romeo and she says if only you were it is true that i would 
~ill y_ou with too ~an~ c~esses and he foul womb of death i will force your rotten trap to open up and 
111 spite o~ everything i will stuff you with even more food oh how often people on the point of dying 
have fel_t J~yous those who ~tay by them say it is the flash of light before the dark night that they can 
not feel mside themselves this unexpected ecstasy sucked in which has always been on the horizon their 
exce~s held ~ack streaming for~ come on now come now die where was your life and other striking 
curtam falls i love these tragedies everything is orchestrated for this type off all from the summits it 
doesn't work anymore it is ridiculous a shame after the time of the bourgeois gentilhomme see now 
arrived the time of the petit-bourgeois gentilfemme the tunnel will still be long for some centuries 
surroundin_g every p~ofound ~ind a mask unceasingly grows and develops thanks to a perpetually 
e~oneous mterpretation that is to say dull in everyone of its words in its slightest sign of life ah this 
glimmer of murder in their eyes yes i hate you i cannot tolerate you where we can best observe it is when 
asking a girl to fuck you in the ass with a dildo you play with their basic fantasy of being a guy who plays 
the trombone a guy who screws them for these women it is the ideal series which can be realized in 
concrete terms by taking her like a sandwich once from the front once from behind and twice in the hands 
once in the mouth it's not rejection fill me up all over i am your danaid then observe well how even the 
cold~stgoes astray when doing ittoyou she goes crazy with it you feel a dagger pass through you a shiver 
c_ommg before.them covering them like an ancient order who or what do they obey if we let them go 
nght ~o that pomt ?oo boo the sulfureous cloud your life isn't worth an ounce on their scale of legends 
any s~cere nun will ~ell you then what is happening it is health sickness vice virtue good evil perdition 
salv~t10n are_yo_u gomg to comet? an agreement my lawyers is he good is he bad diabolical angelic 
sublrme homfymg pure pustular is he surrounded by saints witches is he a mystic or a criminal the 
extremes are they in collusion satan is he the weekly leisure time of god science has it quite closed the 
window the family is it all here has he passed his examinations did his military service has he been x-
rayed punctured analyzed tested measured weighed does he know how to solve an equation of the 
second degree does he know the essentials of set theory does he have a philosophical sense is he able 
.•:•:<! ......... ~ ··•··. , .... 
. ~-=;;··~. 
.. ·. . 
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SENSE AND SENSELESSNESS 
Interview with Kathy Acker 
Kathy Acker'sfiction has been called sensational, experimental, shocking and b~illiant. _In 
this interview with Rampike's Karl Jirgens and Jim Francis, she speaks of her znnovatzve 
stylistics, her concern with sexuality, and her satiric vision with referenc: to her more rece~t 
books including Don Quixote and Empire of the Senseless. The provocatzve power of Acke: s 
writing is indicated by the fact that Canadian customs officials seized a shipment ofEm~rre 
of the Senseless, deemed it obscene and held it, until a public outcry pressured them znto 
releasing the book to Canadian distributors. When we spoke to Kathy she had recent/! 
returned from a tour of Europe including a sojourn in Sweden: Kathy A_cker gave thzs 
interview to Rampike in conjunction with the 1988 Wang lnternat10nal Fes~1val ?f Authors 
at Toronto's Harbourfront organized by Greg Gatenby. Kathy currently lzves zn London, 
England. [KathyAcker's novels are published by Grove Press, 920Broadway,New York,N.Y. 
10010, USA.] 
KJ: You've done a lot of work on stage and some of your texts have been dramas and then 
some of your work has even been converted into opera. 
KA: I did a play for Richard Foreman which turned into an opera, and then he took the 
Pasolini book [My Death, My Life by Pier Paolo Pasolini] and bits ofBlood and Guts [Blood 
and Guts in High School] and did another play.Just recently this guy named Michael Meshke 
(M-e-s-h-k-e I think that's it),everyone I talk to in Sweden says, "Oh! Of cour~e!" He's about 
sixty years old and he's been doing this for years and years, very well kno~n m_Sw~en and 
I think in Japan, anyway, he has a puppet theatre, I've never seen anythmg like 1t, called 
"Marionette Theatre", and he said can I do a version of Don Quixote based on your text? And 
I thought puppet theatre, big deal, right? This was one of the best pieces ~'ve_ever seen! ~ou 
could take visual form, and add to it these puppets that are larger than hfe s12e, others tmy, 
tiny, every size puppet, puppets that go over people, he has mainly, I think, Japanes~ and 
Spanish students working with him, sometimes it takes five people to move a puppet, 1t was 
utterly fantastic. And then I said, I'd love to do something directly for you, and we ta~e~ 
about collaborating. So we might do a sort of Japanese porn if that's a good way of saymg 
it, but I'd love to work with him again, he's fabulous. And now I'm going to do a piece with 
Lori Booth who's a dancer in England, so we just arranged to do a big thing together. 
KJ: How do you like London as compared to New York? 
KA: I miss New York very much in certain ways, but what I miss is just private life business, 
I mean New York's my home, so I miss my home. But home has changed, I don't miss the 
art world and I don't miss the business, I don't miss that kind of pressure, I can go there, mid 
do what I have to, and get out. I'm very happy to be out of there for that reason, and I don't 
think I could live there any more full time, unless I was protected somehow, it's just too 
difficult in the city, I mean partly because of the dirt and disease and partly because of the 
immense media pressure. 
KJ: You've got this persona, this image that the press picks up on, and ~en the~e's your 
writing, and they seem to be working sometimes in conjunction, and sometimes agamst ~~ch 
other, in a way. They're calling you a punk writer and a post:feminist, and then the wnu~g 
is really a sophisticated form of satire, which some people pick up and some people ~~n t, 
and I was wondering how you felt about that disparity between your image and your wnung. 
KA: That seems to be fairly accurate. I didn't invent the media image, that seems to have 
happened. And I agree that there is a disparity for me personally, and its really a s_o~t of 
loneliness that's happened, because of that media image, because~ lo_t of peo~le have this idea 
of me which the reality complete! y dissipates, or, at least the reality 1s shocking compared to 
the expectation, I mean the usual thing is; "I expected you to be six feet tall!" They think I 
carry around an axe or something. 
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KJ: You're not six feet tall but you're in good shape. What do you do for a workout, are you 
still lifting weights? 
KA: As far as weights go, I lift weights three times a week, it's a bit hard on tour, I used to 
yell at Grove that they had to get me hotels with gyms, and they thought I was mad, absolutely 
mad, and so I said all right I'll do a body-building book, then you have to get me hotels with 
gyms. So at least they're taking that seriously. So, when I'm on tour I work out when I can, 
but usually it's three times a week. You can't really work out for more than an hour and a half 
with straight weights, I mean, you'd be overtraining if you did more, and that's no good, and 
then you have to do a lot of stretching besides that to counteract. And I also do some, I hate 
the word "aerobic", I just do some other stuff, because that's [weight-lifting] anaerobic, so 
I swim. I love swimming. Except my skin always breaks out from that goddamn chlorine, it's 
really awful, I love athletes, there's a lot of boxers that train at my gym. 
KJ: Ever do any martial arts, like Tae Kwon Do maybe? 
KA: I was thinking of doing something like that, because of the body building. I love it, but 
it's bad for the lower back, and I have a lot of philosophical doubts about body building, so 
I was thinking of something like Tae Kwon Do to counteract the body-building. I'm told Tai 
Chi is ok if you get a good instructor. 
KJ: Getting back to your writing, I've noticed that the letters "O" and "A" repeat a lot in your 
writing, I haven't really done a count, but they seem to come up a lot, I was wondering if you 
had an explanation for that. What are you doing with "O"s and "A''s anyway? 
KA: I'll be damned [laughing], I never knew. 
JF: Well, for example, in Don Quixote there's the "A" with the circle around it. 
KA: Oh, well that's the anarchist sign! That's what they write in all the graffiti in France. 
JF: Yeah, but I always get it mixed up with the "angstrom" sign. 
KA: Oh, yeah, yeah, well, I always took that to be the anarchist sign. 
JF: You're correct, I just always do that. 
Kl: Do you think there's a significance to the circle or "O" around the letter "A", I mean with 
the "O" you're pretty well half-way through the alphabet and then with the "A" you're back 
to the beginning where you started? Writing as a kind of constant returning? 
KA: There's not a conscious significance, I never thought about it, but I remember once when 
I was in college I had this teacher who was studying under Jakobson, because he was atM.I.T. 
and I was at Brandeis, and we did all these kinds of structural analysis of Catullus's poems, 
how many pronouns, and whether the pronouns are masculine or feminie, and stuff like that, 
and it really worked, but I'll be damed if Catullus was thinking about how many masculine 
pronouns he was using. 
KJ: That's the whole problem with this post-structural thing, but I was thinking for example 
that you could read the "O" as standing in for the Oedipal and the "A" for the anal, and maybe 
that says something about anarchy too? 
KA: You don't really think that way when you write, but I make up tricks sometimes that 
would be like that, but I've never made up that trick. 
Kl: You studied with Marcuse for a while, do you think he influenced you in any way? 
KA: I think I was influenced in a way by that whole period, but it seemed that I was never 
being directly influenced, I went to Brandeis and then switched to UCS, and most of my 
friends were very straightforward leftists of the student variety, either the SDS or SIL. And 
I never felt that I could say I was one of them, because I didn't do all the marches, I didn't 
go down south and fight with the blacks, I was always on the periphery being an artist. And 
I did some of the sit-ins and what-not, but I always felt very, very peripheral. But it must have 
seeped in somewhere. I think the real radicalization happened when I left university and went 
to live in New York to be a writer, and started working in a sex show and in sex movies, and 
t?at just took me down classes. That was just a total radical change in my life. And I never 
hved on the streets, but it was a street politics that was much, much more radical than any of 
the student politics, and that changed me greatly. That, I could say, was an absolute influence 
on me. I mean, I barely recovered in terms.of health, it was just a radi-radical change. But 
Marcuse and the left stuff seeped in and I'm just becoming now aware of how much it did. 
So I guess I was very influenced by it, but it's like being a rich kid, you think you're poor 
because you 're the poorest of the rich kids. I knew Weathermen, you know, I knew pretty 
much everyone, but I felt I was already - -. 
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KJ: It seems to me you're doing a lot of things in your writing. You 're satirizing twentieth 
century society, you 're also parodying earlier writing, everybody from Dickens to Cervantes, 
and so on and on, Virgil and Hobbes come in. There seems to be a two-pronged attack, there's 
the textual side, you 're lampooning the writing styles, and then there's the social critique. 
KA: Well, I think that with the texts that I do, its more parody than satire, if you know what 
I mean. And I've always regarded culture as a sort of garbage bag. I've never liked the elite 
idea of culture. And it seems that anything that exists in the world is usable, if someone wants 
to use it- and that goes from comic books to porn to what's called "great literature". And 
I've simply used these texts, I pretty much write from texts, I'd say about three-quarters of 
my writing is directly from texts, and I've used these texts for different purposes, we'd have 
to talk about specific books, and what each purpose is in the book. The attack on society? Well , 
there definitely is a politics in my books, I guess I never thought so until I was confronted by 
critics when I was in England, because when I was in the underground in America nobody 
ever thought about it. I mean we thought about politics, but we didn't because we were all 
in the same baby crib. You didn't really need to analytically explain why there were problems 
with President Carter, or worse, with Reagan, because everybody agreed. And then suddenly 
when I was confronted with a culture that wasn't the counter-culture, that's when I really had 
to realize what my politics were and that's when I had to realize how political my writing was. 
I mean, I had never been consciously political, I'd grown up on the left, I'd just taken it for 
granted, and if I had arguments, then the arguments were in the feminist canon, but I would 
never argue with the larger issues, and suddenly people were confronting me saying; "Why 
do you write about poverty?" And I'd go; "What?" 
KJ: You also have a sexual politics that's going on, and I guess part of the personal experience 
comes through there. Getting back to the big "O" and Empire of the Senseless, I was 
wondering if you were focusing your attack on anything specific such as, say, the Oedipal 
complex. 
KA: Again, it differs from text to text. In Empire of the Senseless, the book is definitely about 
the Oedipal complex, I can ' t believe it, you know you're the first one that's said that, for me, 
that's what the book is about! I mean, the book is about trying to find a society that is not 
bounded by the Oedipal complex and what that society would look like, and is it possible to 
get to there. But in Don Quixote there's a section that's directly an attack on Andrea Dworkin, 
so it differs from moment to moment, what I'm trying to do. 
JF: Jeffrey M. Masson has taken to task the psychoanalytic community and its unwillingness 
to accept the sexual abuse of girls as a reality. 
KA: Right, you mean Freud's whole thing about case studies of childhood. 
JF: Yes, yet Masson, like you, rejects conventional Freudian theory concerning the Oedipal 
complex, but, he does lean towards Dworkin's perspective. Where would you locate your 
position in relationship to classical versus radical theories on the Oedipal complex? 
KA: Well, I don't know Masson's work, so I can't answer you totally specifically, but I can 
say what my objection is, not to Andrea Dworkin personally, but to the Dworkinite position. 
Let's take her booklntercourse which is her most specific account of her theory. But first I'd 
say there are two camps of feminism at this point, and I'm simplifying a bit. One is a dualism, 
that men are different from women, it's sort of an essentialism. And that often, this dualism, 
very simplistically, states that men are responsible for all the evils in the world, women for 
all the good - women are kind, gentle, earth mothers, basically. I'm being very simplistic 
now. And Dworkin goes further and says that the cause of what is bad in the world is 
heterosexual penetration. I think that this is a very dangerous position. I think it's dangerous 
for women to take the word "power" and to negate it. I mean the business that women are the 
opposite of men, all kind, gentle, whatever, negates any view that women have power. So, 
in a way, it's taking into the feminist canon what really is a form of sexism - the idea that 
women are powerless. To say that a woman's vagina is a hole, that her sexual apparatus is a 
hole, that a penis is knife, and penetrates into this hole, to me sounds very sexist. And I'm 
worried about what happens when women are looking for their own power, and I take 
feminism just to be a searching for - I'm not sure about the word "equality" - but a 
searching for an ability to control one's own life, and really, to have as much power as possible 
so that we can have discussions rather than - - . And I think that the essentialist position 
really denies that struggle. That's what I worry about, and also what I worry about is that the 
essentialist position denies a multiplicity. You suddenly start saying; "This kind of woman 
is a feminist, this kind isn ' t." So, you get "proper" lesbianism, "proper" sexuality. Such is the 
argument. It's one reason that what the sado-masochistic lesbians are saying, looks very 
interesting, because they're finally arguing for multiplicity, a position. 
JF: One irony that strikes me involves an idea that is currently gaining prominence, and that 
is tied in with the idea that men might be the cause of "evil in the world" and yet there is an 
argument that much of the aggressive behaviour that is characterized as masculine may 
actually be the product of a differentiation process in infants, and it involves the fact that 
female infants don't have to take an opposing status towards the mother because they share 
the same gender. 
KA: Do you really think men are more aggressive than women? 
JF: Well, physiologically there are arguments for it. 
KA: I mean this is where body-building becomes interesting, because when you see women 
body-builders, or martial artists--. See, in answer to your question, I don't think so. I think 
we 're trained to be aggressive in different ways, such as, when it comes to her child, a woman 
is totally aggressive. Probably more aggressive than any man could be. You know, without 
thought, will lift up a car, if that child is under the car. And I understand what you 're saying, 
but I wonder - working with women body-builders, and seeing women athletes - very 
impressive. Is it a matter of training, is it a matter of - -? It used to be atypical for a woman 
io be anything but a wife or a whore. That doesn't mean women are natural I y wives or who res. 
I mean, I can't differentiate between social training, and I don't know when the social training 
hits, obviously the first two years of someone's life are very important. 
JF: The centre of the issue seems to have to do with the difference between social conditioning 
and psychology. 
KA: Yeah, I think that is one of the central issues, and its one of the points that essentialism 
comes to. 
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KJ: It seems to me that a lot of your writing is a search for that, trying to determine where the 
one thing [social conditioning] begins, and where the other [psychological factor] ends. I've 
noticed that sometimes you invert social values, and by turning things on their heads, or by 
considering things from what could be thought of as an abnormal point of view, you offer a 
type of social hypothesis. So, do you feel that you 're working in the tradition of writers such 
as Voltaire, Cervantes, and Swift with his "Modest Proposal", writers who, by postulating the 
seemingly absurd or ridiculous are actually making a salient point about social behaviour? 
KA: Very much so. I think what I do is use other texts as a kind of journalism, I mean that I'm 
investigating on the whole, but what I'm investigating on the whole is other texts. People have 
been working with other texts for how long--? That is one of the oldest literary traditions 
in at least the Anglo-Saxon world - Shakespeare and pre-Shakespeare. So, I don't think 
there's anything radical about it. What's radical is the bourgeois novel, really. It's what I said, 
to me, culture is a garbage can of stuff, and you use what you want, and the main thing is what 
are you using and what are you using it for, what's your purpose. I do think that there is an 
elitism among novelists, and it partly has to do with class. The literary rate is not as high as 
we might want in some countries. Only those people who are literate read novels. And those 
people who are literate, are, on the whole, members of certain classes, which makes the novel 
a fairly elite form, as opposed to dance, as opposed to music. In the art world, this is nothing 
new, what I do. In the music world, it's nothing new. But in the novel world it is, I would bet 
for political reasons. I'm guessing somewhat on this. 
KJ: It's interesting to me that you are so obviously widely read, this is obvious because of all 
the stuff that you drop into your writing, which in some ways, would put you in line with an 
elitist view, yet, in your writing you take an anti-elitist position, in many ways, and your own 
lifestyle was also something that moved away from what we might call the status quo. I was 
wondering what writers you found stimulating. 
KA: A lot of writers, right now, I'm on a Faulkner kick, and I've got a new Andrew Vachss 
book, is he known? He's like candy to me. I once wrote him a fan letter. I wrote two fan letters 
in my life, one to Bill Gibson and one to Andrew. And now, Bill's a friend. I got the weirdest 
letter back from Andrew Vachss, he is weird, its scaarrry. I like a lot of old writing, that's what 
I read, dead people - what would be termed "classics". I like a lot of what are termed "low 
genres", I read tons of porn, mysteries, science fiction, comic books, it all goes in. Not a lot, 
but I read some bio, theoretical work I read in the areas I'm interested in. What I don't read 
are the sort-of"John Updikes" and that kind of novelist. My favourite novelists? I can name 
them because there's some people I really love, I mean who are living now-a guy named 
Juan Goytisolo who's Spanish, but who's been exiled for years, but who's partly in Paris now 
and partly in northern Africa, almost unpublished in the English world, he's just started to be 
published. There's one book of his, Count Julian, which is a knockout, its an attack on the 
Spanish culture and the Spanish political system. I mean if I've been influenced by anything, 
its been that book. Also, Thomas Bernhardt, especially the Wittgenstein book- some of the 
new post-nouveau roman novelists in France, I guess French literature's been a huge. 
influence on me. There is one guy in France named Pierre GuyotatA Thousand Tombs For 
A Thousand Soldiers, something like that, he's never been translated. He was actually banned 
in France, probably one of the only ones, he's sort of like a Jean Genet gone mad, and he was 
in the Algerian war, if I can remember the story right, switched over to the Algerian side ano 
was court-martialled, Belgian, looks like Jean Genet, but the style! Where Jean Genet is fairly 
classical, this style has gone mad, and he has a very complicated theory about why he writes 
the way he does, but the effect of the way he writes is almost like seeing a film, phrase, phrase, 
phrase, - click, click, click. And I'm very influenced by him. 
KJ: Do you ever watch much television? 
KA: Not much, I watch movies on telelvision all the time, but I don't watch tv much. I still 
have the American way of having the tv on when I'm in the house when I live alone, but I don't 
really watch it. Mainly newsprograms I'll watch, either news or movies, not much else. 
JF: Just on the basis of Don Quixote it struck me that unlike a lot of your contemporaries, you 
don't really have what you might call a photographic technique, a lot of the time I get the 
feeling that somebody is writing with a bunch of photographs laid out in front of them, but 
your work doesn't seem to have that strict visual orientation, it becomes much broader. 
KA: I don't think I'm really a novelist to tell you the truth, I mean, I like the novel form which 
is a large number of pages. I broke away fi;om poetry but I was trained as a poet so there's that 
interest in language. In other ways, my work is a mish-mosh of someone who likes adventure 
stories. Poetry, language and theory. I'm not interested in nineteenth century plot, but I am 
interested in myths and adventure stories - sort of episodic plots. The new book [Empire of 
the Senseless] has a plot, and I love it. Now, that's what I want to do, my next book will be 
that way - let's see, there are three sections, I can't figure out how to get them together, so 
they might not get together, I'll figure it out somehow, loosely, they'll join. 
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KJ: I noticed that in Don Quixote that the language was more fragmented, often there were 
syntactical and grammatical infelicities that were obviously deliberate, and to me, that, to 
some degree, suggested the state of the mind of the heroine, but I noticed that in Empire of 
the Senseless, that language fragmentation doesn't seem to be as prevalent, that kind of break 
up on the sentence level, on the clausal level. 
KA: Yeah, well, there have been three kind of periods in my writing. There's the early work 
which Grove's just republishing now, and then there's the work that goes from Great 
Expectations through Don Quixote and that was really the work in which I was interested in 
deconstruction, and I was interested in on the one hand, in the work of the 
L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E poets in the United States, in how language works breaking down 
language, in putting texts next to each other, because I'm enough of a follower of Wittgenstein 
that I don't think that if you break through denotation you 're breaking down language. I think 
it's more community decided - what meaning is in language. But there was an interest in 
putting texts next to each other, to deconstruct them, using any sort of guerrilla tactic to break 
through the habits of the language to see what was going on, what the control systems were. 
I think that Don Quixote is where I wanted to make the theory (behind what I've been doing), 
clear. I'd sort of come to an end of it.And that was when I moved from New York to England, 
the move made me question a lot of the stuff behind deconstruction, and also behind a lot of 
the avant-garde although I've never really done "cut-up" in the Burroughs' sense, question 
a more L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E poet orientation towards language. With Empire of the 
Senseless, I'm just not interested in that anymore. I'm much more interested in myth, and in 
the work of Pasolini, really. 
KJ: In some ways that makes your work more accessible. 
KA: I don't care, that's the publisher's problem. They get you either way, you know! They 
yell at you because you're becoming accessible, they yell at you because you're not 
accessible- though it's a problem when I think about things politically, and that's a constant 
problem, what's the relation between what you write and· the outside world, politically. It's 
a constant problem - then you end up on the side of propaganda - it's interesting. 
WESTERN CELL DIVISION 
A homogenous 'Western Culture' seems 
to have proliferated to the point of consuming 
(producing) the globe. As the rate of its reproduction 
increases, so too does its appearance of imminent 
collapse - it watches itself desperately replicate with 
each death throe. 
And yet one wonders if an interstice is 
momentarily created with each division of cells. If 
ancient, mutated and new "cultures" - deviant 
cultures - spring up in the gaps created (the fold of 
one reality overrunning another). Not some 
essential spirit stubbornly pushing through the 
concrete, but an altogether new culture, new 
perception, paradoxically made possible by the 
increasing folds in the reality fabric. Inspired by 
the richness of culture(s) in ruins, borrowing from 
the old no doubt, but subverting, perverting, 
detouring, mutating. Using it for convenience, but 
changing it when it becomes obvious that nothing 
remains pure. 
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Could the former exist without the latter, a virus 
without a host? 
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Interview with Frank Moorehouse 
Frank Moorehouse currently lives in Sydney, Australia, and is perhaps best known in North 
America for the film The Coca-Cola Kid which he scripted and based on short stories from 
his books The Americans Baby and The Electrical Experience. Moore house's The Everlast-
ing Secret Family has also been made into a film by the same name. Mark McLeod of the 
Sydney Morning Times has said that "Moore house is an acknowledged craftsman-the best 
of the current short story writers in Australia", and Howard Jacobson in the Times Literary 
Supplement called Moorehouse "The most accomplished historian of conflagrations over 
the past twenty years". Moorehouse is a rare and original satirist. His more recent books 
include Room Service ( 1985) and 4017 ( 1988 ). We interviewed Frank Moorehouse in the fall 
of 1988 in conjunction with the Annual Harbourfront Wang International Festival of Authors 
organized in Toronto by Greg Gatenby. 
[Frank Moorehouse's books can be obtained from Angus & Robertson Publishers, Unit 4, 
Eden Park, 31 Waterloo Road, North Ryde, NSW, Australia, 2113, and 16 Golden Square, 
London WJR 4BN, United Kingdom. Other books by Frank Moorehouse are available 
through Faber in England, Harcourt Press in the U.S. and through Penguin Books.] 
KJ: You have a mixed background as journalist, and writer. You worked for the Wagga Wagga 
Advertiser in New South Wales, as a "nightclub writer", as a Union organizer for the 
Australian Journalists Association. You 're also quite familiar with the academic world. I'm 
curious about how you feel this wide-ranging background might have affected your work. 
FM: I worked as a nightclub writer for a national magazine called "The Bulletin" I thought 
it was the culmination of all my journalistic experience. I contributed to the Bulletin as a way 
of supporting myself. I did various things as a columnist. All sorts of things. It's been ~ound 
[the Bulletin], it's the oldest magazine [in Australia] and it was around in the old days, m the 
1890s. It was the magazine of the short story and fostered the birth of the Australian short story 
as we know it. It is still alive now, mainly as a news magazine, though it still has fiction and 
cultural material. It comes out weekly. I've done various things for it and I decided to be a 
nightclub writer. I thought what I'd do is sit aroun.d at the ~ightclubs and wri~e abo~t th~m. 
The Bulletin didn't believe that there were such thmgs as mghtclubs. I had a picture m mmd 
of the 1940s and 1930s, of the Paris or Berlin nightclubs. And I was curious to know if these 
in fact existed. We have of course, like all cities, all-night bars. And it was going to be about 
the city after midnight. But what happened was that I did three columns and I found that I was 
falling asleep in the clubs, getting drunk, and I thought that this was going to be very bad for 
my health. The next day was always wrecked, and I was taking it too seriously. The woman 
I was living with couldn't believe that I had to go out at midnight and go to clubs and hang 
around with Blues singers and Jazz bands. It placed great strains on our relationship. Great 
strains on my health and I only wrote three columns and had to resign. I was the only nightclub 
writer. They never had one before and they've never had one since. 
KJ: That might help to explain why there are so many references to music and Jazz, and so 
on, in your writing. 
FM: No, no. Nothing. No influence came from those three weeks. They wrote it off, it was 
a complete disaster. I had no musical background. I have an interest in music as a very ignorant 
nightclub goer. In fact, I still belong to a couple of clubs. They are private clubs. But they are 
mainly jazz. There was no music in my family at all. 
KJ: Beer images appear prominently in some of your writing. I noticed that at the beginning 
of Room Service there is a reference to the Heinekens that the main character stored on a 
window ledge in a New York hotel. 
FM: The Heineken figures in that because I remember when Heineken reached out from 
Holland and started to appear in other countries. And it was a revelation. One of the m?st 
important moments of my life was tasting a good beer and realizing that all of the A~s~ahan 
beers were so wretched. That was a very big turning point in my life. It shook my faith m my 
nation and my faith in the Australian Brewing industry. I was in New York when I discovered 
the Heineken. It was in '72, '73, or '74. And this became, for a long time, the bench mark for 
beers, but I've gone on from Heineken. I was to learn there were even better ~rs. The second 
major revolution in my life, was the collapse. The market used to be dommated by three 
brewers in Australia. There has been a total collapse of what you call the "oligarchy". And 
there are now hundreds of beers brewed, different brews. And the number of imported beers 
has increased beyond belief. 
KJ: I was wondering about the issue of desire. It seems to enter into your work. Perhaps the 
beer imagery is part of that. But there are also sexual and captialist or materialistic matters. 
Male desire versus female, and so on. Do you feel that desire plays an important role in your 
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FM: It's an interesting question. Yes, yes, I guess the word "desire" would cover it. The stream 
of things. In 4017, which has just been published, it is published by Faber in England and it 
is being published by Harcourt Press down in the States - my first North American 
publication. In that, the narrator experiences the loss of desire. 4017 is about two ages, two 
age perspectives, 40 and 17 and in fact a third of seventy. And the narrator is at the 40 point. 
He recalls being 17 and then he gets involved with a 17 year old girl. He is also travelling in 
a diplomatic mission with a 70 year old eminent person. On this trip, he begins by detesting 
this 70 year old woman until one night where he experiences the lowest reading of desire, 
sexual desire towards this woman.Just a flicker, and this astounds him, that he should desire 
a 70 year old woman. The book describes and explores this desire for the youth too, and she 
is presented as a Lolita, and there are a lot of references, in fact a catalogue of references about 
this subnorm, of this desire to be young and the central desire for the pre-pubescent child. The 
narrator recalls a high school childhood relationship with virginal girls, so there is the 
exploration of the desire for the virgin who has not had a man, and the whore, the woman who 
has had all men. And in 4017 the narrator is denied access to the whore (one of the 17 year 
olds becomes a whore). She denies him, and he experiences that special type of desire in a 
relationship where she is available to all men but not to him. Then, this is contrasted with the 
desire for the old. He had not experienced this before. He is, in fact, through the 70 year old 
meeting his own future. So it is very much an exploraton of age perspective too, and the way 
the world looks at 70, the way the world looks at 40 and the way the world looks at 17 - and 
the fact that age is a very important component in human reality perception. 
KJ: Your writing seems to deal with sexuality a great deal. For instance "The Everlasting 
Secret Family" is concerned with the sexual fantasies of a prominent politician. The 
Americans Baby seems to have a lot to do with sexuality in relation to material things. Stories 
like "The Drover's Wife" lampoon bizarre sexual desire on the one hand, and make fun of the 
desires of the academic community on the other hand. In many of your stories you are 
examining sexuality in a very humorous way and taking apart prevalent social attitudes. 
FM: Perhaps this is true of Canadian writing also, but, as I came into my teens, what was 
absolutely astounding about Australian writing was the absence of sexuality. If the Martians 
had arrived in Australia and read the fiction, they would have been hard pressed to discover 
the way we procreated. There would be no evidence at all in any of the literature. There was 
a biological silence. But there was also a sensual silence, in their work. Devastating. I was 
partly encouraged by the writing that was coming. Well, I think it was true of all the Anglo-
Saxon countries. I was partly encouraged by Roth's Portnoy's Complaint. What was his story 
called? "Wanking off'? 
KJ: Wacking off? 
FM: Wacking off? Americans call it wacking off? We q.ll it wanking off. How astounding, 
how sensational that story was. And of course we had I a heavy censorship in Australia. I 
remember reading that [story] in Paris Review magazine. There was a cultural silence and a 
suppressed area. And sexuality was central to half the occupations of these new twenty year 
old writers. Our lives were constantly plunging from one sexual catastrophe to another. One 
emotional catastrophe to another, and most of us have experienced this cultural suppression 
as a form of ignorance. Men and women, the boys and the girls. So that we started writing 
about this. I started writing about it anyway, and I started to see how total that suppression 
w~s because even the little magazines started to censor the material or refuse it on the grounds 
of its sensual or sexual content. This again, was an interface with society which pushed us into 
reading our work in public because we couldn't get it published. But it was a learning 
experience, and then we combined with the women's movement, the beginnings of re-
thinking of gender. What it means to be a man, what it means to be a woman. What is this thing 
called sex. What is this thing called love. And with Gay Liberation which is again a historical 
movement - the fact that homosexuals were starting to admit that they were homosexuals 
and to promote this. All of these things came together at the one time. We captured a Univer-
sity Newspaper and took it downtown. We got full control of it. Instead of doing the hockey 
results and covering football, we turned it into a cultural journal. But it was the first un-
censored cultural journal in Australia. It was a completely uncensored publication carrying 
all sorts of social theory plus poetry and prose. 
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!<}: Would you say the story "Drover's Wife" which is at least partly a satire about bestiality, 
1s an attempt to come to terms with that kind of ignorance or fear? 
FM: Do the cultural references work in that for Canadians? 
KJ: I think so, especially because the character who is delivering the lecture is Italian. So, you 
have an outsider commenting on what he gathers to be an Australian phenomenon involving 
sheep, and the whole thing seems very funny, and then there's the language play in the 
academic-style delivery. 
FM: Yes, that's good. I'm glad it works. I think about the reader, I'm glad it works. That [story] 
c?mes a lot later. The material that I was publishing in Thor, the magazine - the university 
tried t~ stop_ us-the people running it were at least nominally absent from the university or 
at a umvers1ty somewhere else. The university fined us. Then there were forty prosecutions 
launched against us by the state, and the editor went to jail for a week. Then, censorship 
collapsed, federally. There was a very interesting Labour government elected in 1982(?), 
which abolished censorship, but we were moving this paper from house to house and there 
~ere police raids and all sorts of problems. And it was massively successful, most successful 
httle magazine because of its content. We used to sell it around student places of course and 
hotels, the journalists' hotels, and bars and clubs. We used to get rid of about 20,000. Partly 
because Australians had never seen explicit drawings and artwork and poetry and we 
published "Eskimo Nell" which had been circulating underground for God knows how long. 
It's hard to convey to you, again, how sensational it was to have this stuff in print. Liberated 
from its other channel. It was frightening too. We were scared. Not scared so much of the 
~uthorities. We hadn't r~lized how heavy the suppression had been. We learned how heavy 
1t was. We were also learning about the state we were in, about the inhibitions. How these were 
mangling the writers' world. I'm the leading erotic writer in Australia. This is very easy to 
be because there aren't any. Never were any. Even now there has been some sort of return to 
the repressed state. Some creeping back to censorship - not going back to where it was in 
the sixties. I've noticed we don't talk as dirty as we used to talk. 
JF: It strikes me that it's a difficult position to be in, for that to be happening now. In your own 
~riling, rou 're talking about characters experiencing a loss of desire and in your book, in the 
f~st_s~tion of The Everlasting Secret Family, the character Irving is sort oflost in his desires, 
his hb1do has gone on "hold" for a period of time, and that loss really makes it a striking story. 
FM: Yes, and as I said in 4017, the narrator loses desire, he thinks because of hepatitis. 
Whatever the cause, he explores the absence of desire and makes observations - he yearns 
to not necessarily experience the sexual act again, but just to experience the desire again. Of 
course, I think the hepatitis is metaphoric. The hepatitis of our society is - there's lots of 
contradictory processes - but one is the suppression, the inhibition of desire by our culture, 
our Anglo-Saxon culture. Combined with the titillation of a society which uses sexuality in 
various, perhaps distorted ways. 
KJ: It seems to me that you are being a pioneer in that area, but also if we look at the structure 
of your work, you are very innovative. Your work has been called "discontinuous narrative" 
by no less an authority than the Oxford Companion to Australian Literature. In books such 
as Room Service I note a great deal of digression, ellipses, interruption, spatio-temporal leaps, 
typographic manipulations and so on. I wonder if you could comment on this feature of your 
work? 
FM: Yeah, the history of this in my work was that! started in High School writing short stories 
in the classical sense, and I started linking them. I realized that I was dealing with the same 
characters. But I had no inclination to write novels as such, as I understood the novel. But I 
was also a bit frightened that we had been taught at High School that the short story was an 
autonomous thing standing without reference to anything outside it, and all those rules of 
descriptions and definitions. At first I thought that I was breaking the rules, I mean, I worried 
about this and in fact, I kept changing the narrators' names to avoid detection by the literary 
police. But when I eventually had enough stories together for a volume, I thought I should 
come clean here, and I established the fact that there was linkage between these stories. But 
where I leapt to - one story suggested another - and where whatever narrative linked or 
leaped and what the distance would be in the narrative, what the distance between the stories 
would be, was purely intuitive. When I got it all together, I decided to acknowledge that the 
same character recurred. So, I went on to develop this. I gained some confidence and went 
on with The Americans Baby to play again with this. As I was going, I selected a lot of stuff 
out of old trade journals, the ice-cream, soft-drink manufacturing journals, from America, 
Australia and England, and I found a whole treasure trove of these in the State Library, old 
trade magazines from the turn of the century right up to the twenties and thirties, and I was 
just absolutely enthralled by these. So, I combined some of that material into it. With The 
Americans Baby I built up a pile of material and then culled that down and introduced those 
fragments. So, I was still playing with that. One of the things I realized only two years ago 
(I put together an edition for France, a collected edition from the first three books), and one 
of the things that surprised me was that the selection was another assembly. At first I thought 
that the unities that I had created in the books were threatened- I nearly fell into the same 
trap that I fell into as a teenager, that the short stories must be a self-sustaining unity, and in 
a sense they are, I like the idea that they are published as a self-sustaining unity - and I at 
first hesitated about breaking them up but I re-assembled them as The Coca-Cola Kid, which 
was the original title of The Americans Baby. And I realized that there's probably a number 
of assemblies that I could do with the pool of stories that I now have. 4017 is, I think the best 
assembly that I've done. I'm working with the narrative gap and various sorts of leaps. The 
other delightful thing about 4017, a private delight, is that I published one of my high school 
short stories which was rejected by all the magazines, and was one of the first short stories 
I ever wrote. It's juvenalia, and I re-worked it slightly, and it's presented in the book as 
juvenalia because it's out of a narrator's past. It's one of my first short stories, very 
Hemingway-esque, and I love the idea of incorporating that, giving it life for the first time. 
KJ: 4017 has been called a "work in progress". Is that because it contains work taken from 
over a great span of time? 
FM: It's taken longer than the others, mainly because of diversions. I got diverted into doing 
film adaptations of my works - telling the stories again, in another medium. I don't think 
it's [the film The Coca-Cola Kid] been a great success, the film is much more conservative 
than the prose-narrative. So, I've learned that there are all sorts of other assemblies, and if I 
had another life to lead, I might go back and re-assemble the hundred narratives that I have 
now, I might re-construct them in different assemblies. In some ways, that's what 4017 is, 
because it also has characters from the first book and a story from the first book. And in 
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working with [ film director] Makavejev, the new book, I'm enfolding and re-working the film 
narratives. And many of the films that I've done are not only adaptations, they are either 
continuations of the stories, or they're another approach to the story. But unfortunately they 
end up being orthodox movies. I find that with film, all the pressures, everything pushes you 
back to orthodoxy, the amount of money you've got to spend-. I've been working on the 
margins of the commercial industry, well, the film industry has got to be commercial in a 
sense, I suppose I should have or could have gone to experimental film makers, but anyway. 
I thought I was on the margins and we were free, but we weren't, the process is not free. 
JF: I was interested in one particular section in Room Service. I found the story that dealt with 
playground situations to be somewhat darker than your other work and it brought me up sharp 
at that point. The language play and the playground lore in that section set up some interesting 
juxtapositions. But I've got to know, what are "granny rules"? 
FM: Oh, that's a playground legalism, it's a move made by a strong personality to set up a 
coup d'etat, in fact to establish their own rules, when they say "granny's rules" that means 
anything they say, goes, a type of playground coup d'etat. I would've liked to have gone 
further into playground lore, not only lore, but law as well. Because it's an intricate legal 
system, quite primitive in some parts and in others a total perfect mirrorreflection of political 
life. 
JF: In The Americans Baby I was afraid that much of the material might appear dated, much 
of it dealing with radicalism from that period, but the perspective carries the stories very, very 
well, I enjoyed that very much. 
FM: As you know, it was written as a book of its time, and it was narrative news in a sense, 
and it was news from the psyche of our times. I have seen it tum from being the book of its 
time to being history. I get invited to colleges and universities in Australia and I've seen it 
happen, that kids say, gee, you lived in the best of all possible times, everything was 
happening [then], nothing is happening now in the '80s, they say, and they complain that we 
had all the revolutions- and it is pure history for them. It's like me reading F. Scott Fitzgerald 
- and me meeting Morley Callaghan - that was fantastic, I shook the hand that knocked 
do~n Hemingway! I had a meal with him, he's the last link with all that. When I was growing 
up m my teens, the only stuff we wanted to read about was the ex-patriot tradition in France, 
they were our heroes, it was the time of Joyce, and Hemingway and Fitzgerald, and he 
[Morley Callaghan], was there, and he's the last survivorof thatgroup. I mean if they hadn't 
shot themselves or drunk themselves to death, whatever, they would all be hobbling around 
at this Festival [Harbourfront's Wang International Authors Festival], but he's the last one, 
and when I read in the program that he's here I thought, "he's been a footnote in history", first 
they thought he was going to be as big as all those guys, and he never made it, he's got all sorts 
of explanations about why that happened, but he never made it in the same way, but he 
outlived them all. I read Strange Fugitive before I came here, which is his first novel and 
which Scribners picked up, he was yoked with and reviewed with Hemingway in double 
reviews. I haven't got back to having a look at those, but he says he shouldn't have been 
com par~ with Hemingway, I don't know, anyone would've looked bad against Hemingway 
at that time. 
KJ: Could you say something about your story "The Girl Who Met Simone de Bouvoir in 
Paris"? 
~M: ~hen I was in France to launch the book, it got terrific reviews, went into reprint 
immediately, the heady little magazines right through the spectrum, they were all terribly 
enthusiastic. Being published in another language, especially a major language like French, 
was like a second life. It was a great test, the book was made up of stories from the first three 
books, and it was a great test to see whether they had died, but they hadn't died for the French, 
and they've been in print continuously, and I'm getting responses from eighteen year olds 
who have read them for the first time, the eighties generation. So they manged to make that 
transition. But when I was in France for the launch of the book, I was sitting, I'd like to say 
at one of the lecture halls, or one of the classic cafes, but it was actually at a MacDonalds, it 
was out in the suburbs and I was sitting having a coffee, and a guy comes over and says "Oh, 
uh.good-day." It was another Australian,andhesaid, "You're Frank Moorehouse." And I said 
"Yeah." And he said, "Can I sit down?" And I said "Yeah." And he said, "You know I've read 
your work, and I'm a school teacher in the western suburbs of Sydney," and he said, ''I'm a 
French teacher, it's fantastic to see you, here in France," and we had a conversation and when 
he left he said, "Now, I think I'll write a story called 'The Guy Who Met Frank Moorehouse 
in Paris' " 
KJ: It s_eems that. things are opening up quite a bit lately, more people are interested in 
Australia, Australians seem more receptive to things from the rest of the world. 
FM: Yes, the idea of centre is changing, but I still think it's amazing the treatment that 
Australian books can get in England. The publishers are waking up to the fact that it's 
~ommercial to publish Australians but even so, the reviewing is still cool colonial, patroniz-
mg. Ev~ryone has stories to tell, but, Room Service which got no reviews in England, was a 
total fail~e there. 4017's going to be better, it has some interesting notices. But I went into 
the pubhctty department of Penguin, in London, to prepare for the launch of Room Service 
when I was over there. I had just been in France, I don't speak French, but all the French papers 
found English-speaking journalists to go out and interview me, and I even went on radio with 
a translator. And I got profiled in all the major papers, Le Monde and so on, you know, half 
p_ages. And I went to the ~ublicity department of Penguin and I showed them the publicity 
file of what had happened m France, and I said "You might be able to use some of this material 
for the launch of Room Service." And she went, "Uh, how do you explain this?" And from 
that moment on I ceased publishing with Penguin, but it was so typical of the British attitude, 
I mean, th~re must be some explanation, it couldn't be the book was any good, there had to 
be some tnck. 
KJ: Are you working on anything new right now? 
FM: Well_, yeah, I'm worki?g on the enfolding of the Makavejev film and one of my early 
short stones, and I'm workmg on conversation and other transitions from narrative to film 
- a mixture of material. 
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IMAGOMUNDI 
Interview with Pierre Joris 
Pierre Joris writes primarily in English and has published 18 collections of poetry, 3 non-
fiction books, and has translated numerous French, Spanish and German poets into English. 
He was also editor of Corpus, a radical newspaper of the arts in New York, and founded as 
well as co-edited Sixpack a magazine of contemporary and European literature. Joris was 
born and educated in Luxembourg. He continued his studies at Bard College (New York 
State), and the University of Essex (U.K.). Pierre Joris is currently poetry editor of Paris 
Exiles Magazine in Paris. His most recent collection of poetry Breccia - Selected Poems 
1972-1986 was published by Station Hill Press in the U.S. The book's Canadian distributor 
is Guernica Editions. For Joris, a poem is a matter of process, part of a continuous 
exploration of what is possible to use in that orchestration, a question of "vision as against 
prophecy". Pierre Joris is currently doing research and teaching literary translation at 
SUNY in Binghamton, N.Y. Pierre Joris was interviewed in conjunction with the Wang 
International Festival of Authors at Toronto's Harbourfront. The festival is organized 
annually by Greg Gatenby. 
[Breccia and other works by Joris can be obtained through, Editions Phi, P.O. Box 66, 
Echternach, Luxembourg. -Station Hill Press, Barrytown, N.Y.12507 USA. -Guernica 
Editions,P.O.Box633,StationND.G.,Montreal,Quebec,H4A3Rl Canada.-Pau/Green, 
83-B London Road, Peterborough, Cambs., Great Britain.] 
KJ: Your latest bookBreccia is being handled by both Station Hill in New York, and Guemica 
Editions in Montreal. How did that come about? 
PJ: It's very strange, you know I'm from Luxembourg originally-twenty-two, twenty-three 
years ago. Never really went back except to visit family for forty-eight hours. Then, about 
four years ago, I moved from London to Paris, which meant I was within driving distance of 
Luxembourg. So, I was a bit more in Luxembourg again, and I also gave a couple of readings 
in Luxembourg, so all of a sudden I saw more of Luxembourg writers. So, I had some 
connections again. At the same time, I was preparing my move back to the States. 
Simultaneously, the guy who runs Editions Phi in Luxembourg- he runs a wonderful little 
publishing house for a small country- he offered to do a book and he had in mind a smaller 
book, more luxurious, bilingual, with some translations. I thought, that's not what I need right 
now, that's not what I want, what I really need right now is a fatter text of selected works just 
to have that out there. And he was wonderfully kind enough to say, ok, that's what you need, 
that's what you get. At the same time, George Quasher, for the last ten years has wanted to 
do a book of mine at Station Hill. So, I got in touch with George and said, look I'm doing it 
at Phi, do you want to be the American publisher/editor? So, this was the first time I had 
anything published in Luxembourg, and it felt right to co-publish it in America where, I am 
moving back after an absence of sorts. It was a wonderful moment. 
KJ: Is there any connection with Dick Higgins? Because he is in the same part of the country. 
PJ: Well, no, but Higgins has done some books with Station Hill, and actually lives twenty 
yards up the road in the next house from Station Hill Press. 
KJ: It's a small world. Robert Kelly has said that your work is "honest radical-close to the 
beginning of a poetic disenchanted with its own airs and graces -" Do you feel that a level 
of disenchantment enters into your work? 
PJ: Well, let's just jump straight in. Any poetics that is set up, at this point has to be a 
disenchantment. That is, the opposite of disenchanting would be enchanting. And what 
enchants is what continuously keeps the interest, keeps the magic going. So that there are two 
things that, in a funny way, inter-play all the time. You know what you have to invent as you 
go along - a form that I would call "processional". At the same time you also know that you 
are working, maybe in a special area. Certainly no matter how much I've tried to get out of 
it, somewhere there is a lyrical voice. Somewhere there is lyrical thinking. So, you have a 
certain distance towards poetics and at the same time. I do my utmost to re-enchant in a 
Duncanesque way, to re-create. There is a schizo-poetics, you instantly know what you have 
to destroy and whatever it is that you have to set up. 
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KJ: I wanted to ask you about writers who may have been influences, and who you respected, 
such as Duncan and Olson, and maybe Williams and Pound too. I note, as well, that Olson 
had that field concept. Do you feel that enters into your work? 
PJ: Oh, yeah, I think that concept has been, in a way, essential for me. I started writing in 
German and French. Now, I like German peotry a lot, the post world-war lyric. Before, Celan 
was an abiding centre for me. The French inhibits me very much, because I think that the 
Dada, surrealism which was alive and well early in the century, is dead now. And the people 
like Jean Daive, and [Andre] du Bouchet, that is, the new Mallarmeians working out the 
problem of white space, of absence, again, were interesting but that area was not my problem. 
So, I was reading around and came across American poetics, I guess, Ginsberg and Keroua~, 
the Beats of course, which immediately interested me. For example, Pound, wow man! This 
is not a guy who writes little sonnets over the weekend. You can actually sit down and s~nd 
a whole life writing poetry, and that just kind of blew my mind, because there was something 
that interested me. The Europeans seem to be interested and caught in formalistic questions. 
In Pound, and later in Olson, who I came to, the two concerns [form & content] are 
contiguous, that is, there is content at the risk all the time, a search, and work on the form. 
(Let's say the two no longer actually oppose each other or the two words in. fact bec~me 
redundant. But, we always end up talking about it that way.) That, to me, was Just amazmg. 
When I first came to Olson, I found an area that had always interested me - how to get facts 
into a poem. 
KJ: Olson was talking about the difference between centripetal and centrifugal poetry. The 
centrifugal moving out from a core, or from the protagonist's center, or from the center of the 
poem, and the centripetal moving in to the center. Do you detect anything like that at all in your 
own approach? 
PJ: The only thing that comes to mind, is again what [Robert] Kelly said, something that I 
don't understand exactly, but I know what he means and I don't necessarily want to dig deeper 
into it. That is, he calls me, at some point, a poet of in between. 
KJ: The Breccia book, even though it spans a long period and represents an extended body 
of your work, can still be read as a kind of suite. In Canada we have this tradition of the long 
poem for example, it can be a single narrative poem, or a suite of poems dealing with the same 
subject. Do you feel in spite of the fact thatBreccia spans a long time frame, that you could 
consider it as a type of long poem? 
PJ: In a way I would hope so, because it would be a successful thing to have done with the 
book. I don't think that it is a single poem, but it certainly is a suite, and if you take words 
like collage or montage, then you can see that the thing has a totality somewhere. Also, there 
are longer poems in there that I cut down from the original books. But I like that sense. And 
there is a sequence in there that is open-ended - it's still going on, the occasion - or the 
moment is important. 
KJ: That thing about the moment really clicks in for me. The notion that instead of writing 
from a historical perspective - I think that you yourself might have said something about 
that- that you don't look at man as a kind of tree with roots. Instead, you are looking at things 
horizontally, rather than vertically, or laterally instead of linearly. So that you are looking at 
a synchronous moment, or a moment in time, rather than a span of time. 
PJ: I think that the original image or metaphor [ of the tree] has to do with hierarchical and 
non-hierarchical configurations. That is, the image of Western man, of humanist man as the 
tree. You know the tree form that Leonardo DaVinci inscribed, rooted at the legs, the solid 
trunk, the branches. That is a very hierarchical figure in our social structure. At one point, 
earlier on, I use the Beatles' song "Strawberry Fields Forever" - using the strawberry as 
image of "satori" - the rhizome - any part of the plant can be the root, flower, trunk. That 
hierarchical differentiation is simply not happening. So that you have what could be called 
an egalitarian system. Then, there is the sense of space rather than time, because there are 
some plants that will move horizontally as much as vertically. 
KJ: You were talking a little earlier about the way your text breaks up. I think it is [Jerome] 
Rothenberg who says that your work could be called a "collage of fragments articulated 
around a syntax of breaks". So that there is more of a structural disjunction and perhaps less 
a conceptual one in the long run. Does that make sense? 
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PJ: Well, I think that our culture has certainly entered into a century of fragmentation. One, 
we have learned to be extremely wary of totalizing synthesis of things. Two, our perceptions 
are fragmentary and we are coming to the realization that, that [fragmentation], of course, has 
to become part of the work or the art of creating. No matter how great Dante is, no one today 
could get away with that [Dante's] type of order today- it would be false to the current imago 
mundi that we know is there. Our imago mundi is so complexified via contemporary science 
- via relativity. Our perception, our ability to grasp, to see, is always fragmented. 
KJ: Yes, that brings us back to the break-up of time and the open-ended quality of your 
writing. 
PJ: It should be open-ended. Some of the sequences will come to an inevitable close. That's 
that. The idea is, in a way, in [Jackson] Pollack's book about painting, you abandon it rather 
than complete it. 
KJ: So, you are dealing with works that are more process-oriented than product-oriented. 
PJ: Totally. Process, yes. There is a term that Allen Fisher and myself used, that is, the term 
"process showing", which involved for me at least, I can't speak for Allen, a very true notion 
of the processional. Processional as opposed to procedural. Procedure being something that 
is laid down. Now you can work both ways - ifl can open up parenthesis.Jackson MacLow, 
is, in a funny way, a very procedural poet. But using aleatory methods brings one to similar 
areas. Process is what - the Tao wheel - out of Corbin, via Olson, Duncan to Kelly. The 
Tao wheel of poetry would be that the poem is really an exegesis of its first line. You 're given 
a line somewhere, and the process really consists of reading that line. Therefore, what is a 
continuous concern for me, is, the relationship between reading and writing. You read your 
own line as you 're writing it. So that is the second part of that phrase "process showing". The 
danger is of course to become or to want to become obscure.And this is especially so in poetry 
where each poem has its own form or its own processional methodology. Unless you show 
somehow in the poem how the poem comes about, you risk obscuring for the sake of 
obscurity. So, it is·very inportant to me that the poem also shows what its methodology is. It 
has to be done open, so that you don't hide. 
KJ: So, it's a kind of de-mystification. 
PJ: Right. 
KJ: You've done other work as well, as an editor and so on. I was interested in the Poesie 
Internationale Anthologie. That looked like a big job. You did that with Edition with Guy 
Binsfeld. I was interested in the kind of work you and Jean Patant were trying to put together 
there. 
PJ: Well, we organized a festival in Luxembourg, a national festival in which we invited a 
number of poets that we wanted to hear, and we were going to put out a little catalogue with 
a poem by each, and Guy said, let's get three or four poems from each, and put it together as 
a little book and that will be the catalogue for the festival, and at the same time it will be a 
little book. It was out by the time the festival rolled around. Amazing - that never happens 
- the book was out. What I liked most about it in fact, is that it is one of the rare occasions 
where you can have five languages in the same book. You can only do that once in a while. 
Anyplace else there would be too much pressure to have it translated into one language. I just 
like the idea of having Italian, French, German, English and Luxembourgian. 
KJ: You've been involved with a number of festivals. 
PJ: I like going to them, but organizing them is a pain in the ass. 
KJ: How was the one in Luxembourg organized. What happened there? 
PJ: Well, I think it was wonderful to get together a number of people from different countries 
that I've known and liked together and have them meet. It was a kind of voyeuristic pleasure, 
say, to have Jacques Robaud meet [Robert] Kelly - the Italian poets meeting English or 
French poets, you know it was just a great pleasure in my messy way of loving "myscegina-
tion". 
KJ: What was the reception like in Luxembourg? What did the audience think? 
PJ: The audience was interested, but it was relatively small because it was maybe the wrong 
time, and poetry festivals are not something major. I think that with most poetry festivals, 
speaking as a poet going to festivals, the greatest kick you get is meeting other poets that you 
haven't met before, and doing the reading. One does readings a lot, and it's wonderful to be 
invited to be there. But I think for most poets, they are honest in saying that the greatest 
pleasure really is more in getting together among themselves. That's what happens often. The 
long Schezuan meals, the boozing to three in the morning - the social part. Poets are a 
community but they are very spread out. 
KJ: You're working with Jerome Rothenberg on an anthology called Poems for the 
Millenium. 
PJ: Well, we are on that now - we are actually at the beginning, so that is a project of the 
future. It's going ok. I wish we had more time. Jerry is reading in San Francisco tonight, and 
I'm reading in Toronto tomorrow, while we should be sitting in the library at Binghamton 
doing the project. It's a slow process. It will eventually be three volumes. You know Jerry 
Rothenberg is one of the great anthology makers in the world. I'm honoured to be invited to 
do this book. The book basically covers twentieth century avant-garde poetry from around 
the world. We 're trying to be as non-Euro-centric as possible. 
KJ: Speaking of Binghamton, I know you were doing work in comparative literature at 
SUNY. What have you been doing lately? 
PJ: I'm doing a translation of Celan, at the ·same time I'm teaching a literary translation 
seminar, working on my own, spending a lot of time driving to the Hudson Valley and visiting 
friends from the olden days. 
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PIGS IN SHIT 
by Ronald Sukenick 
" 'He is arresting.He is charming. Those moments when he talks to his counsel arul puts his hand over 
the mike, with that cute little smile. When he makes his asides, drops his little hon mots.' " 
-International Herald Tribune on Oliver North . 
"The rich are different from you and me," Fitzgerald once remarked from the vantage of Paris. 
"Yes," Hemingway replied. "They have more money." 
All that has changed now. The rich are now no different from you and me. They don't even have more 
money or, put it this way, though they do they use it pretty much in the same ways everybody does, just 
more so. They use it on themselves, just the way everybody does, to get more things, more status, more 
power, more money. So what if you have none of the above? Who cares about you? You don't like it, 
fuck you. This is the Fuck You Decade, successor to the Me Generation. I even sort of prefer it this way, 
there's a lot less bullshit floating around than in the Love Generation. I mean America is a country that 
doesn't offer a lot of choice, it's always either black or white, Abbott or Costello, schiz or phrenia. It 
makes life simple. 
If you want to see what America is like, go to Paris. Hemingway did, so did Fitzgerald. Paris is like 
a petri dish for Americans, it isolates the germ and lets it grow. You take a few Americans fresh from 
the States, drop them in and wait a few months, sometimes just a few weeks, then examine the resulting 
growth. 
When I first drop into that petri dish in 1958 I'm living in a series of fleabags on Rue Monsieur le 
Prince. The Beats, already famous and with whom I have only the most peripheral contact, are living 
in the Beat Hotel on nearby Rue Git le Coeur. One night I sneak a woman into my room on Monsieur 
le Prince, a good looking girl named Daisy just out of Bennington or somewhere, because she has a 
charming little smile and gives every indication of wanting to get it on. But when we get into bed-
and it was a tiny single bed too - she tells me she doesn't do that kind of thing with boys. She isn't 
kidding either. Daisy is American as applepieandyouknow what apple pie was in 1958.Bitch wouldn't 
even suck my cock. So what is she doing there? By three A.M. I'm so pissed and frustrated and sleepless 
I kick her out on her ass. 
"But where am I going to go?" whines Daisy. 
Your problem, sweet heart. 
But for days after I worry, where did she go, a young, inexperienced girl with no French in a strange, 
tough city? Even more, though, I worry about myself, like that wasn't a nice thing to do, I mean my thing 
at the time is being a nice guy. Is it possible I'm not really a nice guy? 
The fertile isolation of the petri dish was already having its effect. The germ was growing. 
Next time I see Daisy she's with Gregory Corso. We're sitting around a table on the terrasse Aux 
Deux Magots. Those days you can still go to the Deux Magots with a straight face, though it's already 
starting to fill with American tourists inflamed with the romance of Existentialism, who refer to it as 
"the Au Deux Mago ts." 
Corso or not, Daisy is as up tight as ever. She says she's staying with Corso in the Beat Hotel. She 
confides to me that the toilet is so filthy in the Beat Hotel she cries every time she goes to the john. 
Something he says convinces me that Corso isn't fucking her either. So why does he I ether hang around? 
It occurs to me that Gregory, who has a rep for occasional self-indulgent nastiness, is probably a lot nicer 
than I am. On the other hand, I'm beginning to get the idea that we 're both a lot nicer than she is. Later 
on I figure it's the fact that Daisy seems to be broke and alone in a foreign city that makes her appealing. 
It makes her seem vulnerable and helpless, and she pushes it. 
Around then I'm spending a lot of time figuring out why I'm better than other people. Of course I 
don't put it that way. Really what I'm trying to do is figure out why I seem allergic to the conventional 
life of ambition, acquisition and success that seems adequate for every other healthy, normal middle 
class college grad. I'm trying to justify an apparent character flaw by turning it into a sign of superiority. 
Actually I'm no better than anybody else at the time, but I'm probably about as good. Just a little 
different. I have to justify this difference through the image of myself as nice guy. Acquisitive types 
aren't nice guys. Too insensitive, aggressive, self-interested. 
As Leo Duroucher would have predicted, I'm not winning any pennants. But Duroucher's dictum 
about nice guys is in itself a violation of the mystique of an earlier small town America, an America 
of Babe Ruth and Ty Cobb where life was easy, morality simple and niceness was goodness. And this 
despite the fact that Babe Ruth was a dope and Ty Cobb a vicious son of a bitch. Jack Kerouac once 
wrote that "the fact that every body dies makes the wor Id kind." I guess he hadn't heard of the Holocaust. 
Of course all Americans had heard of the Holocaust by 1958. But I think nobody knew what it meant 
yet. Consciously. Though people were already beginning to behave as if by comparison nothing was 
outrageous, anything is permitted. 
Anyway, one thing that's clear to Americans in the petri dish of Paris is that the French don't give 
a damn about being nice. Polite yes, loyal yes. But not nice. If anything, the French prefer nasty. For 
me this is a little shocking but why does an American come to Paris if not to be shocked? But Americans, 
relieved of the obligation to be nice, in the absence of any other standard for behavior, reveal some 
things that are maybe not so nice. 
There are many Americans who come to Paris planning to stay till their money runs out and then when 
it runs out decide they don't want to go back to the States. Young men and women with no careers, they 
usually blunder around a few months on a few emergency checks from home and then they go back 
anyway. Those who stick with it settle into a lazy, pleasant, marginal life which is either admittedly 
aimless or which they often call something like "painting" or "writing." Now and then it actually is. 
They develop a variety of petty hustles to beat the impossibility of getting a work permit, and the women 
always have an additional option as a last resort. 
A few months after meeting Daisy with Corso, I see her sitting in a cheap cafe at Carrefour Odeon 
with a guy in a leather jacket who I don't know. I sit at their table and say hello to Daisy. Her friend is 
another American, a little raunchy looking, evidently a veteran of the Paris wars. He considers himself 
a rebel, and refers to middle class American tourists generically as "the assholes." As in, "Why don't 
we go over to St. Germain des Pres and watch the assholes." 
Daisy is going on and on about her financial difficulties, and how she doesn't know where her next 
franc is coming from. 
'Tm living on the last of the money I had set aside for a ticket back home," she says. "Now I don't 
know what to do." 
"I thought you were hustling money from one of the assholes," says the guy. 
"He went back," she says. "And I wasn't hustling. He was my boyfriend." 
"I bet you were broke up when he split," he says. 
"Who are the assholes?" I ask innocently. 
"Who are the assholes," he replies with heavy sarcasm. 
It's a question I continue to ask myself. 
"I don't know where to turn," Daisy says, looking at me. I look the other way. "I have enough money 
for another week, and that's it," she says. 
"Maybe it's time to use that phone number I gave you," says the guy. 
Daisy bursts into tears. I suddenly have an appointment and leave, feeling like a shit because I have 
a place now with a couch and on top of that I have all that money I've been saving up to hitchhike through 
Italy. 
In fact I do make my Italian trip, but despite hitchhiking and staying in youth hostels I only get as 
far as Florence before my money runs out, so I come back to Paris. One of the first things I do is to go 
over to Shakespeare and Co., the American book store on the Seine, to see who's around, and there I 
find Daisy talking with George Whitman, who owns it, and a few other middle class derelicts. The book 
store is not the same Shakespeare and Co. that was a center for literary exiles of the Lost Generation, 
but what the hell, it's something else. The indescribable miscellany of strays who hang around George's 
place make it look like a center for the Lost and Found Generation. 
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Daisy says she's upset. She just left a guy she was going out with. 
"I'm just, I don't know, shook up." 
"How long were you going out with him?" 
"Three days," she says. 
"Three days," I say. "So what's the big deal?" 
"We had a very bad fight. Actually I ttiought he was going to beat me up." 
"How come?" 
"Well I told him I'd go to Geneva with him, but I didn't tell him I'd stay there. When I told him I 
needed some money I guess he thought I was going to go shopping or something. After he found out 
I was taking the train back to Paris he got furious . I mean what does he want, I just met him." 
"Anyone I know?" 
"No, he's an older man. An engineer, a German." 
"I thought you don't like Germans." 
"Well, I usually don't, but I make some exceptions." 
"Some?" 
"I've been meeting a lot of Germans," she says with her cute little smile. 
One thing I realize about Daisy in retrospect is that she's what we'd now call a sexist. That is, she 
can't stand other women. She's almost always with men and as soon as another woman shows up she 
freezes, limits her conversation to the men, and responds to the women exclusively with cutting little 
remarks. Maybe she just doesn't like competition, but maybe it's more than that. In talking with men 
she's a lot more contemptuous of women than your average callow fraternity kid. I don't know what 
that says about her attitude toward herself, but it ain't good. There's something cold about it. Usually 
fairly prim in her speech, even in the raunchiest male company, her vocabulary turns foul when talking 
about women in any sexual connection. Sitting in cafes she likes to make acid comments on women 
walking by. 
"Look at the knockers on that cow," she says to me once at a cafe table. "If she took her bra off they'd 
probably hang down to her cunt." 
This combination of repression and vulgarity seems to me something particular to the fifties, so that 
when I think of pre-Lib woman I think of Daisy. Her type doesn't exist any more of course. Or if it does 
it wears a different mask. 
One thing you have to hand to Daisy, in the Paris wars she's an intrepid soldier. She's got guts and 
somehow she sticks it out in the sometimes somber City of Light. Many months later I meet Daisy again 
at a big America party in the seizieme, in a quartier that's sort of the equivalent of Park Avenue, and 
she doesn't look any the worse for wear. This is a party involving the early Paris Review gang. Somehow 
or other I develop a passing friendship with a Rockefeller scion who invites me. All I remember about 
him is he has to go to Sweden for some big Rockefeller wedding and to see his mother who he hasn't 
seen in some years. 
"You probably like her better for not seeing her too much," I suggest. 
"I'd like her better if she weren't a drunk," he answers. 
I remember thinking I'd probably like mine better if she were. The only other thing I remember is 
his girl friend keeps rubbing against me in the metro on the way to the party like she wants to get it on, 
and I would have willingly obliged since I don't have a girl at the time and I'm horny to the point of 
death. But as soon as we get to this bash we all immediately lose ourselves in the mob and the martinis 
and I never see either of them again. When after several hours of martinis I come out the other side of 
the tobacco smoke and alcohol fumes, I'm for some reason leaving the party with Daisy and several 
drunk and raucous young American guys of a kind with which I do not normally consort. They all wear 
jackets and ties, now rather askew, and seem to be having something like a prep school reunion. Aside 
from being stinking drunk, they show all the signs of good breeding. As much as I dislike this type I 
find something attractive about them. They seem happy. Happy-go-lucky. Why shouldn't they be? 
We're heading for the apartment where one of them is staying on the Ile St. Louis, sort of the 
equivalent of a pent house in Greenwich Village, where there is the promise of yet more booze and 
possibly other, unspecified goodies. 
What happens next is obscene and vulgar and you may not want to read it. I'm warning you now. In 
any case if you're under eighteen you shouldn't read it. Unless you're accompanied by a parent or 
guardian. 
We end up in this guy's apartment, which is well stocked with whisky, and he even has a little pot, 
which is very exciting in those days. I mean, you could blow some pot and it was like so far out you 
could tell yourself that all your inhibitions were off on a waik around the block. There are five of these 
guys. They 're on their summer vacations from various business and law schools and their daddies must 
be loaded because they're not exactly travelling student rates. God bless the child who's got his own. 
After a while it becomes obvious that Daisy has screwed two of these guys at various times, in fact 
it looks like the first one has turned the second one on to her. She doesn't even bother denying the heavy 
handed innuendos of these two. Her new sexual license makes me a little jealous, but it's not too 
surprising at this stage of her growth in the petri dish. And really I'm less jealous than envious of the 
guys who had whatever it took to make her acquiesce. But now maybe because of these vibes a joke 
starts where they begin saying since she's already got it on with two of them she might as well make 
it with the other three. Daisy just laughs at them and tells them to stop being jerks. I figure she might 
be a little uneasy by this time, the only woman with all these drunks, and offer to leave with her, but 
the other guys boo and hiss and she just tells me to stop being a jerk. 
They joke and badger her for a while about sex but naturally they don't get anywhere though she's 
reasonably good natured about it. Finally one of them says, jokingly I presume, "All right, we'll pay 
you." 
"I don't do that kind of thing," says Daisy with her cute little smile. 
"Bull shit," says one of the guys who's coming on like he's already screwed her. He puts his hand 
on her ass and says, "Twenty-five bucks." She knocks his hand away. "Each," he adds. She sort of 
giggles. She's as loaded as the rest of us and her laugh sounds slightly hysterical now. 
"What the shit, make it fifty," says another one as he starts pawing her. 
"Cut the crap," she tells him. The guys are suddenly more focussed now and she's treating it less like 
a joke. "And get your dirty hands off," she snaps. 
The place goes quiet for about a minute. Then one of them says, "How much to you want?" 
She gives him a long, hard look and then she just shrugs her shoulders. 
"All right. A hundred." He looks around. "ls that okay with everyone? A hundred a piece." 
"I don't have any money," I say. 
"He doesn't have any money," some one says. 
"Fuck him. He can watch." 
Daisy's eyes are beginning to look glazed, like she's about to go catatonic. "Let's see the money," 
she says. 
"A hundred bucks. One shot apiece," they start pulling out their wallets, one goes around collecting 
the bills. "Going once, going twice. Okay." He puts the money on a table, big bills, I see at least two 
hundreds, some fifties. He starts to unzipper her dress. She doesn't resist. They hoot and applaud as he 
takes her clothes off. 
I already know she's got a beautiful body but I don't realize how beautiful. She's got a body worth 
a million bucks and I guess she's decided to cash in on it. They can see they 're going to get their money's 
worth. It shuts them up for a minute anyhow. 
"Shit," says one of them finally with a forced laugh. "Which piece is mine?" 
"I want a breast," snickers another. 
What they do is they get her on all fours on the table and play with her a while. I get a look at her face 
and _she's staring into space. The best way I can describe her expression is she looks like she's taking 
a shit. The guys around her are still laughing some but it doesn't sound like laughter anymore. It sounds 
like their throats have gone dry, like mine. The sounds that come out are like the coughing of an old 
drunk stumbling along an empty street on a winter night. 
Finally they put her on her back with her legs off the table and one of them takes out his cock, grabs 
her ass and goes in. The others watch like animals watching a stud mounting the female in heat. "Hung 
like a stallion!" one of them says with unconvincing bravado. It doesn't take very long, it seems like 
maybe thirty seconds before he groans, twitches and flops out. 
For me what's going on is a certain loss of innocence, even though I'm not fucking. HI ever thought 
I was a nice guy, forget it. All I wish is that I had a hundred bucks. I'm no nicer than they are. Just poorer. 
The third guy comes in her mouth. After that they give her a bottle of whisky and she takes a long 
drink. The last one turns her over and penetrates her from behind, then pulls out and carefully separates 
her cheeks to expose her ass hole. With a look on his face that might best be described as devout, he 
bends down and starts licking her ass hole, working his tongue all around and then in. You can actually 
see the point of his tongue flicking in and out of her ass hole. After a short time the tip of his tongue 
starts turning yellow-brown, I don't know what she's been eating. "Good god," says one of the guys. 
"Holy shit," says another. Then he straightens up and starts drilling his cock up her ass. "Wait," she yells, 
"that's not ... " She gives a little cry, then takes it. Soon he's up to the hilt and moving like a piston. He 
comes with a loud yell that could be of triumph or despair, I can't tell which. After he pulls out he takes 
a mouthful of whisky, swishes it around, and spits it on the rug. 
When he's done with it they off er her the bottle. She shakes her head. "The money," she says numbly. 
"The money," one of them repeats. He picks it up and counts it out in front of her nose. Then he rolls 
the bills lengthwise in a tight cone. "Hold her," he says. But it's not necessary. She just lays there as 
he carefully works the cone into her ass. She starts wiggling to accommodate his thrust, the first sign 
of animation she's shown. With one last, hard push the bills disappear. At that moment her body stiff ens, 
she screams and her head rolls so I can see her face, which bears an expression, eyes closed, mouth 
gaping, of utter bliss. 
"Y eek," says one of the guys. Now evidently disgusted with her, and maybe with themselves, they 
get her dress on her quickly, hustle her out the door and down to the street. "Oink, oink, oink," one of 
them says as she stumbles out the court yard door. I follow quickly after her but must have turned in 
the opposite direction. She seems to have disappeared in the dark streets. At this point her ass is literally 
worth five hundred dollars and she's probably trying hard to be invisible. 
It's two A.M. and everything is closed, including of course the metro. I can't find a taxi, I hope she 
can. If not I figure she's going to have to walk carefully because they didn't even give her time to get 
her underwear on. 
When I re~ember this episode it gives laundered money a new meaning. 
But this is only the beginning of the story. I'm not sure what the middle is but I have some clues about 
the end. 
Not long ago at a party in New York I meet a woman who runs her own independent ad agency and 
I suddenly realize it's Daisy. In fact she's looking extremely well, she hasn't changed that much since 
the Paris days. · 
"Yes, I still harbor a certain attraction for the Bohemian life," she says. "I'm investing in paintings." 
Married twice, divorced twice, she lives in Soho, which despite its more recent posh cachet, still 
retains a whiff of the artsy. Cautiously, I remind her of her youth in Paris, but she's not at all shy about 
reminiscing. So I ask her if she remembers that group of creepy guys I met briefly who she used to know 
over there. 
"Creepy?" she says. "What's creepy about them?" 
"Well I ... " 
"Some of them are still close friends. Or at least business associates," she adds, not wanting to be 
misunderstood. 
"No I mean the guys who, uh ... " 
"I know, I know. They really laid me down and straightened me out I guess. I'm not sure exactly what 
happened that night finally, I was so drunk, all I know is I woke up with a hangover and all this damp 
money strewn about," she says with her cute little smile. "But they made me realize what's important 
to me. I dropped Bohemia pretty fast and came back to the States. That was my ticket home. No, they 
were really very nice guys and they've all made it big, that bunch. One's in the Reagan administration. 
In fact one of them' s just been indicted in a huge stock scandal involving millions. But he's still a really 
nice guy, which is what counts. Don't you think?" 
I guess so. Niceness is goodness. Daisy is nice too. She gives me her card and tells me to call her up. 
In·America everybody is nice, everybody is getting nicer and nicer. America really likes a nice guy. Our 
presidents are nice guys, even our traitors are nice guys these days. Contrary to Leo Duroucher, nice 
guys are now wirmers in America. In America nice guys are guys with lots of money, power and charm. 
Everybody knows that. Fitzgerald knew that, he was saying it all the time. As long as you 're a nice guy 
you can be as much of a son of a bitch as you want, lie, steal, kill, commit treason, mass murder, you 
name it. That's why Hemingway was such a son of a bitch. Because he was a nice guy. So who are the 
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from HARRY'S FRAGMENTS 
[ a novel of international 
intrigue and spying] 
by George Bowering 
57. 
They were walking together through the Grunewald, surrounded by many varieties of family dogs, 
which were, because it was Sunday, dashing among the trees and up and down the paths, sniffing each 
other's fundaments. 
Families strolled down the wide paths, carrying dog leashes. Nazi widows sat on every park bench. 
Slightly younger people were slowly riding bicycles laden with devices. The sun shone, trying to warm 
up spring in the northern interior of the cultural continent. In every direction there were nuclear-tipped 
rockets sitting heavy on their silent propellants. 
- Are you a good friend of Lotus Blossom, the dip, he enquired. 
He saw that she, like many of the other Berlin women, was carrying a long twig and sometimes 
trailing it in the dust. 
- You mean Eiko, I presume, she said. No, not a good friend, but a good sister. 
- In the organization. 
-In the organization, yes. As you said this afternoon, on the editorial board. Are you a good friend 
of Eiko? 
- We did get along at times, before I left her in the heel of the boot. 
-Did she make your job clear to you? 
- One of them, yes. The other, presumably the one you are interested in, well, maybe not quite. I 
keep thinking that I am gathering more information, have to be, given my modestly capable intelligence, 
but I dont know more than I do. 
She smiles an achingly beautiful German smile, and took his arm, her German breast pushed against 
his bicep, and he was carrying his tweed jacket over his other arm. 
-Most people, she said, dontreally know what is happening to them, or around them.But they think 
they do, yes? You are really not a fool, just your usual, well, man. 
- Thank you. You are not your usual woman. 
- Thank you. Did Eiko tell you to expect a contact who would leave you some money and not expect 
a receipt? 
- Uh huh, now that you mention it. 
-Now you have the money, dont you? In case you did not count it when you took it off the bed and 
put it in that useless hiding place, there are six hundred thousand Deutschmarks in large bills. You will 
not declare the three hundred thousand you take across the frontier. 
- We say border where I come from. 
- We say frontier. Surely you receive a whiff of intrigue when you hear the word? 
- Actually I get a whiff of currywurst, he said. My treat. 
He deftly nipped into the line in front of the little stall, trying to keep out of the way of three urchins 
in short pants with insecure ice cream confections. 
- Harry, she said. 
- Yes, mein klein liebling? 
- Make mine a Zange wiener mit Senf 
58. 
That night there was rain just beyond their reach, just past the terrace. 
Downtown Berlin was said never to close down, but here in the comfortable residential zone of 
separate thirty-year-old houses, all the lights were off before 10:30 at night. So they did not see the rain, 
and because of the grass all around this apartment building in the little park, they could not hear it. They 
just knew it was there. Their bodies were hot with shoving each other, so they could not feel the cool 
of the rain in the air. Maybe they just smelled it there on the great Interior plain. 
Of all the women this strange adventure had brought him to, the German was the most energetic, and 
she was strong, stronger than the Indian Ocean sailor. As soon as they kissed, her tongue was all around 
his mouth like a hungry awakened snake. Her body too could not take anything slowly, but twisted and 
plunged, thumped him till he had to writhe and jump to keep close. She would not let him rest, but threw 
him onto the floor, grabbed at his buttocks with her large hands. She bit him and wiped drool over his 
shoulder. His mouth was full of her crinkled hair. She had a long finger up his surprised anus. He put 
his tongue behind her ear and she detonated, falling all over his person like seven naked children 
greeting their dad. When he lay on his back, desperate for a moment's recuperation, maybe a cigarette 
and a few words, she kneeled astride his face and rocked her pelvis, allowing him to take a wet breath 
of air every third swing. 
- Christ, he said, an hour later, having been wakened from a minute's sleep, you are so demure, so 
Lutheran, such a cold northern beauty. 
- I like to explore my faculties at large, she said, playing with his debilitated wurst. Unlike most 
people, including yourself, I want a hundred percent input from my senses. 
- I think you have fucked me blind, he complained. 
- You will need your eyes, she said. And you will need to keep in better touch with them. I do not 
believe you saw me at the Flughaven Tegel last week. 
- I had just flown for eleven or twelve hours, he said. I was making my way through sensory 
deprivation and passport control. 
- If you had smelled smoke, she said, you would have looked for fire. If everything were smoke, 
you would have to distinguish each thing by its smell. 
- You smell wonderful, he said. 
- Oh, you know the right thing to say. 
She said that from her throat, and when she did the right thing with her eyelashes, a near miracle began 
to occur. 
59. 
All animals are sad after making love, or as animals call it, doing sex. 
The gorgeous German lay asleep with her head on his breast, a line of sweet drool joining them, 
mouth-comer to nipple. A television announcer, or at least his cadences, could be heard rising from the 
apartment of the happy Japanese below. 
He was sad, and for some reason unable to summon sleep to his sleepiness. That was heaven, this is 
heaven, she had said in Rome. But now they were in Berlin, and he could smell smoke. The smoke was 
other souls. In Hell people know each other by smoke alone. 
The long woman smelled as if she had been burning. The only sound was the mumbling TV set below, 
and it sounded like the feckless beseeching of the gone, the going, the disappearing beyond succor. If 
he were to take a chance on waking her by sniffing deeply, he thought he would be able to smell a 
television set burning. 
How many wraithes in this part of the continent had gone up to join the overcast? 
Was he sleeping, was he dreaming this? No, he could see nothing in the dark, but he could smell her 
breath, with that something so many Germans have on their breath, something they eat in the morning. 
He could not imagine what it was. It was like smoke made of oil. 
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Was he really going to do what they wanted him to do, try to pick up the last piece in the short story 
puzzle? He had told Annalise that he wanted a solution to this whole mystery . Mysteries are not solved, 
she had said, you can write a whole book about a mystery and it remains a mystery. 
Wont I know what this is all about when I finish, he had asked. 
You will be an initiate, she had said. Initiates are wiser, she had said. Wisc people are those who have 
gone deeper into the mystery. People who solve puzzles and then can distance themselves from them 
are merely smarter, she had said. 
That's better than being dead, he had said. 
If the mystery truly exists, then death does not, she had said. 
Not able to sleep, he was itching for a cigarette, but he chose her sleep over smoke. 
60. 
Usually he didnt feel or hear the rumble of the U-Bahn from his bedroom any more. 
The little yellow trains of the BVG's number 2 line went right by his apartment building, in a little 
defile between him and the U.S. military radio staton he could see through the young trees with their 
half-opened leaves. 
But a train must have gone by. An answering quiver went through her body, and if he had at last been 
asleep he no longer slept, and she twice tried to snuggle for more sleep on his chest, but then opened 
her deep-set blue eyes and smiled with them. His arm on her that side was totally without sensation, a 
heap of weight belonging to itself. 
- Gut Morgen, she said, her German voice made even more fetching by its waking-up croak. 
- The hell it is, he said. 
He indicated the bedside window, where for the second night in a row he had neglected to lower the 
shutter. The sky was dark and low, and the nearly bare thirty-year-old trees were whipping in the wind. 
They could not hear the rain, but they knew it was raining. At least it was not snowing. 
- What a symbolic day for your first visit through the wall, she said, and jumped out of bed. 
She was in the bathroom and had the water running into the narrow tub and was tinkling on the toilet 
before he got his feet onto the floor. His arm hung in front of him, a thick tube of foreign meat. 
-I'm not going today, he shouted. 
-Oh? Oh? she shouted back. But we have a window today. 
- I know all about that. But I am not going over there until I have a nice day to do it. 
He went into the bathroom and rubbed the green bar of soap on her freckled back. 
- The circumstances, she said, not failing to lean her head forward and hold her bushy hair up to 
enjoy his soapy hands on her neck, are not always what we would want them to be. Modem literature, 
you know, is not an idle pastime. 
- You know, if you play your cards right, you could be killed on the premises, he said. I'd make sure 
you had a Quality Funeral. 
- In Sydney? I do not want a funeral in Berlin. 
-Perhaps I would just dump your elongated body in the botanical garden, he said, his fingers around 
her wonderful long white neck. 
- Gardens require manure, she said. This body is just something to throw away, useless. 
She turned it, and he said no, it is a long way from that, and he put his soap-covered hands on her 
hanging breasts. 
Image by Michael Heckert (W. Germ.) 
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SERPENT WORSHIP 
by Sheila Davies 
Good Evening Ladies and Gentlemen. 
All statements contained in the following story as to 
authorship, period, culture, source, origin. measurement, or 
condition are qualified statements and shall not be deemed 
to be representations. 
You are, of course, aware that it is advisable to have read 
the story, or parts of it, in order to bid realistically. 
The Work tonight is divided into four tableaus. It has been 
authenticated as a Post Modem Alchemical Text or Opus. 
The inscriptions are written as the ox plows. 
We will begin with the title, Lizard Love, start the bidding 
at Lizard: 
Alligator, at the back wall, 
Tortoise, in the front, 
Snake, over here, 
Ophidian, over there, 
Pit Viper, in the front, 
Serpent, in the aisle, 
Serpent, Serpent, STOP! at Serpent. 
Love is now called, 
Fondness, at the back, 
Passion, in the center, 
Weakness, the gentleman in the dark glasses, 
Supressed Desire, on the phone, 
Venus, on the floor, 
Affection, on the phone, 
Worship, on the floor, 
Worship, Worship, anymore? ANYMORE! 
The new title is, Serpent Worship. 
TEXT: from the beginning Tableau. The first sentence is: 
"Amy Glennon is misunderstood." 
Start the bidding at "Misunderstood". 
What do I hear? 
Garbled, up front, 
Perverted, at the back wall, 
Distorted, the lady in red, 
Unvalued, the lady in yellow, 
Unwept, in the red, 
Unwept, Unwept, TEXT: "Amy Glennon is unwept?" 
Elaborate, please ... 
Tears, in the aisle, 
Salt water, the lady in red, 
Substance, the gentleman by the post, 
Matter, the lady in red, 
Further bid, further bid? 
TEXT: "Amy Glennon is matter." 
Or should it read, TEXT: "Matter is Amy Glennon?" 
Any advance, any advance? 
Why will, is standing at the back, 
Why will, why will, 
Any advance? Yes. 
When does it, against the wall, 
What is the, on the left, 
Any advance? 
What is the, what is the, 
Anymore? ANYMORE! 
TEXT: "What is the matter with Amy Glennon?" 
All right then, let's explode the word "matter". 
Matter, as in dynamic geometry, the lady in front, 
As in external world, the gentleman in front, 
Internal soul, the lady, 
Gold, the gentleman, 
Silver, the lady, 
Lead, the gentleman, 
Arsenic, the lady, 
Wormwood, the gentleman, 
Absinthium, the lady, 
Bitterness, the gentleman, 
"Matter" as in bitterness, YES?! 
Down it goes at "bitterness". 
TEXT: The matter in Amy Glennon is bitterness. She has spent 
her life staring at other people in their personalities. 
The word up for bid is "personalities". Can we vilify this 
image? 
Prisons, on the right, 
Dungeons, in the back, 
Cells, in the front, 
Caves, on the aisle, 
Cages, at the back. 
Now, amplify "cages" in a phrase: 
Cages at the zoo, at the back, 
Cages under the highway, new bidder on the left, 
Cages in the brain, at the back, 
Cages of bone, on the left. 
LAST CALL! for "cages of bone". 
All right now, describe "cages", do I hear "public cages"? 
Yes, 
Public, on the left, 
Private, on the right. 25 
Anymore? RESOLVED! At "private". 
TEXf: She has spent her life staring at other people in their 
private cages of bone, and has therefore deprived herself 
of necessary attentions. Behind Amy Glennon is the sign 
of the sickle moon. Before her is the ticket window. 
Below, is her scientific attitude. Above, her moods 
drift, and she calls her moods ... 
What does she call her moods? 
Bats, is my bidder, rhymes with? 
Knats, is your bidder, rhymes with? 
Rats, is my bidder, rhymes with? 
Cats, is your bidder, cats, cats, cats, do I hear the opposite? 
Yes, 
Do gs, the child in pink, 
Doglike demons, over there, 
Jackals, right here, 
Dogs, the child in pink, 
Doglike animals, over there, 
Doglike dogs, right here, 
Dogs, the child in pink. 
Dogs, D-0-G-S, Complete! at "dogs". 
TEXT: She calls her moods dogs, the dogs listen for their 
whistles. The man at the window who hands Amy her 
ticket is an Anubis Priest. He says, "Bitterness in 
a human being seldom comes from an unhappy fate. It 
arises in people who fight themselves.'' The Priest is 
quoting from someone ahead of his time. 
Do I hear Freud? 
Yes, 
Freud, is standing at the back, 
Marie Louise von Franz, in the front, 
Anais Nin, beside me, 
Kate Millet, absentee bid, 
Sigmund Freud, on the phone, 
Henry Miller, on the aisle, 
Andre Breton, at the back, 
C.G. Jung, in the center. 
C.G. Jung? C.G. Jung!, has the quote. 
Second Tableau: 
TEXT: Amy Glennon stands at a casement window. She's got a 
slow fix of glamour and her eyes are a shade of raisin 
black. In one hand she carries a suitcase, in the 
other a small harpoon. Harry, the Investigator, stands 
behind her. 
Extend the word "Investigator", 
Explorer, in the front row, 
Scout, over there, 
Guide, right here. 
I have "guide", please amplify the word "guide". 
Celestial patron, over there, 
Navigator, in the front row, 
He who points the way, the gentleman right here. 
TEXT: Harry the Investigator, her guide who points the way 
stands behind Amy. 
Do I hear in front of her? 
Yes. 
In front, in the front, 
In back, at the back, 
To the side, in the center, 
In front, at the back, 
Behind, right here. 
In front, at the front. 
"In front", "In front", "In front", Down it goes!, "In front". 
TEXT: He stands in front of her. What does Amy see out of the 
casement window? (Besides the back of the Investigator?) 
She sees a staircase in the middle of a vacant lot. It 
spirals up into nowhere, out of nowhere. 
"If you were not bitter," says Harry the Investigator, 
"your right hand would know what your left hand was 
carrying.'' 
Third Tableau: 
TEXT: In a classical pose, Amy Glennon stands by her father 
at the foot of the staircase. By trade, he is a stair-
builder, and he has told her she might someday find a 
set of steps to fit her exactly. The perfect steps, 
he explains, must be some combination of 17 inches to 
comfortably accomodate the human foot. This staircase 
is Italian baroque Marble, with 31 rises and 32 treads. 
These dimensions are open for bidding. 
2 inch rise and 15 inch tread, the blond man. 
Will you go 3-14? 
Yes. 
3-inch rise and a 14-inch tread, the dark-haired woman, 
a 12-inch rise and a 5-inch tread, the blond man, 
a 4-inch rise and a 13-inch tread, the dark-haired woman, 
a 7-inch rise and a 10-inch tread, new bidder. 
7-inch rise and 10-inch tread, going once, twice, 
Perfect! at 7-10. 
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TEXT: Amy Glennon climbs the first stair, perfect at a 7-inch 
rise and a 10-inch tread. Decisively, she hands her 
suitcase to her father, who reminds her ... "Taste with 
the taste bitter things, such as tears. To save your-
self, you must look for the opposite of bitterness.'' 
Suddenly, Amy's in the thick of an insight that comes 
on her like an apocalypse. 
Can we expand this noun? 
The 4 horses of the apocalypse (war, famine, pestilence, death), 
right here, 
The dragon of the apocalypse with 7 heads and 10 horns, 
over there, 
The apocalypse of the beyond, called the Fire of Gehenna, 
on the aisle, 
The 3 angels of the apocalypse, right here, 
The 3 angels of the apocalypse, can we disect this phenomenon? 
Yes. 
Ophidam, the boy near the post, 
Seraphim, the girl next to him, 
Cherubim, the boy near the post. 
Now, young man, you have "cherubim", will you apply all three 
to the phenomenon? 
Yes! Once, twice, three times, applied! 
TEXT: Suddenly, Amy's in the thick of an insight that comes on 
her like the ophidam, seraphim, and cherubim of the 
apocalypse. 
"Radical Moisture," she realizes. "The opposite of 
bitterness must be water." 
Fourth Tableau: 
TEXT: Amy Glennon is at the top of the staircase, a perfect 
circle in the open air. Above her head is the sound of 
a multitude of voices repeating her name. Beneath her 
feet is a bright orange, slate floor. 
Can we deepen the image? Do I heard "incredibly bright" or 
"palatially bright"? 
No bidding at "incredibly" or "palatially"? 
All right then, how about "orange slate floor", let's go to 
that, "orange slate floor", "orange slate floor". 
Well, we seem to be going in the wrong direction, let's just 
make it a "slate floor", can't go wrong with that, "slate 
floor", anybody? 
All right then, let's half the image. Do we have a "floor", 
any "floor", what's she standing on if it isn't a "floor", 
without a "floor" we're going to have a religious problem, 
what am I bid, what am I bid? 
A drain, thank you madame, you 're my friend, 
A grill, the lady seated, 
A gridiron, the lady standing, 
A grating, the lady seated. 
Once, twice, "a grating" in time! 
TEXT: Beneath her feet is a grating, and out through the 
grating crawls a brilliant yellow and orange ... 
Start the bidding at Uroboros, 
Salamander, over there, 
Winged dragon, against you madame, will you go wingless? 
Wingless dragon, for the lady, 
Celestial stag, on the phone, 
Womblike giant serpent, on the floor, 
A sea dragon with a human torso and homed head, on the phone, 
A fabulous primoridal serpent with a putrefying sea anemone mouth 
growing on its back, absentee bid. 
Anymore? Anymore! 
TEXT: ... and out through the grating crawls a brilliant yellow 
and orange, fabulous primoridal serpent with a putrefying 
Sea anemone mouth growing on its back. 
Amy is struck with a differentiated feeling that something 
never historically engaged in has already ... 
All right now, throw the tongue in this one. 
Deja vu (already seen), the man, 
Deja fait (already done), the woman, 
Deja vecu (already lived), the man 
Deja raconte (already told), the child, 
Deja pense (already thought), the man, 
Deja eprouve ( already tested), the child. 
Once, twice, "Deja eprouve"! 
TEXT: Amy is struck with a differentiated feeling that some-
thing historically engaged in has already been tested. 
"Consider this," says the serpent. "You are bitter." 
Let's start the bidding for the source of Amy's bitterness. 
Shame, in the center, 
Remorse, the young man here, 
A cosmic violation, at the back, 
A melancholic nature, the young man here, 
Self knowledge, I do see now in the center. 
Anymore? "Self knowledge", in time! 
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TEXT: "You are bitter," says the serpent, "but self knowledge 
is a bitter experience in the beginning; a spirit of a 
special kind. If you fall in deep enough. you will 
reach ... " 
What do I hear for a destination? 
I hear salt, in the audience, 
Hell, on the phone, 
Manhattan, in the audience, 
Alcohol, on the phone, 
Sophia, on the phone, 
Wisdom, in the audience. 
"Wisdom", "Wisdom", "Wisdom"! 
TEXT: "If you fall in deep enough you will reach wisdom." 
"But how do I get there," asks Amy. 
"You must shoot me with your harpoon in the side of my 
gullet through which a radical current of water flows.'' 
"No," says Amy. 
"Then unite with me sexually," suggests the serpent. 
"That's worse," she replies. 
Amy shoots the serpent, and standing before her now is 
her groom. He is holding ... 
Yes, what is he holding? 
A rock, the man on the left, 
A bow and arrow, the man on the right, 
A lance, the man on the left, 
A shield, the woman in the center, 
A sword, to the left, 
A rifle, this man over here, 
A cup of coffee, a cup of coffee?, is that your bid? All right 
then, a cup of coffee, the woman in the center. 
Can we make it plural? 
Yes. 
2 cups of coffee. 
Now, contain the image further. 
Styrofoam, yes, thank you sir, "Styrofoam"! 
TEXT: Amy's groom is holding two styrofoam cups of coffee as 
if they are the ends of a divining rod. He offers her 
one of the cups. 
This last sentence, now, has no reserve. 
TEXT: "Come softly, my darling," he says, "let us drink the 
divine bitter water of your wisdom.'' 
What am I bid for this magnificent Post Modern Alchemical recipe; 
the story of Amy Glennon who unites her own opposites and redeems 
her groom from the body of a putrefying serpent; who is guided 
along her path by an Anubis Priest, Harry the Investigator, 
and her biological father. What am I bid for this entire text? 
Start the bidding at Five Hundred Dollars. 
Five Hundred is Six Hundred is Seven Hundred is Eight Hundred is 
Nine Hundred is One Thousand. 
Do I heard Ten-Fifty? 
Yes. 






Fourteen Hundred is Fifteen Hundred, go Sixteen Hundred, 
Sixteen Hundred is now called, 
Sixteen Hundred is now the bid, 
Sixteen Hundred, Seventeen Hundred, Eighteen Hundred, Nineteen 
Hundred, 
Two Thousand, in the front row, 
Twenty-one Hundred, at the back, 
Twenty-two Hundred, on the phone, 
Twenty-three Hundred, yes I'd be delighted to take your bid, 
Twenty-three Fifty, absentee bid, 
Twenty-four Hundred, the lady here, 
Twenty-four Fifty, against you, 
Twenty-five Hundred, the gentleman there, 
Twenty-six Hundred, the lady against you, 
Twenty-six Fifty, at the back, 
Twenty-six Fifty, Twenty-six Fifty, go Twenty-seven Hundred, do 
I hear 2700? 
Yes! 
Twenty-seven Hundred going once, twice, and three times! 
SOLD! For Two Thousand Seven Hundred Dollars to the lady in 
the saber tooth belt. 
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Image by Balint Szombathy (Jugoslv.) 
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EASY ART 
MAKES PEOPLE FORGET THE 
VIOLENCE 
Harry Polklnhorn 
have said they were unaware 
who passed the muster 
big lobster 
falls to death 
no bones were broken 
but words leave vicious scars 
although it did not conceive of itself as opposed 
without going through a period of crisis 
a team of German rocket experts 
Rudolf Nureyev leaves deep wounds 
sempervivum hot sunny area 
of an artifical artery 
the primary alienation through look/feeling 
catachresis 
metonymy and oneiric discourse 
lied to the CIA 
lied to the Iranians 
an active form of textual madness 
or its narcissistic imprisonment 
in guns 
arrogantly shreds special-interest groups 
to put the pressure 
for the purchase of 
breaks in the skin (nicks scrapes cuts) 
political strategists admire the hell out of her 
Community Disorders 
it's a family dispute turned real-life 
severe thunderstorms 
as the matrix does not vary but 
the ecstasy of denial masks pretence 
including last year's air raid on Libya 
crank calls or real prayer meetings 
he's a hell of a man 
TO COMPLY WITH THE SUB POE NA 
cultivation of the heart's "raw cry" 
the Communists are following all this 
you can bet on that 
but tourists are undaunted 
a defiant tale of evasive warm praise 
for future covert versions to "divulge nothing" 
bracketed in wildest dreams or nightmares 
from discussions with closed committees 
coldly challenged countervailing authority 
so where's the poetry? 
above the law behind the law 
the lonesome cowboys on up the line 
stamped one bare foot on the ground 
sanitation and literacy which her two grown sons 
through credit women's issues of poverty 
with a cow financed by a bank loan 
tied to anarchy 
of a dollar to sell plastic bangles door to door 
inflamed by American interference 
arbitrary arrests and nighttime raids on private homes 
to avoid the possibility of warehousing 
or pay fines to house the poor in millions 
of deaths, the serial killer clandestine 
laugh and chuckle deliberately 
(withheld) 
during a gripping week for most if not all 
diversions of profits 
from biological kitchens 
poison pills the instrumentation 
when translated 
into comfort flutes jingle-bells a 
a gross misjudgment, vigorously denied 
since cruel despotic modernism tied to anarchy 
the Apostle of Ugliness 1861 our three heroes 
by stressing its political insignificance 
(see Charles Blanc "Au Secretaire de la Redaction") 
sensuous attractions are assembled as 
nach dem Vorbild der Traktate nur aus Frage und Antwort 
the only part of either figure's vagina 
a solid cube onto the surface of a metaphor 
dissection everything visible in front of its behindness 
die Geschwindigkeit, ununterbrochener Neugestaltung 
dass Film als Kunstwerk, die fur meine Theorie spricht 
n'etant pas bien pense !'existence de l'humanite integrale 
a certain natural modesty light-heartedly ignoring 
to turn human time into a game 
this jmagjnary distance where absence materializes 
the empty plenitude of this space the book 
flowing through every fiber of his being 
and who experienced it? 
an art gallery director 
or similar oerson . . . 
ringed by hostile and scheming nations 
arbitrary and haughty behavior 
that a military bureaucracy 
would, I think, not be permissible 
as a form of negative dramaturgy 
where the ideal is for everything to serve a purpose 
wearing a surgeon's white coat 1973 the young Faust 
functions to stop the narrative to forego certainty 
anti-capitalist critiques of the nineteenth century 
by leaving off the name and merely describing the object 
double-plotting including all literary structures 
to dissolve the individual unit back into the langue 
like the signans and signatum to translate 
into metalanguage this code of phonemic 
contrasts in visuality 
the new is necessarily abstract 
compelled by force 
away from expressive subjectivity as the 
content of art becomes more obscure 
even a transcendental subject of aoperceotion 
subjectjyjty as labor the most discordant 
no longer works at all 
the prevailing society 
of enchained art 
shadows of themselves 
inscribed in a noise faster than it transforms 
the durability of power all human works 
to make people forget the general violence 
or organization of controlled panic 
utter marginality of the framed and sold order 
stockpiles of memory and time of the priests 
as one consumes in order to resemble 
or trapping death in the object of childhood 
transrational sound images gentlemen 
9 times out of 10 all rounds on automatic 
acts of negative ideological values 
your cheap parlor semiotics to resolve plastic 
or the traditional pictorial space or 
reason science law 
arc~-~c~or 
you can bet on that 
desire without mediation of the letter of time 
dans la sphere humaine l'activite sexuelle 
le retour a la liberte premiere 
ordered federal agencies 
involving signature fraud, bizarre behavior 
pues Jes voy a decirlo solamente una vez 
cabrones 
ugliness can be hateful craving 
for the social as an item of consumption 
more and more information less and less meaning 
volatilized, becoming an allegory of death 
an unstable polyvalent or tautological mode 
campaign contribution irregularities 
I intend to clear up 
you can bst on that 
disguise doubles shams lies decoys 
a fetishistic guardian of unspeakable delirium 
opaque and impenetrable social relations 
sign of a new era drained of ideality 
so where's the poetry? 
measured not only in degrees of clarity 
enslaved in Schrift-Texte Schreib-Texte 
art-historical categories 
in Marxist political theory 
when singers have been killed 
or interpretation of evidence 
obsessional intrasubjectivity at the cultures 
of nightmares bellies breasts hysterical 
rapists neither true nor false but 
the chisel of construction of old tautened skin 
orange and violet tones advance towards black and white 
zum Beispiel gibt uns den Schlussel fur die Harmonie 
Eisen Diamant Papier und so weiter 
a new architecture carved out of the edifice of time in an electro-dynamic age at the 
spearhead of attack artful rhetoric among right-wing computer languages and the 
perfection of intelligent drams consigns them to oblivion its formal innovations 
delegitimated to supply the system with players body counts testify to the masters of the 
known just wait to deny 
that anything is going on 
where the verbal and the oral of a symbolic 
mouthful to rob the instincts of the apostasy 
of the now 
a taxonomy of flows 
out of the Logos Bertha Pappenheim 
or modern science hospitals the church 
the world is the vision of the word 31 
OFFENSIVE-DEFENSIVE 
par Richard Martel 
Cette action en trois etapes s 'est deroulee au Banff Center, vers 18:00 hrs achaque jour, les 17, 18, 19 
fevrier 1988. J' etais invite dans le cadre du programme de "visiting artist" du departement d'art visuel. 
Ce pro jet est issu principalement de notre rencontre, Robin Poitras etmoi-meme, I ors demon passage 
la-bas. II comporte certains risques et joue sur plusieurs niveaux d' inter/ actions. Il fut realise en fonction 
du contexte specifique; improvise au fur et a mesure de son deroulement, empiriquement. 
Pendant les Jeux Olympiques de Calgary, le Banff Center recevait environ 400 RCMP qui etaient 
affectes a la securite de cet evenement d'envergure mondial. Carce centre d'art est aussi un lieu de 
rencontre pour divers types de conferences; ici ce sont les polices militaires qui sont le public cible, si 
je peux m' exprirner ainsi. Rarement le rapport de l' activite artistique en positionnement deviant aura 
ete aussi crucial; avec l'appareil repressif comme processus alirnentaire. lei, nous avons opte, Robin 
et rnoi, pour l 'offensive versus la defensive; la defensive verus l' offensive. Le contexte difficile de de 
type d' ajustement/rencontre nous offre en quelque sorte le mobile de notre action. 
Un RCMP est d'abord un militaire au service d'une cause, l'humain semble pour l'individu 
secondaire. Notre action voulait demontrer du pouvoir repressif et de son questionnement par l 'activite 
artistique. La presence de ces polices cree un niveau de paranofa chez les artistes qui sonthabituellement 
sensibles a leur environnement. Etre artiste, c' est d' abord derneurer critique et le travail artistique vise 
le positionnernent esthetique dans les rapports sociaux. L' attitude des RCMP dernontre leur pouvoir sur 
le reste de la societe; ce qui est cependant inacceptable du point de vue de l' art: ce qu' il fallait demontrer! 
En f ait, le seule presence de ce public special agit comme un agent agresseur; ils sont la plupart du 
temps armes et leur posture en <lit long sur leur role "primordial" dans la societe. lei, la micro-societe 
c 'est le Banff Center: les institutions presentes, les artistes, l 'interdit des codes sociaux; comme aussi 
d'ailleurs !'interdiction relative a leur photographie ou prise en video. Cette action fut "commise" en 
fonction d'une thernatique et en relation avec un numero special de la revue Rampike de Toronto 
qu'anime Karl Jirgens: "conspiracy, espionnage, subterfuge". Ces trois mots convenaient tres bien a 
la situation et au contexte de notre presence au Banff Center ... 
Nous allons regulierement, cornrne tout le monde, prendre nos repas a la cafeteria. Les artistes 
mangent d 'un cote, les RCMP de l' autre cote; un corridor separe ces deux groups: ce sera notre terrain 
d' action. Nous av ions planifie une seule action mais les reactions qui sont arrivees par la suite nous ont 
incite a continuer ce projet OFFENSIVE/DEFENSIVE. Nous avons pris les etapes de cette action en 
video et en photo; ces ternoignages sont pour nous une fa~n de diffuser notre travail de rernise en 
question des codes et rapports sociaux. 
Tout au long de ce project nous avons eu a expliquer nos intentions aux autorites; que ce soit du cote 
artistique, institutionnel, militaire. Nous avons rernue presque en totalite le Banff Center et beaucoup 
d'implications theoriques et organisationnelles sont partie prenante de cette manoeuvre artistique en 
extension.' Plusieurs complices nous ont permis sa realisation; la solidarite de l'art semble exister ... 
meme en contexte repressif. L'acte artistique prouve alors son heroisme insurrectionnel. 
Premiere joumee, 17 fevrier 88. 
~ous a~~ons ala cafeteria, d~coteRCMP. Ro~in.est vetued'unerobe tachee de sang; elle adeux pistolets 
JOUets et un coeur tranche en deux sur sa poitrme. Elle sortd 'une boite servant a ramasser les cabarets 
et fer a une sorte de danse situationnelle ou elle exhibe les pis to lets en faisant des gestes de routes sortes. 
Pendant ce t~mps, Richard, qui se promene de long en large dans cet espace, projette au-dessus des 
"gens" des petits morceaux de papier a l'aide d'une fronde. La fronde est une arme legere. Les mots 
PAT APHYSIC et CON.SPIRA CY sont ecrits sur cs petits morceaux de papier. Ils sont projetes au-
dessus des RCMP et arnvent un peu partout. Une musique d'ambiance sort d'une enregistreuse qu'il 
porte .sur son dos. Pendant ce temps, une complice fait une entrevue avec les polices avec une 
enreg~streuse, le~ demand ant leur conception de l 'art. Ceci est l' essentiel de cette premiere joumee. 
La presence du video et de la photo ajoute du caractere a notre entreprise. 
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Deuxieme journee, 18 fevrier 88. 
Nous avons eu aramasser tousles petits papiers dans la cafeteria ... Nous aurions eternal a l'aise si nous 
n'a:ions pas demande l'autorisation du chef de la RCMP la veille! Quelqu'un a ecrit derriere un des 
pap1ers ~A~ APH:SIC: "Don't ever do that again." Ceci nous incita a ::-ealiser la deuxieme etape, le 
lendemam, a la meme heure, soit 18:00 hrs. 
A~ Lloyd Hall dorment les RCMP et les l3!tistes, nous allons realiser cette deuxieme action Ia-bas. 
Robm suspe!1d sa robe avec les deux pis to lets sur un cintre juste al' entree de ce lieu central. Je depose 
au sol le meme type de petits bouts de papiers, sauf que les deux mots sont METAPHYSIC et 
ESPIC?~AGE. C~s deux mots sont en rapport dialectique avec ce que les RCMP connaissent bien, 
conspuati~n et esp1o~age ~t.ce qu 'ils ignorent, la pataphysique et la metaphysique. J' insiste pour dire 
que les artistes trava11lent ev1demment plus au niveau des deux demiers concepts. 
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Troisieme journee, 19 fevrier 88. 
Nous avons eu des reactions de la part des RCMP suite a cette deuxieme action. Ils se sont sen tis agresses 
et one telephone au departement d'arts visuels pour se plaindre. 
Nous voulons toutefois conclure cette action par cette troisieme phase qui expliue, de notre point de 
vue, les deux precedentes journees. II y a un ecart fantastique a vivre au Banff Center; entre ce qui est 
permis/interdit, artistique/militaire et ainsi de suite. Je n'insiste pas ici pour temoigner des difficulte's 
a recevoir l'autorisation pour realiser cette troisieme et demiere action a la cafeteria. 
Nous avons finalement eu l' autorisation du directeur des cuisines, a pres lui avoir expliquer les motifs 
et le contenu de cette derniere action. Toujours a lameme heure, vers 18:00 hrs, le vendredi, 19 fevrier; 
I' action se deroule comme suit. 
Nous entrons a la cafeteria, mois d' abord et Robin apres, chacun suivi par quelqu 'unqui prend le tout 
en video. D'autres petits carres de papier se trouvent a l'interieur d'un grand bol pres de la caisse 
enregistreuse. Les mots POETIK et SUBTERFUGE sont ecrits et les "gens" peuvent, ou non, en 
prendre avec dans leurs cabarets. Nous deposons une poignee de ces mots dans un bol, du type bol a 
soupe. Le bol insiste sur la dimension sociale de !'artiste en rapport a l'alimentaire, il ya le cote zen 
et ready-made qui nous conviennent bien. Nous deposons ces mots parterre dans le corridor entre les 
deux parties de la cafeteria OU mangent d'un cote les artistes, de l'autre cote les RCMP. Puis nous 
deposons le bol parterre et, assis l 'un en face de l' autre, Robin et moi, nous allons prendre en video ce 
qui se passe devant nous pendant environ 20 minutes sans bouger; la camera video deposee sur nous 
en direction l'un de I' autre. Un bandeau sur nos yeux nous empeche de voir, et il est ecrit dessus: 
POETIK SUBTERFUGE. Apres 20 minutes sans bouger on nous enleve le bandeau des yeux et la 
performance est a ce moment terminee. Pendant ce temps nous avons entendu toutes sortes de 
commentaires et avons pris ce qui se passait sur video ... 
Realisation/performance: Richard Martel 
Robin Poitras 
Interview/premiere joumee: Dot Tuer 
Camera video: Sam Zero (lere et 2e journees) 
Michel Boulanger (2e journee) 
Pamela Landry (3e joumee) 
Edouard Poitras (3e joumee) 
Photographies: Michel Boulanger 
Composition/typographie: Pauline Martin 
JOURNAL NOTES (An Excerpt) 
by Joanna Gunderson 
April3 
sun coming in this time of year 
in the north window early 
put shades up early for the plants 
snow in the air 
April5 
a very large moon over the Hudson 
as we leave to to the mountains 
the comb of trees 
along the ridge of the Catskill mountains 
the moon passing through it 
storm predicted 
when we get there 
the moon sailing high in a bright sky but few stars 
a mountain here and there 
mud to get to the house 
April 6 
walking up Baxter, ice on the path, by gripping the trees 
the part I dreaded not so bad 
on top 
purple not yet come in 
knees of the mountains brown, snow blown off them but snow still lying in 
the valleys 
shadows on the ground when the sun fell on the birches in the wood 
April 7 
M lay awake or woken by the wind 
around the house 
I remember waking 
moon within a deep trough of clouds 
you could see the depth 
then blue at the bottom and the moon in it 
Aladdin give me the ring 
first I will come up 
then I will shut the cover 
stay among the jewels forever 
purple of the crocus spearing through the hill under the pine 
April9 
a mist green over Central Park 
the branches and arms of the trees disappearing 
April 21 
no stars 
rained in the night 
coming back up the hill, a little gray bird calling, stayed so still could 
see the gray and dark stripes, the crested head 
the pond in the field 
walking back to the water 
running below the house once owned by the fat, blind man, Arthur 
the sound of the peepers never more clear 
usually stops in the section when you approach 
was right in the middle of the sound 
the song 
did you see the mountains 
no from up here the view better, the sun against my eyes 
walking back up, the color of the trees 
pussywillow some just dots some gray some full blown with yellow and bright 
red on the hairs, flies buzzing and bees even, there may be honey or sweetness 
even on the pussy willow 
many varieties, not only many states of opening pussy willows 
walking close to one especially beautiful one blue black insect-like fly 
but without wings 
a lady bug near the crocus but the back not red yet a sort of dull drab 
orange perhaps with the sun and warmth will tum more orange 
the blackbird, redwinged above the swampy red grasses 
the blue black bottle shiny insects copulating, one on top of the other on this 
beautiful pussy willow 
lying next to the crocus some tiny spears of the iris reticulata showing, 
one came out next to the crocus 
the blue cloak of my mother 
some worn, fading beaten down by rain and others purple with the yellow inside 
pistils or stamens and pistils shining, opening 
grass lying colorless soft and low shining 
has been under the snow 
like hair that has been under a wig 
June 22 
cold last night with a toe nail moon 
appearing and by the time we reached the mountains disappearing 
the Big Dipper over the garden 
Casseiopeia in front of the car as in spring, summer 
single white peonies opening, pink, then white and the golden centers 
still somehow ruffled tossed within 
down the road with Amanda 
yellow, small flowers in the thick grass 
and the white flowers of the blackberries 
scent of honeysuckle on the Palisades parkway 
softer air tonight 
in the dark bathroom, looking into the lifted branches of the pine lighted from below 
new green at the end of every branch all moving 
outside Montys, big upright willows around the library, moving 
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July4 
swimming to the edge 
in front of the beach at Chapel Pond 
Labrador tea 
the smell of rotting wood 
sticks over sticks in the mud as you swim closer to the edge 
the rocks rising abruptly 
and the trees overhanging on the top, on the top of Round Mountain cliffs, waving 
water running faster closer to the edge of the pond 
the Labrador tea trembling 
July 5 
crows overhead along the river 
river forms an open route for them 
water low 
daylilies and the small orange lilies starting up 
the great white delphinium leaning 
July 6 
water lapping high against the side of the lake as we approach taking the path 
toward Whiteface Landing 
thought it was people in swimming, the sound of strokes in the water 
why isn't the wind stronger 
considering the earth is turning so fast 
July 13 
I hate you for doing this to me, I hate you 
dragging me into this 
but I didn't know 
going down at least lean your body back against the mountain 
I thought going up would be better never technical 
Have a good day. Do you have a whistle 
only one more chimney 
I don't want to live with you any more 
wringing my hands at the side of the well 
dipping and dipping but no water 
two ladders out trying to get up the sides in the rain 
the lumber dropped down, almost on top of us 
to go back over those, down over those same faces 
or go on 
I remember, I remember no way up no way down 
behind B he called behind B 
the rock to step up behind the rock 
steps and the rock protecting you from the abyss 
July 22 
Oswegatchie River 
broad and the stones 
rounded and full of iron 
different rivers 
a channel cut through the rock 
flatter, grayer streams 
Barnum Pond 
black water 
I love black streams 
sun on the St. Lawrence river 
rough like a small ocean 
reflecting into the house with the oval porch 
a Methodist community 
and some ministers still come 
the houses sitting upon the earth 
Columbus Day the last day 
low trees as we approach 
feeling that we are approaching the sea 
houses low 
snowed down in winter 
willows upright not weeping 
and some cedars planted as if to protect the house 
in that house you would always hear the rustle of the wind 
like hair around a head, the leaves around the house 
islands barely above the river 
like slices of toast lying on the river 
lighthouses on top 
August 2 
four gold finches and more on a telephone line 
shadow of the clouds floating over the green mountains that are rolling, slipping away 
August 12 
raise the blue trumpets and praise God 
the whole earth stands in awe of him 
in the shadow of the green mountain 
the Queen Annes Lace is growing taller 
slapped down as you drag the hose over it, bounces back 
August 18 
wind blowing around the house 
in the aspens that hold the tree house 
Saturn visible then disappears 
sun on my back on the slanted rock at Chapel Pond then gone 
bird droppings 
I thought those were white clothes 
bird droppings down the rock face 
must be 
but they are gone now 
next year 
use again, the peregrines 
doing my exercises on R's floor 
stars showing and disappearing in the blown trees 
0 and N continuing their story upstairs 
heat in the folds of the mountains 
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September 2 
to finish the last stone of the garden edge 
to take the purple cabbage back 
won't be eating so well until you come . 
you want all the sleeping bags back in the city? 
last swim in Chapel Pond 
black nothing to be seen 
colder 
to the first rock/ to the next 
the half moon 
the monarch fluttering, working high above the water to get over it 
swam along the side, if it were too cold 
September 8 
through the house 
the wind 
yellow leaves through the window 
bang falling things 
the paths and roads through the Park 




white phlox blowing outside the window 
moving into it 
the black clouds 
or is it night falling 
quickly like the tropics 
this time of year 
when day and night the same 
autumnal equinox 
the car, is it their car coming or the roar of the wind 
when the tides 
especially this time of year 
the harvest moon pulling strongly 
hit at low tide 
if it had hit at high tide 
September 28 
turned cold while we were sitting 
Haystack, little Haystack 
no that was Round 
that was Dix and not Nippletop 
that was Nippletop not Colvin 
the side of Gothics glistening in the water 
smoke from our breath 
now we are under the drifts of red 
look, look - what are those - vultures? 
the wind up the valley 
red on the floor of the forest 
geese, hawks 
off the edge gold 
it was a sea of gold in the mist 
do you hear 
see the yellow 
see the black trees bending, bending 
one then another 
see the 
hear the sound coming 
October 19 
Jupiter there, not there in the fog 
He said "in Orion" 
showers in the sword 
the bow above Orion's head 
Halleys comet 
the other signs clear but of what? 
yellow along the rivers, in the folds of the mountains 
red brown 
the bare trees around the tops 
the Range immaterial gray flat shadows 
looking into the sun 
the wind a sharper sound because the leaves have fallen 
an edge like a whip through the air 
October 20 
hear them, like dogs barking in a town, one starts up, then the next as you walk by 
cannot see them 
walk out 
must be flying behind Green behind Giant 
October 26 
in the couch of the oaks, crickets, at the end of the telephone line 
Gothics shining water ice 
shadows of the trembling aspen leaves 
on the gray white bare trunks of the birches 
view up into the woods 
on the sides of the mountains white hands uplifted 
the moon moving swiftly/ test it/ has it left the center of the pane of glass 
clouds passing make it seem to move 
white hairs of the clematis vine outside the door 
one phlox left 
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I THINK 
by Dennis Cooley 
I think "ego": ergo I am 




let us begin 
by considering the most 
common things the bodies 
we touch and see 
let us take this piece 
of wax from the hive 
it has not yet lost 
the sweetness of honey 
it still retains something 
the smell of clover 
it is hard cold it is 
tangible and if one breaks 
it or taps 
it it will emit 
a certain sound so 
all things 
can be known 
but as I am 
speaking it is 
placed near a flame 
i think 
what remained once of its taste 
peels off easy 
as a banana skin lets go 
the fragrant smell collapses 
away its pale yellow 
scrapes its shape loose grows 
bigger becomes 
(soft with meaning) 
liquid warms up you 
can hardly touch 
it and if furred 
with fire i tap it again 
and again it will 
no longer make a 
any sound 
except when i put it 
to my ear i hear 
the sound of sun roaring 
like a marigold 
god is sitting at the foot of the garden 
in a flower 
pot of light 
resembling a cactus in a curious 
sort of way 
actually hes not 
sitting there 
at the foot of the garden i mean 
actually hes not sitting 
there at all he looks 
as though hes just instepped 
a 3-storey ladder brush in hand 
& is a little miffed to be kept 
waiting with sunburnt nose & paint 
on his arms hes scotch-sipping 
& elbow-spreading the picnic table 
a whole lot closer & 
looking (god comes 
in a fidget of time) at his watch 
a groundhog grumpy for lettuce 
&me 
(blood veering( 
when I have thots 
i may cease to be 
i am 
trying to ungiraff e my neck 
into something resembling a midget 
behind curtains & the glare 
of sun off the window 
& disregard the cranky 
school bus in angry reds & yellows 
clinking 
DO NOT PASS DO NOT PASS 
on the street 
out front 
this old guy in wire 
rim glasses & lemon beard 
honking & honking the horn 
god is sitting at the foot of the garden 39 
IMMEDIA CONCERTO 
by Alain-Martin Richard 
translation, Ron Stanko 
The collective INTER/LE LIEU organized for its tenth anniversary a fourth festival of polymorphous 
practices in "art actuel": including performances, installations, editions, manoeuvres, and street 
actions. It was the seventh major event organized by the collective in the last eight years. 1 
The IMMEDIA CONCERTO, as its name indicates, was based on simultaneity and intermedia in 
practices breaking with a certain conformity of the stage and show, J?r~ctices of the ~ounter-o bJect. !he 
program was vast (53 artists from 5 countries, eleven days of activity), a repertoire - at frrst sight 
eclectic - mixing an array of artistic "lateral" propositions of the last four decades. Propositions 
questioning art itself were present in the installations (Patrick ALTMAN, Bruce B_ARBER, Mona 
DESGAGNE, Francoise DUGRE, Atelier Insertion with Guy BLACKBURN, Jean-Pierre HARVEY, 
Yves TREMBLEY, Danielle RICARD, Jean-Claude SAINT-HILAIRE and Christian V ANDERBOR-
GHT), in the video art being done in association with the festival in Calgary (Grant POIER), in Paris 
( Acindino Q UES AD A) and in Philadelphia (Peter ROSE), in street actions, on radio ( a half hour every 
day), television and performance. 
CODIFICATION 
It would be commonplace to say that performance no longer finds new form, that its codes are now set, 
that its topology is established, and that it finds itself trapped in its own structure. Even formal 
codification shows that the approach to performance, despite its minimal codified structure (even the 
body has its necessities) defies any uni vocal interpretation. At the IMMEDIA CONCERTO there were 
consistent and deliberate ambiguities which lay in the precise junction of code misdemeanours; such 
as changing the meaning (P. HOUDE), altering the functions (R. MARTEL, P.A. ARCAND), and 
melting everything into a new organized amalgam. This hybridization requires a conceptual approach 
(message) as well as formal content (medium). 
IMMEDIA CONCERTO raised this delicate question with precision. Through its programming and 
density, it affirmed: 1) that pluralism and diversity co-exist in zones of social sensitivity in an immediate 
way; 2) that no single code can express the distortions in reality. IMMEDIA CONCERTO also 
permitted a certain crystallization of precise tensions such as intimacy, violence, ludism - forms of 
holistic or heptein libido arising from sound, humor, rage, brute sexuality, physical constraint, a 
plurality of juxtaposed visuals. Among other codes, this festival raised the urgent question of rapport 
with the audience. 
The form and arrangement of the room for the "performance" part of the festival also influenced the 
geme. The majority of the actions, even if the internal code derives from exploratory language and 
research, had to reduce the stage-room rapport to a classical dichotomy: the show as an autonomous 
entity to see and enjoy. The audience is evaluated consequently in its function as a receptor. The 
performer becomes his own interpreter: when pushed to the extreme. It is not the concept, or the 
questioning and the deciphering of a particular aspect of the actual, it is not the political or the artistic 
which is important, but the very force of the interpreter: the stage-scene reasse,rts itself and imposes its 
functional structure on those in contact with it. The codes and esthetic deviations developed by such 
performances initiate a new tradition especially when recorded by particular para-technological 
systems (ie; hybridizations and offshoots of video, audio etc). 
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FRONT AL EXPOSURE 
In this festival there was a frontal development in the rapport with the public: the incredibly funny and 
satiric "Portraits d' artists" by Richard MARTEL, the fabulous rock show, pre-feminist cabaret by Pile 
HOUDE and Vava VOHL, the priceless stand up comedy by Jean-Claude GAGNON, the critical 
rotating ballet by Carolee SCHNEEMAN around her animal loves, the magnificent theatricality of the 
spiral poems by Bernard HEIDSIECK, the caustic verve and theatrical density of John GIORNO, the 
rhythmics of the parody rap of Karl TIRGENS, the growing sonorous amplitude of Pierre-Andre 
ARCAND, the bare esthetic precision of the body of Marie CHOUINARD, the constructed primitivism 
of Gilles ARTEAU, all totally change the analytic point of view; the basis of criticism is no longer the 
concept, but the performer him/herself. Open machine, mastered technology, bodies performing 
entirely; it is not so much a question of what is done, but how it is done. Consequently, new concerns 
become: skill, know-how, mastery of the stage and related codes; the force of the reified imaginary. 
This, of course, in no way takes away from pleasure, or even from the meaning of the thing; in an "about-
face" it replaces oblique exposure with frontal exposure. It is time again for confrontation at the level 
of pleasure measured by aesthetic formalism. 
URBAN MUSIC/PARA-URBAN MUSIC 
The musical aspect of the festival succeeded in fragmenting and decomposing the sonorous sign, 
whether it be a phoneme with non-semantic value, or a sound with absolute value having no hannonic 
or melodic line, "G di ca" by Bruit ITV takes a totally formal approach to find primitivity. The pyro-
technics of Monty CANTS IN self-consumed by fire, sound and noise in a type of mystical exultation. 
Metal and screaming skin. These performers provided three examples of urban music engaged with: 
rationality, libido, exaltation. In contrast, "Piano Appointment" and "Gong:Ear" by Philip CORNER 
offer the idea of choice; to listen or not to listen, the contrapuntal repetitive instrument is nothing more 
than a connotative pretext; on the other hand, CORNER proposes the gong as a release mechanism, an 




The slow description/narration, and the heavy, complex theatrical structure by Claude LAMARCHE, 
the vaguely illustrated story (vocals, dance, song) by Francoise BOUDREAULT, the reading of poems 
against a background of slides by Angeline NEVEU, as well as the frontal performances mentioned 
previously all derive their form from theatre. Even if the majority of fuem avoid the trap of dramatic 
art (Apollo-Dionysius), the general theatrical conventions and the narrative positioning establish a 
structure which seems immutable even after two thousand years of Aristotelian critical analysis of the 
importance given to the performer-interpreter rather than the debate. In this case, the acting body is 
focused on, not the debauchery. 
OBLIQUE EXPOSURE 
The performance-concept of Jan SWIDZINSKI, which ends with a Moeoius ribbon being cut in the 
direction of the infinite; pop-art-corn by Jean-Yves FRECHETTE, which goes from closed technologi-
cal structure to open structure of domestic consumerism; construction-deconstruction in a rapport of 
rejection-attraction by Robin POITRAS; the concrete and visual poems by Bartolome FERRANDO 
where the body itself becomes material and poetic support; the rapid covering of the body with 100 
pieces of material by Francoise JANI COT, the video installation with traces of artists portrayed in a 
frame in reference to Marcel DUCHAMP by Acindino QUESADA, and finally the stamping-poem 
created by noises from the city by Grant POIER (although limited in space), all do away with one-way 
rapport which goes from performer to public and places the angle of perception in an oblique fashion: 
that is, to perceive and do in a gap of meaning, of meanings, of normality. This is the tendency to 
obliquity where the material objects deviate from their particular function and establish an accumula-
tion of codes and utilities, stripped of form (FERRANDO) and content (JANICOT). 
Jan Swidzinksi "Natural/Non-Natural" 
photo; Fran~is Bergeron 
INTERACTION AND PROGRESSIVE ACTION 
Robin Poitras "Box Suite"/ photo; Fran~is Bergeron 
Louis HACHE moves his public from the room where the installations are to the public place right in 
the heart of the business section where he sticks a text on dream and the imaginary on the sidewalk, Jchn 
FECKNER spray-paints the walls of the city, Alain-Martin RICHARD (his suitcase theatre) diffuses 
heat spontaneously and progressively during the cruise on the river (on closing night of the festival): 
these are manoeuvres. First of all, they encircle, and then seep into the interstices so that the audience 
becomes responsible for what is happening. The artist is nothing more than a release mechanism with 
an open proposal which evolves. The same applies to the "Whistle Piece" by Dick HIGGINS who 
entrusts the public with blowing whistles in conjunction with alliterations in the poem, "Arret Stop". 
On another level, a piece by Claude-Paul GAUTHIER gets the audience to move amass of white paper. 
Such actions and others including the culinary art by Alison KNOWLES, and the arrangement of the 
public as witnesses by Eric ANDERSEN, offer interaction through time and progressive action. The 
impact of these works extended over the days of the Festival through the evaluation by the public of 
daily actions by ANDERSEN, retro-active rapport between text and whistles by HIGGINS, operational 
time of gestures necessary for the making of food and sounds which go with the action of KNOWLES. 
Interaction and progressive action as an operative process not only supposes the presence of an 
audience, but makes it a necessary condition for the action itself. 
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INTER/LE LIEU, A COLLECTIVE BASED ON FISSION 
Ten years after its inception, "l' effet INTER" still realizes and supports the exponential development 
of multiple creativity in art. Instead of the principle of fusion (violent energy generated through 
concentric process), it opts for fission (lively energy generated through dispersal). Quebec on the St. 
Lawrence riv er, in the corridorof transportation from the United States towards Europe ( G. DUR AND) 
becomes a neutral space of dynamic expressions. IMMEDIA CONCERTO concludes ·a first decade of 
artistic explosion. Pushing "the operational limits" still further than the three preceding festivals, this 
fourth Festival d'In(ter)ventions portends a progressive shifting of the presence of the object to the 
presence of art; an openness, the penetration of media, displacing of the audience, street manoeuvres, 
and the impact of the discursive word via colloquiums and round table discussions. In future, it is likely 
that with the ln(ter)ventions festivals there will be a strategy of diversion and penetration; all the more 
so since the "l' effet INTER" group puts forward that art in its particular expressions has a direct hold 
on the real through the interplay of simultaneous infiltration between reason and libido. 
1 In chronological sequence: Art et societe. (198/), 76 heures-Marathon d' ecriture (1983), Art et ecologie (1983), Neo Son(g) 





[for Louis Zukofsky] 
by Stan Rogal 
i) advice 
Don't sweat it Cats. 
Others swoon on 
The more you understand an age, the more convinced 
you become that the images a given poet used and 
which you thot his own were taken almost unchanged 
from another poet ... poets are more concerned with 
arranging images than with creating them. lmagt:5 
are given to poets; the ability to remember them is 
far more important than the ability to create them. 
Shldovsky 
salty rhyme 
embrace love's prick 
bunt belying cant 
the dull smut 
never reaching bone 
you'll canter 
all it's worth 
no forgetting 
an old flame 
like making 
a new flame 
the same tired story 
lit 
with a new match 
the net licked hot 
with fevered tongues: 
beggars, gypsies, thieves. 
bunt: push & shove; middle 
bellying portion 
of a sail or fishnet; 
a parasitic fungus, 
species of smut 
which converts 
interior 
of grains of wheat 
into a black, fetid 
powder. 




religious talk; any 
technical or 
professional jargon; 
secret language of 
thieves, gypsies, 
beggars etc. Scot: 
bold, brisk, 
lively 
Art is a way of 
experiencing 
the artfulness of an 
object; the object 
is not important. 
Shldovsky 
The ghosts you secret are worms eager for fish. 
Bull by the horn old cock! 
Give it & go on giving 
Catullus 
who'll have it. 
ii) response 
But defamiliarization is not only a technique 
of the erotic riddle- a technique of euphemism-
it is also the basis and point of all riddles. 
Shldovsky 
(a free translation from a poem by Catullus) 
CATULLIAN: poems marked by facil-
ity of language, 
perfection of form & 
intensely personal 
subject matter. 
Spencer: "A satisfactory style is precisely that 
style which delivers the greatest am't 
of thot in the fewest words.'' 
Aristotle: "Poetic language must appear strange & 
wonderful.'' 
By "works of art," in the narrow sense, we mean works 
created by special techniques designed to make the works as 
obviously artistic as possible. Shklovsky 
Malest, Cornifici, tuo Carullo, 
Malice - Cornificius -your Cats' 
malest, me hercule, et ei laboriose, 
malicious for some stud's labours. 
et magis magis in dies et horas 
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Make it, make it any day now some hour? 
quern tu, quod minimum facillimumquest, 
Get off! What an easy quest. 
qua solatus es allocutione? 
Consolation for lack of allocation? 
irascor tibi. sic meosamores? 
Air I score baby! Make me sick or amourous? 
paulum quid lubet allocutionis 
Poor this lame love is, all cute ones 
maestius lacrimis Simonideis. 
mist as tears miss my poor Leshia. 
MR. BROWN-GUY GOES 
TO WASHINGTON 
by W. Pope L. 
Today I wrote my Congressman and the roses bloomed outside my window. 
The letter was a complaint against my next door neighbors, the Nice Family, who've been throwing 
their garbage on my lawn. 
Every morning I wake up, gulp my orange juice and coffee and jog down the flagstones between the 
foaming rose bushes only to find my lawn turned into a graveyard strewn with the bones of small 
animals. 
I must admit, though I've never seen them do it, the truth is in the suspicion. 
Early the next week, I received a visitor. A serious white man with limestone skin wearing a dark blue 
suit and aviator sunglasses. He claims to represent the government so I inquire if he is in mourning. In 
return, he abuses me, asking if I am a Negro experiment gone wrong. I chuckle and invite him into the 
house for black coffee. 
The picture window in the living room frames our conversation. Thru it, I can see Mr. Nice digging 
up his yard. He's looking more like a Puerto Rican every day. 
The serious white fellow greatly admires my wallpaper and gestures in the air with the back of his 
hand which I notice has been badly burned and is now quite shiny and free of hair. I interrupt his reverie 
by asking his intentions while offering him a cookie. He counters by asking me if I intend to carry out 
my threats against the Congressman's life. I quickly explain that my threats were purely political and 
that I want only justice. 
He than.ks me and walks out onto the porch. Mr. Nice is weeding his wisteria and the sun is a soft red 
wheel above the gas station. 
The white man extends his hand and I tum away as I watch him descend the wooden steps, walk down 
the flagstones. Through the rosebush corridor, open and close the gate, wave to Mr. Nice who doesn't 
see him get into his shiny black car and drive away. 
Mrs. Nice appears at her screen door wringing her hands on her yellow apron covered with kittens. 
I'm disappointed. It's been several days now and no word from the Congressman. I must've written 
to the wrong one. Even my ratings are down and today's stats show a definite decline in brownian 
popularity. Yet I am a very handsome man. 
"To loathe me is to love me." 
You see, my skin is highly complected. My eyes like an oil slick, my dimpled chin a gashing red, the 
left side of my face the colour of jets and the rest of my body resplendent in a boistrous wreck of hue-
ous calumny. 
The entire ensemble is displayed on a billboard mounted on the roof of my house. At dusk an electric 
eye triggers the thousand 'none bulbs serrating the billboard's edges. The bulbs blink off 'non while 
a police light mounted on top slowly rotates throwing its barbarous glare into the backyards and 
bedrooms of my neighbors. 
In a matter of fact, I can hear it turning right now. Its throb of light sweeps across my custom-made 
wallpaper momentarily illuminating its delicate design of multi-coloured telephones; each with its own 
receiver almost jangling out of its cradle. A sight which can't help but depress me as I stand hunched 
in my livingroom, shoulders tight, my mind finally resolving to solve my dilemma in my special room 
of rubber. 
I must confess, it's the coziest room in the house. Also the largest. Its walls are specially constructed: 
a one inch layer of water sandwiched between six inches of rubber which has been coated with a thin 
shiny layer of creosote. There are no windows. A tiny 30W light bulb hangs above a large pool of water 
into which is set a large zinc covered chair floating on a solid slab of greenish copper. 
Attached to the headrest is a head set studded with electrodes. This, I fix onto my scalp as I ease my 
bottom down onto the coldmetalofthechair. Once seated, I hit the switch and my brain begins topop'n 
sizzle as electric current surges through my pores scorching my hair, roasting my flesh in direct contact 
with the metal fixtures and paralyzing my gaze upon the open door through which I see the charged blue 
of the police sky against the orange arch street lamps as the smell of burning periosteum fills my nostils 
anonymously. 
By suppertime, I am ready. And I jaunt down the wooden steps and float above the flagstones filling 
my lungs with roses and ozone. The gate swings open at my touch and I trace with my finger the 
complicated pattern of broken antennaes strippling the noggins of my neighbors' houses as I swing into 
the front yard of the Nice Family, my spirit buoyant and free. 
Mrs. Nice is the first one to the door. I am polite as always and immediately ask for the head of the 
household. The little Nice, in her pinafore of melted candy, clings to her mother's naked calves like a 
piece of lint. 
Soon the round uninflected shape of Mr. Nice fills the doorway and I launch into my patter. 
"What do you call a Mexican woman with 
no arms and no legs?" 
His face wrinkles up in search of an answer as the sweep of the police light slices across his pasty 
complexion gouging his eyes and nose into a significance I'd never thought existed. But I am impatient 
and before he can arrive at a solution I deliver the punch-line. 
"Consuelo," I say, "Consuelo." 
And with that in remission, I thrust my hands through the glass of the screen door, grab him by both 
his ears and pulling them in opposite directions, my Moe to his Larry, I tug his dull body through the 
opening and down onto the newly painted plan.ks of the porch. I draw his doughy features close to mine 
and gently brush away the sweat and grease from his forehead with my bloody hands. 
And slowly but surely I begin to pound his head into the shiny enamel of the proch sending fragments 
of bone and splashes of blood through the opening of the screen door onto the impassive complexions 
of the Mrs. and the little Nice. As they stand looking on framed by the shards of broken glass and the 
violent sweep of the police light. Mrs. Nice immersed in her apron, wringing the necks of the stitched 
yellow kittens as the warm glow of the television casts its halo upon the newly painted plan.ks of the 
wooden porch. 
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THE TYRANNY OF ARCHITECTURE 
16mm, black and white, optical sound, 
10 minutes, 1987 
A film by Annette Mangaard 
Original score: Walter Yarwood 
A group of Muslim women cross a dirt road in an oasis, on the rim of the Sahara desert. The 
camera scans the frosting-like cornices and crevices of the palaces of Venice. 
"We do not always choose to live where we do, and if we are so lucky as to choose the locale, 
we cannot often choose the abode." A personal history of relations with various surroundings 
is the voice-over for a series of images originally shot in super 8 and optically printed to 
16mm. 
The Tyranny of Architecture is an autobiographical recounting of environments and their 
psychological effect on our well-being. Two parallel visual scenes follow a winding path 
which crosses over from the narrow canals atid laneways of Venice, Italy to the low adobe 
dwellings of the holy oasis ofNefta, Tunisia. The soundtrack is a script written and performed 
by myself which is accompanied by an original score composed by Walter Yarwood. 
When I was four years old, my family, newly emigrated to Canada, found that the most economical 
mode of living was in a tent. 
Months of my childhood were spent waking up to the natural splendor of the Canadian 
wilderness. I recall bright sunshine and walking through tall blades of grass. 
We do not always choose to live where we do, and if we are so lucky as to choose the locale, we can 
not often choose the abode. 
Standing on the edge of an oasis in Nefta and looking out onto the Sahara desert makes you feel as if 
you are on the rim of the world. You become the horizon. 
I live in an old brownstone on the third floor. My bedroom used to face out onto a busy main 
thoroughfare -the streetcars passed by day and night with unrelenting consistency. I moved my bed 
to the small room at the back. There is no window, but the door opens onto a tiny fire escape upon which 
I often stand and watch the factory behind me. Its yellow bricks are my landscape. There is no 
movement. 
I went to the high arctic for a year. While not expecting to live in an igloo, I was still totally unprepared 
for the two-storey pre-fabricated unit which was provided complete with fake colonial-style furniture 
and two sets of dishes. Each of the 16 non-Innuit households were given exactly the same government 
issue supplies and furnishings. To visit one of the other white families was always, for me, to experience 
a strange sense of deja vu. 
To go out on the land holds another place in the memory. Bumping along in a skidoo over endless rolling 
terrain of hard packed snow and ice. Cresting hills, like giant waves, my expectation was al ways to find 
a super-highway teeming with traffic on the other side. But the scene never changed. The land went 
forever. The sky went forever. There was no horizon. There were no walls. 
I have a wonderful garden which I never visit. A green jungle of vines and trees, it lies far below my 
little fire escape. There is no lawn furniture here, there are no plastic chairs to lounge in. The mass of 
vegetation is banked on either side by the high walls of the factory. I know the man who lives below 
me, often passes through in order to reach his car in the garage at the back. Yet, there is no sign or 
evidence of human passage. The jungle remains untouched. I never go down there. 
In Tunisia, my room was a small hole in the ground. One of a series of catacomb-like structures dug 
into the earth. Unexpectedly it was not damp here, but quite cool and with an unfamiliar odour, not 
unpleasant. 
A claustrophobic tangle ofnarrow lanes and alleyways separated by pungent, still waterways, this was 
not the Venice which the picture books and films had prepared me for. High walls, overly decorative 
- like too much icing on the cake, too rich with little room left for the speculation of the brain or the 
eye. 
Once, on a trip through Belize, we were lost in the jungle and wandered without landmarks for several 
miles. Lost, and with dusk approaching, we came upon a small village. I was astonished to find in the 
20th century a scene from a glossy nature magazine. The natives here lived in small one-room grass huts 
and wore simple cothing made from grass. The only stone building was the church on whose pews we 
slept. In the morning the children approached us and invited us into their homes. There were no 
furnishings, the people ate and slept on grass malts on the floor. Through sign language they explained 
to us that they did not care for the construction of the church whose benches were hard and 
uncomfortable to sit on and whose stone walls kept the air still and dead inside. In the grass huts we could 
feel the breeze on our skin. 
/error 
by Karen Maccormack 
Rapunzel all down gold voyeur street excuse for 
did he say so soon that's the point of leading nowhere 
perception is not a singular event 
if this field takes place in the fingers grasp demarcation by 
exerting pleasure on both and hybrids almost dance but even 
not irregular movement but through a height not over 
scramble and toss again the knife is real the day might be and one can 
believe the sun is shining 
this easier than dry 
the lungs, swans, arms, beaks nervous severally 
but someone wants a system and ordered a golden frame 
devour on both sides of the mirror 
cuneiform met custodian but not to name names 
there is a logarithm for any act conceived by interference 
the individual period at the end of the sentence the sentence precedes 
the plural possibility 
of enactment 
walking again 
pages of letters the span of hips dusk aroma a word to place 
why is that woman crying and home does not exist familiarity of the habitual 
does the ability to hold anything assume passion and liaison meet more often than 
door and knock 
what little is left cannot be preserved but discovered 
skidding and the alphabet aren't all that different worn away 
contagious brevity 
there might be a dance away from here 
sewing moves (not in the sense walking is) 
once met with left going to another not yet there 
haunted by other structures waiting in tent symptoms of a room 
the back of that page is front of the next 
trumpet saliva and a life on its own 
know no radio 
the removal of the expedition 
would a concert please her to a ticket one accordingly 
any mystery resorts to nostalgia 
from all sides not photographic but sculptural 
generations of theft a forebear makes of descendants 
apt in inappropriate 
shorn and floating drawn to trees 
the rearrangement of banter to agreement suffer to curtail 
r-: •. ~.· ...... :,: ' .~' .. 
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BREAKFAST WITH RALPH 
by James Sallis 
At breakfast Katie drops a piece of egg on the floor. One of the younger roaches catches it on the bo~ce 
and wheels off towards a closet. Buttered biscuit in one hand, coffee in the other, Mr. Dosey swivels 
in his chair and plants a foot (size 13, orange sneakers) in its way. 
"Just a minute," he says. "Hold on there. How are we ever going to live on this earth in ~armony ~s 
a single being, etcetera, etcetera-all that stuff in the Charter; you know it as well as I do-if you can t 
even mind your manners?" 
"I'm sorry, sir," the cockroach says. "Might I please have this stray bi; of egg?'~ . . ?" 
"Well of course you may, my young friend," Mr. Dosey says." And how s the family, 1fl might ask. 
"Well, sir, I'm pleased to say. Except for Paulie, that is." 
"Still sickly, is he?" 
"Yes sir." 
"So~ to hear it. But then, I suppose there's nothing for it but time." 
"I suppose not, sir. That's what old Doc Branson says, at an~ rate." 
Outside, Conestogas creak past on their way to anew world. Milkcarts take the comer on two wheels, 
bottles ringing together like chimes, rattling like scrap metal. A t?othless old man hawks papers from 
the curb. Amelia Earhart Lands at La Guardia, one of the headlines reads. 
"The boy really is sorry, sir," a new arrival says. "It's so difficult to bring ~em up right, these days. 
You try raising eighty-three children. And I'm a lawyer: successful, well-paid (by o_ur stand~ds, of 
course), secure. I don't know how others manage. My nephew, for instance. A mere mneteenkids and 
he still can't hack it. Makes you wonder what it's all coming to." . 
"O yes," Katie says. "At school we study the economics. It is good. Things go badly and will go 
worse." 
Something of an idiot savant, Katie has problems with the four l?Tiguages she speaks, all o~ them 
somehow sounding pretty much the same when she speaks them, relics of a weekend spent beside the 
short-wave radio at her uncle's. Neither is she very well coordinated. A second piece of egg drops to 
the floor. Everyone ignores it. Four of the roaches are working up a barbership-quartet version of My 
Old Kentucky Home. . 
"Free enterprise, this may not be the answer," Katie says, "the ultimate answer, I mean. Perhaps it 
is that we must, so to speak, think in different categories, no?" 
And soon all are gathered around the table for a lively discussion of political n:ieans _and en~s. That 
the roaches are somewhat more conservative is almost certainly explained by their havmg (racially, at 
any rate) been around so much longer. A kind of adaptive ultimate, they've n?t evolved physically in 
thousands of years on the principle that if something's not broken, don't fix 1t. . 
"The one I worry about most, though," the older roach says after a while, "is Gary George. Fancies 
himself a poet. Al ways scribbing on napkins and things. Free bus rides for poets in Guatemala, of course, 
but what else is there?' 
"Alcoholism, suicide, despair," Mr. Dosey's wife, the children's mother, Dee, says. "Random sex 
with writing students. Strange enthusiasms for suspect literatures. Terrible mood swings. Resentment. 
Fury. Silence." 
"Really?" Mr. Dosey says. 
"All that?" the roach (whose name, he later explains, is Ralph) says. 
"And more." Dee gets up and pours more coffee for all. 
"Plato banished poets from his republic," Paulie says. 
"In the old days, Presidents Nixon and Reagan required CIA to m~intain list~ of practicing poets 
alongside those of potential and manifest subversives. Youngish men m grey smts and short haircuts 
regularly attended poetry readings. Sometimes they were the only ones _theie." . 
This again from Dee, who goes on to recite, proud that she does not smg-song 1t, The Raven. Then 
The Bells and a pound or two of Edna St. Vincent Millay. I shall die but that is all that I shall do for death, 
Life must go on I forget just why, Wine from these grapes, etcetera. 
"I had no idea you loved poetry so," Mr. Dosey says to his wife. 
"As a child I spent a great deal of time alone," Dee says. "I dreamed. I wondered. Words, for me, were 
new worlds. By nine or so most nights my parents had passed out in their bedroom; they drank. The 
younger kids were all asleep. For an hour or two I would own the whole world." 
"We'll someday own the world, my father says." One of the youngest of the roaches. "We must only 
be patient." 
"That may well be the case -" 
" 'The world is the case,' according to Wittgenstein," Katie says. 
"- and I hope you'll be kinder to it, less apart from it, than my own kind has been." 
"Aren't we all morbid for such a beautiful early morning," Dee says. 
"Gotta be a pony here somewhere," one child says, and the others laugh, knowing Dee so well. 
"I thought after breakfast we'd have a nice stroll down to the museum," Dee goes on. "Perhaps on 
our way back we might stop off at the library.You will come along, won't you?" she says to the roaches . 
"Well, of course I'd have to ask my wife-" 
"Please, Daddy, please, can't we?" 
"- but yes, I believe we'd like that. And you'll take tea with us afterwards, of course." 
"Of course," Dee says. 
" 'Civilization is two men sitting over tea as the worlds fall apart,' " Katie says. 
"Not two men," Mr. Dosey corrects her. "Man and roach together. It makes a differe~ce.'_' . 
Outside, unaccountably, Conestogas begin circling the house. Milkbottles. crash against its sides. 
Wind ferries in the warcries of Indians, aberrant children or enraged economists. 
"It's a strange world, my friend," Mr. Dosey says. 
"And a tasty one," Ralph answers, finishing off the eggs. 
RED BREAKFAST FINALE 
by R. Bartkowech 
I was working at the post office in East Lansing, Michigan when a young woman came up to my window 
looking kind of nervous. I asked if I could help her. 
"Yes. I want to mail this for my brother. It's very important, so I'd like you to weigh it and make sure 
it gets the right postage." 
I asked if she wanted it insured. She said no, regular first class would be fine. I told her it was under 
an ounce and would only need a ten-cent stamp. She paid me the dime, I put the stamp on it and threw 
it in the bin. She thanked me. That was that. 
Now it's a few months later, I've been transferred to Chicago, the Dead Letter Building, and I'm 
working the night shift by myself. A woman comes in carrying a silver tray, the kind with a handle on 
each end, used for serving tea or coffee. I don't know how she got in here. She walks up to me and stops. 
She looks angry .... She doesn't say a word. 
In the middle of the tray is a letter. I pick it up and as I'm looking it over I realize this is the same 
nervous lady from East Lansing, this is the same letter. I can't figure out why it wasn't delivered, why 
it's not deliverable. The envelope is addressed properly: her brother's name and the address of some 
town in New Jersey. The zip code's correct. The same guy's name appears on the return address and 
the same Jersey town but a different street. Nothing seems wrong with ... There is no stamp. Itmust have 
fallen off. Five black cancellation lines stop where the stamp had been. At the other end of the lines is 
the postmark. It's still readable: "EAST LANSING MI 48823 JUNE 15 PM 1972.'' 
Maybe I should check the contents. There might be some clue inside. 
"You mind if I open this up?" 
She doesn't say a word. 
I slit open the back flap and pull out four pieces of lined notebook paper. The letter's handwritten. 
It doesn't seem to be addressed to anyone in particular. On the top of the first page are two words, "Red 
Breakfast." 
I should read it. Might be some clue ... 
"You mind if I read this?" 
The letter begins with the young woman gesturing for me to follow her out the back door. When I 
get outside she's far ahead of me, carrying the silver tray deeper into the night. It seems I'm walking 
through total blackness for a very long time, over a hard surface like concrete, no, a little softer, like 
macadam, like I'm following a road somewhere. Now, in the distance, I can make out a dim, red glow. 
As I get closer I see it's streetlights. Each lamp hangs at the end of a huge, arced, silver pole. 
I am standing in the middle of a four-lane highway which is banked slightly and, far in the distance, 
curves off to the left. There are seventeen hundred silver light poles running along both sides of the 
highway, repeating themselves over and over, smaller and smaller as the road curves away. Everything 
is bathed in the red glow of the lights. The dashed lines separating the lanes and the two solid lines 
marking the shoulders are pink. Out of the silence I begin to hear metal banging against metal ... the 
sound of tools. 
A man's sitting way up at the top of each pole.just where its long, silver neck begins to curve down. 
Leaning forward, the men work feverishly on their lamps. Even though they're mostly in the shadows, 
when the light hits right I see the gleam of their wire-rim glasses, thirty four hundred circles of reddish 
gold. And wires coming out of their ears, disappearing into their shirt pockets. Hearing aids. Or perhaps 
miniature intercoms. The pouches strapped to their waists are probably for carrying tools. They're 
grumbling, the job seems futile, takes so long. 
"Things can be repaired," I remind them. 
They continue grumbling. 
Bells ringing, hundreds ofbells. There are seventeen hundred alarm clocks ringing. About fifteen feet 
in front of each silver pole a table and chair is set up. Seventeen hundred rattling alarm clocks on the 
pinkish tablecloths of tables set up on the four-lane highway. With their right hands the electricians 
press the small instruments at the end of the wires deeper into their ears, turning their heads to the side, 
listening. Then they begin sliding down the arcs of the huge silver poles. 
At the bottom each man brushes the rust off his grey work clothes, walks to the table in front of his 
pole and shuts off his alarm. Then the unhooking of the tool pouches from the belts, the placing of the 
tool pouches neatly beside the pink china plates, the legs of the chairs grating against the macadam as 
the chairs are pulled out. Then sitting down the three coarse hops of seventeen hundred chairs being 
pulled in close. In front of the plates are sparkling red crystal goblets, three-fourths full of some clear 
drink. To the left, on folded napkins, are the sets of silverware, glowing with a soft, red hue. 
Pushing the silverware off to the side the men unfold their napkins and tuck them into their shirts. 
Then the forks in the right hands standing prongs up. The knives in the left hands. They are waiting. 
The lights are staggered along the highway, no two directly across from one another, and so the tables 
are staggered, no man looking into another man's eyes, each man staring across the highway, staring 
off into the blackness on the opposite side, the blackness which begins just beyond the shoulder of the 
road. They are waiting, seated at the tables, the two long rows of tables, one row in the middle of the 
first lane, one in the middle of the fourth lane, the tables, the men, repeating themselves over and over, 
smaller and smaller as the road curves away. 
Now the young woman is standing beside me, holding the silver tray, the tray full of french toast. 
Hundreds of pieces of french toast. 
"You mind if I count these?" 
She doesn't say a word. 
There are thirty three hundred ninety-eight pieces of french toast on the silver tray. 
"This can be remedied," I suggest. 
She ignores me, as if I were responsible for the miscalculation. Walking to the frrst table on the left 
she serves two pieces of toast, then crosses the highway and serves the first table on the right. She crosses 
to the second table on the left, crosses to the second table on the right, zigzagging down the highway 
serving two pieces at each table. Evidently the men have to wait until the _last man is served. The young 
woman back and forth in the red light down the highway. They are waiting. Evidently they must wait 
till the last one is served. Those who have their toast are shaking slightly, staring down now at the two 
pieces in their china plates, waiting, the others still staring off into the blackness beyond the shoulders, 
waiting, shaking slightly, anticipating being served, the tables shaking almost imperceptibly, the clear 
liquid trembling in the red crystal goblets. They are waiting for the last one to be served. The forks are 
quivering in the right hands. Evidently they cannot begin unless the last man is served. 
I see her far in the distance, serving a table on the left, the next to last table. She crosses over toward 
the table on the right but stops short, then backs up and stands in the middle of the second and third lanes, 
facing me down the long stretch of red highway. 
The empty silver tray. 
The last man looks up astonished, eyes wide, looking around confused, looking under his plate, under 
his table, looking over his shoulder into the darkness behind him. All the men looking down to the far 
end of the highway, astonished, looking around confused, under plates, under tables, looking over their 
shoulders into the darkness behind them. Slowly, they all turn back, drooling over their napkins. 
Now seventeen hundred tables begin shaking wild. The alarm clocks fall off and smash to the road, 
bells dinging, springs popping, coils unwinding with a snap. Then the crystal goblets burst under the 
pressure and eyeglasses fly off the men's faces. I can see the red of their eyes. Wrists grinding into the 
tables until the legs buckle tables fall over tools silverware china shattering all across the road, chairs 
collapsing the men falling over losing their false teeth, getting tangled in the tablecloths and wires of 
their intercoms or hearing aids, crawling on all fours confused with four red lanes of highway, sets of 
pink teeth clacking and hopping across the macadam, the men unable to find their teeth unable to find 
their glasses, the sly smile of the young woman in the distance, everything giving up. 
"This can be salvaged!" I insist. 
The road surface begins waving, buckling. 
"This can be rewritten!" 
The silver pole closest to me on the left sways back and forth until it falls over into the road smashing 
out its light. Then the first pole on the right wavers, falls over and the light blows out. Then the second 
pole on the left, the second pole on the right, continuing like this down the highway one by one the poles 
falling over into the road smashing out their lights. The road surface coming apart, cracks across the 
dashed and solid lines. 
Now all the poles have fallen over but the last one. All the lights out but one red streetlight far in the 
distance. The young woman stands there smiling, despite the tracers filed by the author, despite his 
travelling back and forth between Michigan and New Jersey trying to track down this highway, this red 
breakfast. She doesn't say a word. 
Ghost-like forms are crawling around in the shadows of the fallen poles. I can hear the crunching of 
wine glasses and eyeglasses, the clanging of tools against silverware. Voices grumbling about 
reparations. I hear the cracks widening in the surface. 
Far in the distance the young woman is waving the letter in the air. She places it on the tray and turns 
her back to me. 
"Where do you think you 're going with that? That is the property of the United States Postal Service! 
Where are you going with that?" 
She says nothing, my words echoing as she walks off, as she fades out in the night. 
A stamp flutters down, lands in the palm of my hand. I just have time to see the five cancellation lines 
before the last silver pole crashes to the road. 
In the blackness, I feel the surface give way as everything collapses into itself. 
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DAS DEVONIAN TAG 
[for Ferret] 
by Misha 
Spinne sat with his shoulder hunched against the wall. Black coffee offered its curling steam into the 
air like a small angry ifrit of impatience. fu front of him, the cold Ruger gleamed on the lacquered table. 
Every day it wore its brand new chrome smile. He spun it and then stopped when the noise deafened 
him. The gold hook of his sax beckoned from its stand, but he turned his head away like a resolute lover. 
The pewterof the morning hadn't yet fully wakened him. A puff of sulpher blew in through the window, 
pushing the heavy black curtains. Spinne looked down into the street as an axelgrease cat skittered out 
from an alleyway. He held his breath and leaned forward, intently watching the cat stop, freeze and peer 
up at the sky. Spinne peered up too, his leather jacket squeaking with this small movement. It was just 
a leaden sky for Spinne. Now the cat pulled itself into a mitten shaped wad, its head swiveling back and 
forth in a rotation of paranoia. It launched itself into the air and then sped around the comer of the 
Comlever warehouse. Startled, Spinne jumped up, knocking over his chair and causing the coffee to 
slosh over the rim of his mug and onto the black table. The oily coffee sought out the letter in the center 
of the table and the letter thirstily blotted it up before Spinne could react. He jerked the letter off the table 
and shook the brown droplets off of it. Spinnestared at the mug accusingly amoment.Itwas blue-green, 
with armoured black sturgeon painted nose to tail around it. The sturgeon had green lantern eyes that 
shot cones of lights into the depths of the painted seas. Spinne loked back out the window. He strained 
forward, his head swiveling in a slow parody of the cat's movements. He then slowly bent down and 
reset the chair. He sat on the edge of it, listening. He heard nothing, but in the black disc near the blind 
spot of his eyes, he saw them. Black skittery shapes, like flakes of burnt paint, sliced the room in a jigsaw 
of five pieces. He glanced at the letter again. Hugs and kisses bled down the end of the pages in wet 
XXXXXOOOOOs. 
Directly in the center of the table was the gift sent in his last transmission from his epistolary pal, Zuki. 
This was the same Zuki of the bleeding Xs. It was a silver fish charm and its sectioned, mailed body 
gleamed in the low light of the room, seeming to warm it. Spinne had never met Zuki, but they had been 
exchanging mail, music, poetry, charms, imported foods, even oblique vague photos for over a year 
now. The last thing Spinne had sent to her was a section out of a novel describing a striking necklace 
with a fish pendant. Spinne had turned down all offers of meeting Zuki, perferring his fantasies to the 
person he was sure would never match his expectations. Nevertheless, every day of his life he dreamed 
of meeting her. He envisioned her in some darkened motel room with the fish code key and his latest 
music unreeling all about them in an erotic dance of heavy bass, sleigh bells and mellow saxes. Sick 
of all the sex crimes he heard day after day, this love lettering and music trading was the only thing he 
allowed himself. Still, he remained faithful to Zuki. 
The autoplay on the table was only an inch from his hand, so he punched up some old Irmin Schmidt 
on the tubes ad watched as the sounds spilled into the room like the cerise globules from a lava lamp. 
The skate-ray things pulled back from the music and edged away into a comer of the ceiling. Spinne 
walked under them, his black leather hightops squeaking loudly on the bare wood floor. He held up the 
new Zuki charm. The manta ray creatures faded into the wall under his stare, the music clicked off, and 
the only sound in the room was the soft burbling of the 100 gal aquarium adjacent to the kitchen table. 
There were only three fish in the salt-water tank. Three tomato clowns swam, flashing their bright red 
black and white markings. Spinne let his wide green eyes slide back and forth with their swimming 
motions. 
The apartment was austere. The cream-colored walls only had one ornament, a poster tom from a 
book. It was a drawing of a man in a robe and a coolie hat, watching himself on television, under a sign 
of a fish. The poster, on yellowing newsprint, seemed to offer Spinne some hope. He began to search 
for drawings of fish, fish-shaped jewelry, swedish fish candies, fish cakes and fish dinnerware. Even 
his tie had a blue trout painted on it. 
As he got up to leave, more skittery shapes slid in under the door and kited around a few moments. 
Spinne watched them settle into their places, and holstered the Ruger 14. The dry ironic smile on his 
face knew that the gun was a worthless toy. It wasn't about to help him with the shapes, but he felt safer, 
more secure wearing it anyway. A few more devil rays came and settled on the wall while he watched. 
He smashed the stub of his cigarette in the cutglass tray and he punched the code on his lock mechanism. 
The door popped open in a string of red l.e.d. lights and a C sharp tone. 
fu the street, he watched the reactions of the passersby, who carefully walked around him as ifhe was 
a black wasp nest under the awning. He felt certain that they couldn't see the jagged skates, pulling 
themselves into the cracks and comers of the brownstone, like the scales of pollutions on public statuary. 
Spinne took the small silver fish charm out of his pocket and held it up to the shadow shapes. They faded. 
OBVIOUS DIAGONALS 
[O father, father, is she burning you 
are you burning her, inside?] 
by Dominique Robert 
I don't always know what to say to him. I walk into the room. He is lying on his bed. I look for things 
to say to him. Tell him I walked to see him this time. Stopped off at the Burger King to get a frie. Ate 
it outside, sitting on a bench, watching the traffic go by. Everybody stopping at once at red lights. Empty 
cars in the parking lot. 
I walk over to the bed. I sit myself on it. It has tight sheets. Nothing fancy. No colours or anything. 
I feel like touching his hair, his forehead, as one would a child's, but hold myself back. "Are you 
eating well?", I ask him. He says "Oh yes. I'm not fussy. Some complain about the food. I think it's 
okay." 
There is a card standing on the dresser by the bed. It has a picture of a white cat about to jump on a 
wall on it. Beside the cat, there is a small pool of muddy looking water, but with reflections of nice tall 
trees in it. And piles of dead leaves on the ground. The card is signed Charlotte inside. It says ''To 
grandfather. To get well." 
Even if we don't say anything to one another, I like to stay in the room with him. I also like it when 
he sleeps. Dozes off while I'm there. I go sit in the chair and daydream for a while. He wakes up all of 
a sudden, in a quiver, a funny shake of the eyes. Says to me "It's the drugs I've been taking. They're 
strong. Make me sleep a lot." I tell him I found a job. I'm a kind of receptionist in an art gallery. I help 
out when they have openings too. They had one just a few days ago. Hundreds of people were there. 
I held the bar with another guy who also works there. It's okay, I like my job. It's a change from my 
four walls. The telephone rings. He shifts his weight a little to answer it. Talks very softly into it. He 
talks and listens for a little while. Then hangs up. I ask him if he minds ifl light up a cigarette. Says no. 
I walk over to the window to smoke it. From the window, you'd might as well see nothing. That's the 
way I feel about hospital windows. What you see outside never seems to mean anything to you. He turns 
on the T.V. Figure it's a movie, one of those american atemoon movies. A nurse comes in and checks 
out a few things. Smiles to me and then leaves. "I guess it's time for me to go now," I say to him. I kiss 
him goodbye. He says "Thanks for corning," holds my hand a little, then adds, "Well honey, goodbye." 
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I HOLD A PACKAGE IN MY HAND 
by Fortner Anderson 
Fingers wrap about the handle. The fingers sprout from the broad soft palm like pl~ts hidden fro_m the 
sun. They wrap about the crazed leather handle. And with _each step I hear the fragile vegetable tissues 
crack as they are broken by the jarring motions of my stride. . 
A sac I carry a sac clutched in my fist. The fingers curl around the neck of the bag. The arm dist~nds 
slightly ~s the weight of the sac pulls along the length of the arm, through the shoul?er, ~d d~wn mto 
the back where taut fibrillating tissue holds to the bone. All this unseen and now stramed aids, ow ever 
slightly to choke the bag that I carry in my hand. . . . 
This ioad uneven and bulky, troubles my gait which continues with a progress of sorts with stndes 
forward, if ;uch movement could be said to have direction. . . 
I carry something in my hand. I carry an object in my had. A h~d that now e~1sts at so~e disrar_ice 
from the main walking body. A hand which extends and holds while accompanymg the mam walking 
body. . . . 
A hand carries. I stride transportmg a hand which carries. . . . 
I drag the arm, and the hand scrapes upon the earth. Abrasions blossom along the JOIDts, and if 
undiscemable, traces of the flesh and blood touch the earth. . . . . . 
Traces which are disturbed by the mass and bulk of the object which 1t ~ntmues to c~utch tl~htly with 
the slowly eroding flesh of the balled fist which drags behind and to the side of the main walking body, 
bouncing over the route's surface irregularities. 
WHAT THE FERTILITY GODDESS 
BROUGHT 
by Lisa Teasley 
Zen and Lourdes said there was always a sign on the trunk of the tree that said "New Orleans," 
"Monterey," or "25,000 Pesos to the Border." They never asked the old man if he was the one that put 
them there, but they knew he was. They'd pass him on the way from the store, as he s~t on the fro1;1.t steps 
of the building on Gramercy Place, and Lourdes would say hello. He'd stare at her, his eyes ~oo~g w~t 
with the black of his skin, the wrinkles in his face, the white beard and mo~tache growmg mto his 
mouth, like an Indian Raja. He would say something back to Lourdes in Spanish, ~d she would laugh, 
grab onto the bag of groceries a little tighter, flip her hand like there was a fly buzzmg when Zen asked 
what it was that he said. . . 
Sometimes Raja would be outside with the baby, but most of the tim: n?t. When Zen said a chil_d 
should never be left alone, the old man said the best way to screw up a kid 1s to always stay under ,his 
ass. He said his wife had done that to his son, and that's why he was dead now. He said the goo~-for-
nbthing mother of the baby was like spoiled Wonder Bread, and that's wh~ she flew off to Berlin, ?r 
wherever the hell she went, and left the baby with his son. And that's why his son was dead. They said 
this all made perfect sense to him. , 
Zen and Lourdes had their hands full by the time they had moved to Gramercy Place. It wasn ~ much 
of a cut above, being just North of Hollywood Blvd., but Zen had fmally gotten somewhere with the 
food technology degree and Lourdes had given in to her father and managed the flower shop. :n~re were 
no more of the all day lunches at Griffith Park, lying out under the sun and the trees, and tr1~ping o~er 
whether they'd get it together. But even with work, Zen offered to keep the baby every once in a while. 
Lourdes did not understand it, but she let him do it and she stayed out of the way. She wor~ed late: at 
the shop, and sometimes she'd go to her folk's place on Wilton, a loud lime-green h~use w1~ tropical 
flowers growing as high as the roof. Then her father would ask her when she was going to give up the 
nigger and marry someone fit for her Mayan blood. And Lo~des would leave and swear she was never 
coming back, and that he could shove the flower shop up his ass. . . 
Vacation time came, and Lourdes was sick of Zen keeping the baby, complaining abo~t ~OP ~d 
putting off a trip. She bought the tickets for the flight to Cancun so he could see her f~y s roots m 
the Yucatan peninsula. She said that Raja could watch their place and keep the plants alive. Zen agreed 
and said the baby liked their space and would enjoy staying there. He seemed to want to go for that 
reason. . . . , . li th 
Zen was useless by the time they'd taken the ferry to Isla MuJeres. Said h~ d1dn .t like to eon. e 
beach, nor the way people stared at him. Zen and Lourdes would hang out eatmg ~~p. s~e wa~ching 
the boats and he with his lip curled and his brows meeting off center. Lourdes said 1t was fine with her 
if they left, since he would probably like the ruins in Chichen I~za better. They took .a second class ~us 
full of Mexicans, and Zen complained that he couldn'tstretchhis legs and that the_children were staring 
and the men were hostile. Lourdes cursed to herself in Spanish, and she let him fall asleep on her 
shoulder as her neck cramped up. He woke to occasional scares at the fires going in the jungle just ~ff 
the road, 'then he' dhumhimselfback to sleep. She was sweaty and her hair was matting to~ether, feeling 
stiff and dry, and thirsty; she hated Zen, and her father even more. The ashes came in through the 
window, and she thought about Raja and the plants. . . . . 
Zen climbed the stone steps of the pyramid like an athlete m his pnme, stopping only to look back 
at her as she pretended she wasn't scared. Birds flew out of the dark entrance like bats from a cave and 
when Lourdes screamed, Zen kissed her like the first time they'd met. When they got to. the small cafe 
in the middle of the jungle, they bought Squirts to drink, and a fertility goddess for R~Ja. Zen pac~ed 
and unpacked it, wrapping it four times over to make sure it ws o~ay thr~ugh the traveling. By the time 
they got to Merida, where Lourdes thought Zen would feel good in the city, they were.both r~ady to go 
home. There were soldiers on every comer, even more by the cathedral near the Palacio Gob1emo, and 
Lourdes tried to explain. But Zen wouldn't listen, said he missed the baby. . . .. 
When they got home they found a bleached-haired, white girl lying unconscious on their ~vmg room 
floor. Lourdes screamed, said fast prayers in Spanish to herself, the tears _and sweat breaking at once; 
Zen was quick on the phone, his lips in a straight line, his voice in control, ~1th a ~trong hand on Lourdes 
arms. She was crying when the ambulance came, and later when the. pohce arnved. Ze~ went over the 
story again and again, how they did not know who she was, how they JUSt found her, nothing_ was brok~n 
in the place, they hadn't even unpacked, just from the airport. Suddenly Lourdes w~ starin~ at Zens 
yelloV( pants, and she couldn't look at his face. The police left and Lourdes kept crymg, starmg at the 
carpet where the girl had been lying. Zen said nothing and slowly started to unpack. When he got to the 
fertility goddess, he said he'd better take it on over to Raja, and thatitwould?1ake them both feel better 
if they saw the baby. Lourdes said she didn't want to go as th~y w~re wal~g out of the door and up 
the steps to Raja's place. Zen held her hand, and smiled at her with his one dun~le, and she remembered 
him the way he was four years before. When Raja opened the do?r, looking older _than Lou~~s 
remembered, she felt everything tighten up. Then the baby started crying as they gave him the fertility 
goddess. . . Is th hi 
Zen and Lourdes saidhedidn'tevensay thank you. The frrstthing out of his mouth was, atw te 
bitch in your apartment dead yet? 
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THE INK DEVICE 
by Richard Gessner 
In order to isolate the spirit of unrequited love, a collector of personal mail has separated stacks of love 
letters into categories according to the degrees of their emotional content. 
In a small room the letters hang from rows of pipes running between opposite walls. From the ceiling 
above, a watering system of spigots is wetting the letters; the ink dripping off them and running through 
filters and gutters which remove all impurities before the ink drains into little bottles on the floor. 
On each bottle the collector has written the dates the letters were stolen and the names of the addressees. 
He appends little pamphlets to the bottles which explain how to re-enact the circumstances which 
caused the letters to be written so that an identical rewriting can be done. 
The collector packages the bottles and pamphlets with the blank letters and mails them back to the letter 
writers. He paces back and forth across the room, hitting a crumpled envelope with his foot while 
waiting for a plaintiff's response. 
He retires to a comer of the room listening to the spray of spigots, gurgle of filters and gutters and the 
drip drop of ink draining into little black bottles while staring up at his rows of dripping love letters in 
various stages of erasure. 
The Ink Device room is located in an office building in a large city. 
The collector leaves his room at night when all the office workers have gone home. Like a coal miner-
hermit engulfed in a halo of ink drizzle he journeys through the rows of offices on every floor foraging 
through the desk drawers of secretaries finding the fragments of office romances and thank-you notes. 
During his nightly letter raids he listens to the ink device flowing in unison with the plumbing faucets 
toilets and gurgling water coolers -pausing to listen for the footsteps of the Concise-Pace-Effusion 
Co. an agency of emotional controller-spies who move around the building approaching the room from 
all sides -waiting to catch the collector and lend him their relatives' personal mail at a loan shark's 
rate. 
The C.P.E. agents try to prevent the collector from leaving the building so he must rely on them to get 
new letters - they threaten to report him to the board of health for his water wasting full blast spigots 
drenching ornate love letters of wealthy good life decadents. 
The collector presses his ear against an office wall to listen as a vision of erasing all written matter 
flashes through his head. 
In apartment buildings all over the city the collector's plaintiffs write subpoenas with the ink from the 
bottles received in the mail. 
:tNK-DEViCE #4-71 
TANKS IN GREENWICH VILLAGE 
by Ken Gangemi 
Panda ranchers, The Old Acrobats 
Home, skating down the frozen 
Congo, red subway trains in yellow 
stations, Betsy Ross sewing 
hammers and sickles, chocolate 
dinosaurs on Paleontology Day, 
the parade of the big-breasted 
women, tumbleweeds blowing through 
the ghost town of Las Vegas, 
dying porcupines falling out of 
trees on unwary hikers, midget 
surgeons operating on a baby 
with quick and tiny hands, tanks 
in Greenwich Village, robot 
companions for single people, 
contraceptive vending machines 
in the high schools of the future. 
PETER BOWLES' PISCINE 
PUSSES 
by Thomas Baer 
A TURRETED RNERINE VILLA IN Hermes Beach, Florida ... AND WITH THAT, Spymaster, 
TAKEOVER! 
SCENE 1 
Levity, the cat 
Me-ow-ow .... 
Peter Bowles 
What was that! 
Maria 
My God, my cat, Peter Bowles. 
Peter Bowles 
Ah-hah. And the cat? Whence? since whence? 
Maria 
Since when younce knownce .... 
Peter Bowles 
Little time for levity. 
Maria 
(fO Levity, the cat) Levity? Levity? Here puss puss. Here puss. 
Peter Bowles 
For God's sake .... 
Maria 
For God's sake what? 
Peter Bowles 







Maria; Peter Bowles; Levity, the cat 
(SING) "Old McMaurice had steel bowls, me-ow, me-ow, meow .... " 
SCENE2 
Peter Bowles 
You have the names then ... 
(fOUCHES Maria's BREAST) 
I, Peter Bowles. 
Levity, the cat 
(MEOWS) I, Levity, the cat. 
Maria 
(fO Levity, the cat) Yes, puss ... 
(FONDLES Levity, the cat ... RECALLS ... TOUCHES Peter's PETER, ADDRESSES 
Peter Bowles) 
And I, Maria Makarova ... Yet where? ... Why? ... How? ... 
Peter Bowles 
Of no import ... However ... 
Maria 






Precisely the situation, the impeachability of it all, my situation ... Presumably an information 
society petfood giant, nothing of the sort at last, rather a careerist, the fashion in which one's made 




Ah, the cat, of course ... He? 
(Levity, the cat IS OFFENDED) 
She? ... 
Maria 
No, levity ... 
(ALTERNATIVELY ... SHRUGS) 
She. 
(Levity, the cat IN CURTSEY) 
Peter Bowles 
Levity. Of course. Could be none other than ... In effect, what it all comes down to, is that Abou 




As opposed to auctorial/auctorine? Thing is Abou Ben Adhem, rather more truly christened, 




Theirs, but really, more truly Abou Bess! as well. 
Maria 
Bess as well? 
Peter Bowles 
If Ben's Ben and Bess's Bess and each the other as well, well, auctorinial, not auctorial/auctorine at 





Can you spot him/her? He/she '11 be coming the river route if he/she comes at all this night. 
Maria 
Can't see a thing, Peter Bowles. And river route? 
Peter Bowles 55 








I could've sworn ... 
Maria 




And that's four-ce. 
Peter Bowles 
Where was I/were we? 
Maria 
Shall we? 
Maria; Peter Bowles; Levity, the cat 
(SING) 'The bass ... bess are at the bar, the bess ... ben are at the bar, Heigh-ho, the merry-o ... " 
SCENE4 
Peter Bowles 
You've gotten it all down well. 
Maria 




She. I. The-other-than-Maria-Makarova adores you the-other-than-Peter-Bowles, adores her needs' 
adoration, otherwise, otherwise ... 
Peter Bowles 
An arrangement then? 
Maria 
Is there other? 
Peter Bowles 
No, none save the deceptive. 
Maria 
And Levity, the cat? 
Peter Bowles 
(RAISES MICRODOT) Within this microdot or contratexturally, contratextually, upon this 
microdot, reside or are scribed ... THE SECRETINE PLANS. And where would this Ben/Bess look 




Precisely, that filmed, hidden, a cover, another cover, but within, hidden within ... 
(Levity, the cat DRAWS BACK) 
Levity, the cat ... ? 
(CALCULATINGLY) 






For puss ... 
Peter Bowles 
For pusses allsorts? Not that at all: for if it/they smells/smell piscine, tastes/taste piscine, yet is/are 
other than piscine ... Pain? · 





Maria; Peter Bowles; Levity, the cat 
(IN ENSEMBLE) Ah-hah! 
SCENE5 
Maria 
We're for it now, he/she's arrived, and precisely other than in the fashion we speculated upon. 
Peter Bowles 
You mean ... 
Maria 
You mean, I douce. 
Peter Bowles 
No time for deuced doubleness, let us not forget our roles. In the instance if what I surmise am 
certain, will transpire .. . ' ' 
Maria 
And the plan? 
Peter Bowles 
My God, we've nursed it, rehearsed it ... 
(A LASCMOUSLY WINKING Peter Bowles) 
Maria 
(IN ORGASMIC PISCINE MEMORY AS IS Levity, the cat) Of course ... 
(AND NOW, AN INSTANTLY MORE BUSINESS-LIKE Maria AND Levity the cat 
TOO) ' 
We know nuzzing ... 
Levity, the cat 
(MEOWS) Nuzzing ... 
Maria 
How's that Makarova-wise? 
Levity, the cat 
(MEOWS) And me too-wise? 
Peter Bowles 
My dear ... 
(IN BURSTING ENTRY: Abou Ben Adhem/Abou Bess Evehem) 
Abou Ben Adhem/Abou Bess Adhem 
(ADDRESSES HIS/HER HORDE IN SURROUND OF A TURRETED RIVERINE VILLA IN 
He~es Beach, Florida) All below and about this turreted riverine villa in Hermes Beach, Florida, 
remain so below ... 
(SNIFFS THE PISCINE AIR ... SNIFF WITNESS Peter Bowles IS MORE CERTAIN 
OF HIS VICTORY'S SNATCH THAN EVER) 
and about this turreted ... 
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(ABA/ABE SNIFFS YET ONCE MORE) 
piscine, no, no, riverine villa in wherever ... 
(Ahern Ben Adhem/ Abou Bess Adhem NOW SPINS UPON THOSE ASSEMBLED 
ABOUT HIM/HER) 
At last, Peter Bowles or the-other-than-Peter Bowles, whichever, forgive me, whoever you are ... At 
last, after all that, we meet. 
(Peter Bowles, HIS HAND SPRINGING TO HIS HOLSTERED MICRODOT, GAINS 
LITTLE OTHER THAN KHRIS IN HAND Abou Ben/ Abou Bess and:) 
Drop it, whatever you are! 
Maria 
Peter Bowles, I think we're for it.... 
Abou Ben Adhem/Abou Bess Adhem 
(fO Peter Bowles OF Maria AND Levity, the cat) And these little damaged, forgive me, damasked, 
damasked, piscines ... pieces, pieces? 
Maria 
(BOLDLY) Maria Makarova and the-other-than-Maria-Makarova! 
Levity, the cat 
(AS BOLDLY!) Levity, the cat and the-other-than-Levity-the-cat. 
Abou Ben Adhem/ Abou Bess Adhem 
Yet others at your side, Peter Bowles. 
Maria 
Others what? 
Levity, the cat 
(MEOWS, ALWAYS MEOWS OF COURSE) Yes, others what? 
Abou Ben Adhem/ Abou Bess Adhem 
(FELINELY, DOING A BIT OF GR-R-R-ING/MEOWING HIM/HERSELF) Pissy, excuse me ... 
(SNIFFS THE PISCINE AIR FURTHER YET) 
Piscine ... 
(SNIFFS ONWARD, ONWARD) 
Riverine ... Piscine ... SECRETINE! The plans! 
(AMID THE SURROUNDING AND SUBSEQUENT CLAMOR! A TURRETED 
RIVERINE VILLA IN Hermes Beach, Florida GOES TO BLACK; THERE IS 
SILENCE, FURTHER SILENCE, WHEN AT LAST ... ) 
Peter Bowles 
Now all ... Wider ... Wider yet ... Further ... Futher!. .. 
(AN ENTIRE ARRANGEMENT THEN OR ORGASMIC MEOWS, 
AH-HAHS/OH-HOES AND GR-R-R-INGS/MEOWINGS ... THEN LIGHTS UP! 
Peter Bowles UP! AND ZIPPING) 
And that does it ... 
(EYES HIS SURROUNDING COMP ANY) 
And yes, yes ... 
Maria; Peter Bowles; Levity, the cat; Abou Ben Adhem/Abou Bess Adhem 
(DANCE A ROUND, COURTLY DANCE A ROUND, WHEREUPON, HOLDING THEIR 
PRIVATE PARTS, THEIR PERINEAL PARTS, FORE, AFT AND WHEREOTHER EVER, 
THEY SING FIRST QUIETLY, THEN HILARIOUSLY, TO THE MOST UPROARIOUS HIT 
CD OF THE MOMENT:) "Microdot, Microdot, Who's Got The ... " 
the aspen sunflower produces 
a nectar that ants adore 
by Mark Leyner 
we have a rather large thing in our house and one day it gets a hold of bev and jimmy's daughter it's 
a buttocks-shaped seat-testing machine used by airlines we examine the house with ultraviolet light 
because granulated daughter fluoresces; we scrutinize the carpet for the white glow of daughter 
then the furious pounding of fists against front door and bev and jimmy almost stomp old incontinent 
cat asleep in a puddle of sunlight who are you young guys? says bev, eyeball at peephole we are 
blond volleyball players from hermosa beach we are looking for two secularized intellectuals who 
escaped from the institute polytechnique we believe they are headed for type A, asian capital city 
inhabited by compulsive workaholics prone to heart attacks if you see these men, report them to 
the mullah god is great o.k., say bev and jimmy indifferently bev and jimmy are from different 
cultures bev's from a pagan, matriarchal, moon-worshipping, earth-related stone culture and 
jimmy's from a christian, patriarchal, sun-worshipping, heaven-related bronze culture but their love 
is strong culture-blending medicine and when bev says that only a ketchup company can palliate the 
memory of the freak pulverization of the daughter, jimmy buys her the h.j. heinze company for $6.2 
billion in a leveraged buyout with the help of the investment firm tate, blackmur and ransom 
meanwhile, no one can figure out how that ambulatory stick of room deodorizer, aunt sadie, has 
managed to snare a handsome mercenary fighter pilot who typically after a lunch of snake and eggs 
and a long delicious afternoon nap calls the placement agency and says, hello do you want me to 
come down today cause i could really use the cash is there anything you need strafed or spritzed 
with trichothecene mycotoxins? no? o.k. and then he goes back to sleep again and when he wakes 
up he can't decide whether he's a mercenary fighter pilot who dreamt he was a bag ofrhesus pieces 
in a dumpster outside a vivisection lab or a bag of rhesus pieces in a dumpster outside a vivisection 
lab who dreamt it was a mercenary fighter pilot that winter, for the first time since it occurred, we 
broach the subject of the accident with bev and jimmy time bears away all things, even our minds, 
says bev, citing virgil and exhibiting an equanimity that she hasn't exhibited in months and the 
extraordinary equanimity with which kojak confronts death is exemplified that night when, during 
the investigation of a murder, a slice of pastrami falls out of his sandwich into the open mouth of 
a bullet-riddled corpse and the hairless homicide detective nonchalantly fishes it out, reinserts it 
between his two pieces of jewish rye, and continues eating, pausing between bites only to address 
his sandwich with his signature line: "who loves ya, baby?" in the dark, dreamlike substrata of the 
vicious, violence-prone day-glo colored day, i'm chain-chewing stick after stick of sugarless 
bubblegum, and i'm trying to design a summer line of man-tailored love lyrics for you that's 
insouciant and sleek i 'm trying to wring from my soul one final crowning paroxysm of lyrical 
megalomania, to abreact my most repressed and lyrical impulses do you remember when we were 
standing on a balcony overlooking a mercury swamp and the balcony collapsed and as we fell we 
were insouciant, we continued to nurse our harvey wallbangers as i recalled the first time that i heard 
you testify in your eerie monotone with your flat affect like some kind of abulic automaton and i 
found it difficult to reconcile that dissociated voice with the photographs of you competing in wet 
t-shirt contests to raise money for the afghan mujahedin and the photographs of you cavorting abroad 
that opthamologist's catamaran in a string bikini-photographs that i' d perused in the supermarket 
point-of-purchase tabloids? these are the infrasonic words of a man sailing into the aurora borealis 
on the skeleton of a palmetto bug my cigarette is consuming itself in my paralyzed fingers, my 
poisoned cocktail is evaporating to the ceiling, condensing, and drizzling back down into my 
highball glass i return to you with this love lyric as i would to my own mind: sadly, degenerately 
... eager to be wormed, vaccinated, and trepanned 
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(T)REASON 
by Marina de Bellagente LaPalma 
The organizing, unifying principle of each work of art is borrowed from that very rationality whose 
claim to totality it seeks to defy . 
- Theodor Adorno 
"Committment", Aesthetics and Politics, London. 1977 
I 
Because the thoughts come too fast for pen or tongue. Because I have no consistent and reliable form 
to put them into. Because I am tortured by thoughts of the Others. Because I am unable to block out the 
multitude of sensations. 
Because there is no final authority so I continually shuffle and search and seize provisional answers 
inspired by things that are partial. 
Because the bowed back and the bent twig allow me to see them as part of the dream no one has yet 
interpreted. 
Because I too am seeking the origins of totalitarianism. Because there is so much I do not know because 
I am humble and wicked and old. Because I have certain necessities and certain responsibilities. 
Because there is so much you do not know and never will. Because we sometimes grow old and die 
without whatever it is we seek. 
Because I am so very young that the whole thing seems only a silly joke a caper a mad dance. Because 
I grow nothing but house plants and that itself is only a kind of guilt I have sloughed off like a skin. And 
mostof"my"plantshave diedofneglect while I was far away picking my way among concrete canyons. 
Because I can use words like "bourgeoisie" in a sentence. Because we have sentences, definitions, and 
it is tiring to walk fifty blocks but exciting to think it. 
Because there is such a thing as deportation. 
Because a woman in Brooklyn, who writes music and stays up late with me drinking cognac, and then 
vodka. She has lived in Japan. And I am foolish and hardy and own no property anywhere. 
Because I am uncategorizable by the powers that be at various institutions and this may or may not be 
a problem. Because it is just possible once in awhile to act in the way that one acted at twenty. Because 
meanwhile the maids have been cleaning, cleaning and re-cleaning the same rooms. 
II 
Because certain vistas open and close. Because there is only so much room for maneuvering. Because 
in the contradictions one sees pictures clearly. Because bread and circuses are part of the act. Because 
the greater part of love is forgiving or ignorance or comfort. Because cynicism is the final armor of the 
maimed. 
Because there are gardens that we will never again see. Because pain is part of the flux of life and 
sometimes the most intense, so that it fixes the rest, as in a photo - that graphic process too easily taken 
for granted, or real. Thus a gesture may be frozen into a grotesque travesty of itself, or allowed to 
gesticulate silently in our reveries without rhyme or reason, without accomplice or companion, 
endlessly in mental corridors. 
Because down the years memory may soften or toughen, weaken or warp. Because haunting is a tedious 
occupation but we invade and are invaded -vulnerable, valuable. Because maybe all such reasons 
crowd out Reason, which has not, in every case, stood us in good stead. 
Because I pace rooms that are too narrow, cursing their narrowness but suspecting that it is I who am 
lacking, insubstantial, fragmentary. Because such exercises tax the mind, no one can name such folly 
follia and ... see, already I exceed myself. 
Because sometimes I lose my temper, justly, and demand fairness, attention, sanity. And sometimes I 
simply lose - or rather relinquish control of - my temper, becoming unfair, inattentive, insane, 
temporarily. This "release" is a mild stimulant, about as harmless or harmful as coffee, no doubt. It 
depends, that is, on the individual's metabolism, and their stato di anima. 
Satisfied, he walked down the street. People looked askance at him in his new jeans and old jacket, 
eternal shades, black leather shoes, white dress shirt and fish tie. He moved as if in a dream. His eyes, 
behind the dark carapaces of sunglasses, roved constantly to the left and the right. On the dogleg corner 
of Y and Turbot, Spinne stopped and stared. A huge cephalopodic shape, black and acid green. had 
extended its tentacled hooks along the gutter amongst a crystal beach of shattered glass, rainbow 
puddles of spilt oil and twists of blood-rusted metal. Spinne stared at the thing a long time. A fashionable 
housewife slowed and then sped up as she went past him. Her well-made face and gleaming hairs 
perfectly molded to the peach upholstery and pewter paint of the volvo. As she passed she flashed a 
smile at Spinne. Her teeth were just like the metal grill on the car. Spinne looked at her desperately, and 
at the monster oozing itself over the glass with a slimy scraping sound of blood, mucous and metal 
shards. He wanted to scream at her, to shout for her to look out, drive slowly. But instead he just trembled 
and watched. The corner had at least one accident a week. Most of the rollovers caused by the loose 
gravel and sharp turn. the papers said.Yet Spinne was depressed by the knowing that it was the stinking 
igbipian creature that hooked the tires of unwary motorists, pulling them over with a grunt of violent 
lust. The housewife peeled rubber, caught her right front tire on a tentacle, slid to the right, and 
overcorrected to the left. In a slow motion tilt, she tipped up on the left side of her car and then rolled 
onto the gleaming roof in a sickening crunch of glass beads and sliding metal panels. There was total 
silence a moment and Spinne watched in horror as the tentacled arm pulled slowly back. Then 
pedestrians and motorists surrounded her car in a flurry of curiosity and lust for gore. The black skittery 
shapes, vampirish valkeries of the 1990s, swooped in like low flying vultures, their wings slamming 
out the weak autumn sun. 
Like the ray skates that boomeranged around him, Spinne felt detached, as if he floated free style in 
a world that was no longer his own. All the trappings of everyday reality were raining off the cardboard 
buildings and washing down the gutters and out to sea, leaving behind this new world. A world which 
was an inverted hubcap of mantas, igbips, and other creatures that constantly oozed and flared. For 
Spinne, it was a warning; a daliesque scene of bloodied colors, and melting clocks. Only three items 
had consistent reality for Spinne: the black cat that left the alleyway on its personal rounds everyday, 
the poster on the wall above the VandeGraaff generator, and the constant flow of mail from the unseen 
Zuki. Her letters could be read backwards, forward, or by every other page. They always had the same 
frightening challenge at the end, "Just a card board reality Sergei-come on if you dare." Spirm.e, of 
course, never dared. 
So far, Spinne's other stable reality was the door to his office building, which he now reached. He 
looked at the brass plate above the black bell. Hanson Psychiatric Clinic. Dr. Miles Levitt, Dr. Loraine 
Sheperd, Dr. Sergei Spinne. He breathed a sigh of relief and reached out and touched the plate, then 
pulled back his hand as if stung. He looked back at the decaying world, marveling that no one 
complained about the pot holes, the frequent brown and black outs, the lack of civil servants and clean 
water. Spinne punched the code key request into the calling card device. It began the entry sequence 
and then coded off. 
• 
... 
"Dammit!" Spinne punched the code sequence again. The amber slint lights flickered, then faded. 
Spinne slammed his fist into the panel,' grimacing at the crack of ~e suroplast lodging. The l_ock ?urned 
a bright angry orange and the door seal spit and opened. Immediately two of the skates sailed mover 
his head and Spinne ducked involuntarily. A black sinuous form sped past his feet. 
Nancy's red lips crunched up into a peonie shape and her eyes narrowed, then split up as she smiled 
brightly at Spinne. 
"Good morning, Doctor. How are we feeling today?" 
Spinne stared at the black shapes that spun lazily around the room and then settled above the holoset 
and CPU in the comer of Nancy's work center. A little color holoset constantly ran small theatres of 
soaps, commercials of naked figures in showers and newsminutes of. small tanks representing th~ lat~st 
action in the Brazilian war across the round counters. These totally nnged her work area.Nancy s harr, 
which had been surgically replaced with fine chains of genuine gold, gleamed brilliantly in the jeweler's 
store lighting above her ovalcle. The whole fluorescent scheme had been replaced with sodium track 
lights, brightening and dimming with the movement of the clients and staff. Spinne stared at the batlike 
shapes on the wall for a few tense moments. 
There was a contest of the wills that Nancy had been fighting lately. She refused to look at the spot 
that she knew was bare; the one that Spinne had fixed his insect-like black glasses on. Her suroplastic 
smile with its enhanced lips, teeth, a continuous bar of plastic white, grimaced tensely at him. 
"Any messages?" Spinne 's voice, suddenly raw and grating with its husky middle Jersey rasp, broke 
into the ovalcle and caused Nancy to jump. She flipped him the message cartridge and he set the 
holographs dancing in the air in front of him as he started to his office. A side view of Zuki, her face 
obscured by her chute of chestnut hair flashed in front of him, pulling back a husky and inviting laugh. 
Spinne stopped halfway between the ovalcle and his office and turned back. 
"Nancy, did you see a cat in here?" 
Nancy, her peonies crumpled on her face, looked at him in surprise. "A cat?" 
"Yeah, a shiny, chi ton black cat." He and Nancy exchanged frightened glances. He was mesmerized 
by her gold lockets. "I-I just thought I saw him slip in when I opened the door just now." 
Nancy shook her head slowly and began the holocord sequence on him as requested by the other two 
Doctors in the clinic. They had begun to suspect. 
Spinne went into his office and set the holocorder on his desk. The room was crowded with the 
blackbladed skates so he held the gleaming fish charm up to all the shapes until they faded one by one. 
Exhausted, he pocketed the fish and sat heavily in the black leather chair. He flipped on the 
holomessages turning the volume and size level up so that Carrio Pei, his latest sex-crime patient, could 
spill out all his sickness into the room. Today Spinne watched the holograph vomit actual black bugs 
out of his mouth. They were large black earwigs that fell down onto the floor and disappeared under 
his desk. Spinne took out the Ruger and began to smash them with the grip of the pistol on the thin-
carpeted floor. He grunted with surprise as he squashed them because their insides were all little springs 
and micro circuits. He gathered them up in his hand and stared at them a moment. 
Loraine came in, stopped, and stared at Spinne's fine cantalope-shaped buttocks in the tight jeans 
pushing out from under the obsidian black desk. Her fmely penciled brows shot up. "Spinne, did you 
lose something?" 
"What do you think this is?" There was a dull thunk, and then Spinne pulled himself out from under 
the desk cautiously holding out his hand. Loraine locked eyes with his a moment. Spinne liked her. She 
was the brightest Psychiatrist in Camden and very assertively capable of handling the most psychotic 
of the patients. She reached over and clicked off the 'corder just as Carrio was describing his newest 
twist of cutting small holes in the abdomens of his victims. Loraine glanced down at the brilliant colored 
candies in Spinne 's hand, like some syrupy catch from a jelly sea. She snatched one from him and 
popped it into her mouth. "Swedish fish," she said happily masticating the ju jell candy. "Very good! 
They must be imported." 
Spinne stared at her in horror a moment, fighting back a wave of nausea and a burnt scratchy feeling 
in the back of his throat. 
Loraine smiled her peach fine smile at him and sat in the client's soft tilting chair. "Can I talk with 
you a moment Ser?" 
Sergei nodded. He felt comforted by the pastel pink of her plush sweater, the gold on her arms and 
throat, her heavy sapphire ring, the faint chantilly of her perfume ad the softly gleaming white hair. 
She barely had said a word when the black cat ran into the room, its long tail thrashing like some 
venomous mamba. 
They both saw it. Even Spinne could tell that. "Hey," Spinne yelled and grabbed for it. It sped out 
of the room and he chased it down the long corridor. The track lights shut off behind him as he ran. The 
cat twisted into a storage room, leapt up onto a desk and crouched there. Its green torch eyes shone 
directly at Spinne. They were in an old high-ceilinged room filled with dusty office furniture. Looking 
closely at the cat, Spinne edged into the darkened room. He could barely make out its form on the desk. 
It was strangely silent and still. As he gently stroked the cat's back, he was startled by its hard plastic 
feel. The sudden brrrrring of its voice prompted Spinne to pick up the receiver of the old audiophone, 
no longer a cat, but somehow miraculously in working order. 
Hello. 
Hello Darling. Spinne recognized Zuki's voice. 
On the wall in the gloom across the stack of broken legged oak chairs and toppled and raped standing 
lamps, Spinne saw a large black salamander crawling. Its hourglass red waist twisted and it fastened 
its molten gold eyes menacingly on Spinne. Dropping to one knee in a motion of complete fluidity and 
catlike grace he pulled the Ruger 14 and fired five shots straight into the salamander. 
There was a long crash, slaking sheets of smoke-tinted walls, the tinkle of breaking glass, a rush of 
water and then silence; as Spinne fell out onto the bright dry floor of Zuki' s apartment. 
ARNOLD IS OBESE 
by D.G. Tenenbaum 
1 
Arnold is obese. 
Arnold has discovered that you don't have to be rich to be obese, 
if you eat the right foods and have your heart set on it. 
Arnold likes to eat Kentucky Fried Chicken 
which he orders by the barrel, 
and consumes alone in his car, 
somwhere in his obnoxious little suburb. 
Arnold is very polite when he orders his chicken, 
and always asks for five or six wet-naps 
to throw the counter girl off track. 
Arnold is all gawk and no action, except of course, 
when he parks on your sidestreet to consume. 
2 
Mary has a husband, 
who, she knows, loves her very much; 
and they do okay too, 
and Mary can groom the neighbours dogs 
to help out in a pinch. 
They have painted, papered, or stuccoed 
almost every room in their home, 
and installed an energy efficient furnace; 
bought through a friend at cost. 
The future looks bright! 
The present is pleasant enough, 
but today, a very fat man 
ate a bucket of chicken on their lawn . 
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KIMONOS 
par Louis Lapointe 
Depuis quatre ans, je cherchais des moyens de creer une serie de toiles de grand format afin de 
representer, par le vetement approprie, des personnages de la societe traditionnelle japonaise. Ces 
toiles, superposees les unes aux autres, devaient s'ouvrir comme un "kimono", pour y decouvrir le 
personnage qui les habite. 
Le defi majeur etait decreer une sequence d'images unifiees par un langage visuel approprie. 
L'ordinateur s'est avere un outil de creation tres efficace. II me permet de demeurer tres gestuel et 
intuitif dans ma creation. Par exemple, le logiciel Macpaint de MacIntosh permet un traitement 
semblable au des sin. L' ecran devient la tablette a croquis et la commande manuelle, appelee "souris", 
remplace le crayon. La souris repond au moindre geste de la main, par un trait visible sur l 'ecran. Le 
style et la qualite du rendu dependent done de la dexterite manuelle du manipulateur. 
Pour faciliter I 'utilisation de l' appareil, l' ecran affiche un menu de traits aux epaisseurs variees, avec 
des textures de differentes valeurs de gris. II suffit de choisir, en pointant a l'aide de la souris. 
Pour creer efficacement, il est bon d'elaborer une methode de travail. Je debute toujours mes esquisses 
en delimitant les formes-contours des kimonos. Puis, je cree les dessins qui deviendront des motifs. Ces 
motifs, une fois mis en memoire, sont multiplies et positionnes sur le dessin, a la fac;on d'un collage. 
L'ordinateur peut inverser, faire pivoter, superposer et meme etirer les formes. Certains motifs sont 
crees par cette methode (voir figure no 1). 
Une fois tousles elements positionnes, j' obtiens un dessin aux contours definis (voir figure no 2). Grace 
au menu de textures, je peux etablir des v aleurs de gris pour remplir chacune des surf aces et creer ainsi 
differents contrastes. Je peux meme creer mes propres textures. En debutant par les gris les plus pales 
pour evoluer vers les plus fonces, j 'ob ti ens diff erents etats d 'un meme dessin, comme les differ en ts etats 
d 'une gravure. L' ordinateur al' a vantage de pouvoir garder en memo ire chaque etape de la creation. On 
peut, ensuite, reafficher n'importe quel dessin, puis le retravailler dans de nouvelles directions. 
Une fois les esquisses en noir et blanc obtenues, je cree une serie de dessins sur un ordinateur en 
couleurs. 
Cette creation d' images s' apparente egalement au collage; car il s 'agit de disposer les plans co lores par 
superposition, en commencant par les plus grands, pour finir par les plus petits. Chaque plan possede 
une couleur appropriee, qui peut etre changea a volonte. Par le precede de combinaison rouge-vert-
blue, c'est un jeu d'enfant de colorer l'image et d'obtenir ainsi des esquisses en peu de temps. La 
coloration de I 'image se fait par la combinaison de lumieres colorees. Contrairement aux melanges de 
pigments, il faut se rappeler que l' addition de couleurs nous amene vers le blanc et que le noir est obtenu 
par 1' absence des trois couleurs de base. Ainsi, si 1' on diminue le rouge on sature l'image de vert et de 
bleu. 
Dans la pr!paration de mes kimonos, j' ai utilise l' ordinateur comme outil de creation, car les esquisses 
obtenues devaient etre transposees dans un medium et un format differents. Mm de conserver cette 
perspective du rendu fmal, j'ai done attribue a chacun des details graphiques une fac;on de produire le 
resultat sur toile. Les contours nets seraient travailles au pochoir, alors que les textures graphiques et 
les contours informes seraient plus gestuels. On obtient ainsi des images nouvelles plus dynamiques. 





CELUI-C/ ET AIT EN QUELQUE SO RTE LE CHEV ALIER DU JAPON FEODAL. DEVOUE CORPS 
ET AME A SA CAUSE ET A SON MAfrRE, IL POUV AIT LUI DONNER SA VIE. 
LE SAMO URA/ AGRESS/F VN AIT QUOTIDIENNEMENT EN PRESENCE DE LA MORT. TOUTE-
FOIS, IL POSSEDAIT UNE GRANDE MAfrRISE DE SES MOYENS EI VOYAIT DANS SES 
MISSIONS UNE DIMENSION SP/RITUELLE LIEE A UN CODE DE MORALE TRES STRICT 
APPEL£ "BUCH/DO" 
ICILEKIMONODESAMOURAIAPOURTHEMELEFANATISMEEILAV/OLENCE.L'ARMURE 
RAPPELLE LES FORMES DU "RAK.AMA" ET LES EPAULEITES APPLEEES "KATAGINU". 
L'/NTERIEUR LA/SSE VO/R UN ANCIEN SYMBOLE DE FAM/ILE DE SAMOURAI DONT LA 
FORME ET LES DEUX MAINS EVOQUENT LA CALLIGRAPHIE DU MOINE ZEN. ELLE RAP-
PELLE LA FORCE SPIRITUELLE DU SAMOURAI. CE SYMBOLE SE TRANSFORME ENSUITE 
POUR LAISSER APPARAfrRE LA DEST/NEE DES VICTIMES. LE KIMONO S'OUVRE, ENFIN, 
SURUNSAMOURAILECORPSENTIEREMENTTATOUEPOURMONTRERSAWYAUTEASON 
RANG SOCIAL. LE TATOUAGE ILLUSTRE UN DRAGON SYMBOL/SANT LE POUVOIR QUI 
AITAQUEUNEGRUESYMBOLEDEWNGETNITE.AUFOND,LESVICTIMESDUSAMOURAI 
TAPISSENT LEMUR. LES COULEURS DOM/NANTES ONT, ELLES AUSS/, UNE SIGNIFICA-
TION. LE ROUGE EST LA FORCE, L' ENERGIE EI LA LOYAUTE ALO RS QUE LE BLANC 
SIGN/FIE LA PUREIE. EN OPPOSITION, LENOIR SYMBOLISE LA MORT. 
KIMONO DE MARIEE 
LES COSTUMES EI LES RITES TRADITIONNELS DES MAR/AGES JAPONAIS SUNENT 
GENERALEMENT LES TRADITIONS "SHINTO". LA CEREMONIE, TRES COURTE, DOII' RE-
SPECTER LES USAGES RITUELSTRES STRICTS OUTOUSLES MOUVEMENTS SONT ETUDIES. 
LES VETEMENTS SOMPTUEUX DE LA MAR/EE COUTENT SOUVENT UNE FORTUNE; ON EN 
PREND SOIN EI !LS SERVENT DE GENERATION EN GENERATION. LA MAR/EE PORTE 
GENERALEMENI LE "UCHIKAKE" ROUGE REHAUSSEDE BRODRERIES D'OR EI 
D'ARGENT.LES MOTIFS DE VOLS DEGRUES,DE PINS, DEPRUNIERS EI DEBAMBOUS SONI' 
SIGN ES DE BONHEUR EI DE LONGEVITE. LE KIMONO PROPREMENT DII' EST GENERALE-
MENT FAIT DE BROCARD BLANC, LE BLANC EI LE ROUGE £TANT RESPECTNEMENT 
SYMBOLESDEPUREIEEIFIDELITE.ENTREAUTRESACCESSOIRES,LAMARIEEPORTEUN 
BANDEAU BLANC SUR LA TETE POUR CACHER SES "CORNES DE JALOUSIE" EI UN 
EVENT AIL DANS SON LARGE OBI. CELUI-C/ RAP PELLE LE POIGNARD OFFERT AUTREFOIS 
ENCEJOURDENOCES,AFINQU'ENDERNIERRECOURS,ELLEPUISSESESUICIDERPOUR 
PROTEGER SON HONNEUR EI SA VERTU. 
CE TABLEAU REPREND LES AITRIBUTS TRADIT/ONNELS. IL S'OUVRE SUR UNE SCENE 
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THE THOMAS P. MANUSCRIPT 
by Gil Aufray 
The Thomas P. Manuscript was found in the rack of a second-class 
compartment of the Brussels-Split train·, in November 1977. The 
child who discovered it, exchanged it with his teacher a few 
days later for a bag of marbles. His teacher then wrote the 
definitive essay showing that Thomas P. was in fact a fraud. 
(N ates from the teacher's essay are given here in brackets.) 
THE THOMAS P. MANUSCRIPT 
1. 
Good evening. Cloudy with some rain. An anticyclone holds ground 
just to the east of the UK, as Atlantic fronts try to progress 
from the west. 
2. 
A fugitive from the State Ministry, I, Thomas P., have been asked 
to rebuild it and I carry the first stone with me. 
( ... a small white detached piece of rock. It was the tradition, 
and maybe still is, to present all successful fugitives with a 
small live stone. These were always removed from one of the many 
doors or passages of the Ministry itself. It was planned that one 
day it would then disappear but that a thousand thousands ministries, 
all more powerful because invisible and unknown, would replace the 
original one.) 
3. 
I shall travel ... travel ... have been travelling for a very long 
time. I have at last reached a room in which I stand alone. I do 
not know where this room is and I shall not give evidence. 
( ... having lost his one way train ticket, Thomas P. dreams of 
where he comes from but cannot remember where he was supposed 
to go to, where he has now been washed up. Here, in this room. 
Studying his map, a precise blank piece of war paper, does not 
help him. The choice of his present location remains open and 
Thomas P. is not yet ready to decide the time of his death, the 
place of his birth, the language of his downfall.) 
4. 
The stone grows. Small and white when it was given to me, it is 
now a large grey rock onto which birds and sailors want to im-
pale themselves. My case, despite its heavy weight, remains 
totally empty. 
( ... he was told, like all fugitives, that to take nothing was 
the secret of his success. Nothing but the stone and the large 
case whose unbreakable handles are cleverly hidden inside.) 
5. 
Dust is constantly falling from the ceiling. I hesitate to eat 
my hard-boiled egg here ... but not knowing where I am, I do not 
dare to move. 
( ... some say that the French once had 685 ways of dressing eggs. 
On the whole, the most satisfactory and simplest way to hardboil 
eggs is to put them in a saucepan in which they fit; cover them 
completely with cold water, bring them gently to the boil and 
then cook them 7 to 10 minutes.) 
6. 
My hair is quickly turning grey. 
7. 
On the television screen, someone is telling 
a joke. Bored by the canned laughter, Tom Crash 
decides to burn something. Having carefully 
chosen the lighter, he switches the television 
off and exits in a somewhat theatrical manner; 
jumping through his seventh floor window. 
"I'd rather have a Ford Mustang.", will by my last words. I am 
prepared for it. I have been prepared for a very long time. 
( ... a San-Francisco truck driver stared so hard at it in a show-
room that he drove through the window. A Chicago dealer had to 
lock his doors to keep his customers from crushing his cars and 
each other. At one Eastern dealership they finally had to auction 
off the one model that fifteen people wanted to buy. The winning 
bidder slept in his car to be sure it wasn't sold out from under 
him before his Gheck cleared. It hit a vast market and sold 
100,000 in four months. The Mustang was an instant legend.) 
8. 
In a small mirror, I write, "Here lies my face", with red lipstick. 
My face ... I cannot remember where I got the lipstick from. Certainly 
not from the Ministry. I must have met a woman on my way here. A 
woman must have met me but I don't remember having ever left ... a 
woman or a man. I must have met someone, somewhere but I don't 
remember having ever left this room. 
( ... in the meat market, we now only sell mirrors which are full 
of images, full of faces and bodies. We go there and buy ourselves. 
We are shrinking in odd places. The fashion industry cannot adapt 
fast enough to satisfy the demands of the new strangely shaped 
human race. Some say that the French have 685 ways of dressing 
themselves. Mirrors are now so crowded that shaving has become 
a dangerous activity. We have to memorize what we think we look 
like. Ageing visually is now almost an impossibility.) 
9. 
I would like to buy a new suit. 
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10. 
Once I tried to be a writer but I didn't know which language to 
use. 
( ... despite recognizing the language spoken around him, Thomas 
P. never understood what people said to him.) 
I have always been a foreigner, even at home, above all at 
home. Some say that the lack of language can lead to a lack of 
identity, fragile I fall. 
Dust is now falling more heavily than before. The mirror breaks. 
My hair is turning thick grey. Seven years of solitude await me. 
11. 
I seem to have lost my egg. 
12. 
While trying to kiss myself I notice that on the broken mirror, 
the lipstick is now grey and bleeding. Half-way to my mouth, 
I back away. I shall probably fall asleep on the sofa and soon 
will be indistinguishable from it. Like all great mysteries, 
I am unfathomable and I don't hide anything. 
( ... in fact, like all comic-strip fugitives, Thomas P. cannot be 
found. Torn between the desire and the fear of not being found, 
he does everything he can to prove to himself that he is not what 
he seems to have become, a Ministry.) 
13. 
A~ dawn I expect the bulldozers to come and eraze me from your 
memory. The house, I noticed as I entered, is to be demolished 
on an order from one of the less visible ministries. 
14. 
Good morning. Cold with fog patches. A ridge of high pressure will 
decline and allow weak frontal troughs to approach Britain. 
15. 
The stone has grown quickly in the last few hours and now takes 
up most of the room. Written on it, I notice for the first time, 
are the words "Here lies my journey". All I want to do is to 
sleep. I hear the bulldozers approaching my body. I have so 
much time left and I don't know what to do with it. I would 
like to say that I cannot move any longer because of the stone ... 
From the Bellevue cabin of his tractor machine, 
whose origin is unknown, Tom Crash sees a man 
falling inside the house. He wants to stop 
but the bulldozer is faster than his dream. 
POSTLOGUE 
The only witness refused to give evidence. "I'd rather have a 
Ford Mustang.·' were his only words. And for some reason, the 
judge agreed with him and dismissed the case. 
"WHY OWN A PIECE OF MODERN RENAISSANCE" 
This work caters to the discriminating art seeker due to its original yet artistic beauty making it adaptable to automotion, creativity, graphics 
r;~i~!~:e~~:::!r!~trr;i~~e:;. ~iv~1:";!~~J:!t~':."~:::~ ;::!~:e: !!rkn:, :!'r~~ntit1
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edition print al the pittance of the price when compared to the price of world renowned artists. Makes for a unique and attractive wall 
display, gift~ conversation piece, mental stimulant, collectors item and heirloom. 




"Dreamland, Mister Carn ope," he said 
"is not a condition of caprice but 
the only recourse from fantasy." 
Calli ope understood 
and arose from his squatting position; 
"Then you believe that I am a fool 
who has forgotten the dirty things?" (He had to agree 
that horse blankets grow itchier 
with the passing of Time 
lest the sheets are changed 
on the most irregular occasions) 
"I see then -
retribution is no toy 
the way we use malice ... 
not beneath it all, you mean." 
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LOVEHEADS 
by Opal Louis Nations 
Imagine India launching arrows of love over the Himalayas into China or Pakistan, firing cupidos or 
missiles of desire at New Delhi. Imagine Israel bombarding Baghdad with pearls of wisdom. Think of 
South Africa, besieged by a continent of lovers burning with romance, swarming into Zimbabwe. 
This month India will try to test-launch an intercontinental ballistic aphrodisiac. If successful, it will 
be a major step toward development of a long-range launcher that could carry a love-potion anywhere 
in the world. India has as many as 20 concoctions in gas and liquid form. Ear lier this year its cross-border 
enemy, Pakistan, tested a small mojo. Pakistan also has as many as four herbal love-concoctions in 
missile form, Western intelligence sources say. Israel has "affection-gas" too, including irresisible 
aromatic aftershave in ballistic cannisters, as well as first generation pleasure-draughts the others 
possess, U.S. intelligence sources say. 
At the same time, Israel has developed a missile, the Cupid II, capable of reaching most of the Arab 
capitols and even the southern Soviet Union. Along with South Africa, these nations are the newest 
. members of the Sweetheart Pact. They keep their amorous enticements "under wraps", as woo-analysts 
put it, but according to a wide variety of intelligence and scientific sources in the U.S. and Europe, there 
is no longer any doubt that they have them. Unlike the five established Amatory powers, they don't 
advertise their arsenals. The weapons themselves have grown in sophistication from the first Indian 
distillations of refined fennel-flowers of 197 4, so unwieldy that dispersement would have required fire-
fighting airplanes with water tanks filled with the stuff. India now has smaller cannisters that fit onto 
intermediate-range missiles. 
Pakistan has a "permissile-particle" bomb said to weigh no more than 400 pounds, light enough to strap 
onto the belly of one of its U.S.-supplied F16 fighter-bombers. Israel's love-heads are so small that 
several experts think some may be intended for paternal benevolence. "I don't know of any time when 
there have been more countries pursuing the passion-weapons option," says a well-placed paragon 
source. "Despite the U .S.-Soviet agreement on banning intermediate aphrodisiac emplacement," adds 
the Senate leader, "the danger of copulatory war is rising, not because of what the Soviets are doing, 
but because of what smaller or less industrialized nations are doing to develop euphoric weapons."? For 
years the U.S. and other Cupid-club members tried to stop other countries from building libidinous 
loveheads. The Pandemian Nonproliferation Treaty of 1968 eventually gathered more than 130 
signatories, who agreed to forego venereal-weapons programs in return for help with research into 
global hedonism. 
A major international bureaucracy, the International Libidinal Energy Agency, ILEA, was established 
to monitor compliance, and keep hedonist facilities from being converted into "fast-love" factories. 
None of the four emerging cupidist nations has signed the treaty. Economic and strategic global 
catastrophe looms in the form of lasting international peace, brotherhood and good will as more and 
more nations develop Amatory weapons. 
INVENTION OF ESPIONAGE 
by Ralph La Charity 
apt but in error the aura of the era opts to 
hoard what is angled unfitted knotted or dull 
how spice & caprice & the eglaciate tympanum 
align isolate but hardly unpestered nor unecho 'd 
evidently you haven't searched or frisked 
spellbound minions on the sly or even 
noticed the dearth of other breeds 
loose upon the western pavement 
it's the echoate interweave shapeshfiting anon 
that gives notice to freedom & freezes the free 
& what an enticement such freezing becomes & 
remains when the mind refrigerates despair 
only the spellbound obtrude here anymore 
tho no way remains thru to them in their 
sleazed o'er masks of mobility save to slide 
in beside 'em on the sly but who wants to 
you came this far after no sillier solution 
than one that chips itself out of the ice 
some knew it was a lie but what of it 
better to search than be found but 
how good if the good you would wouldn't 
crave like the homeless with jobs & locks 
who tell savory fictions upon which 
depends the tax that attacks 
only the sly-eyed ones among us do & that's 
who you are who willfully follow these tropes 
of willy-nilly dancing forlornly codified 
full of doubt & smirk & reflex 
all knew you'd get a job for to fox the tide 
I knew it too it was the secret unsecreted 
that rode rails in tidy composure 
flexing a flux unaura' d & cold 
consent to get paid & already you're a spy 
cocky & aligned & devious & what of it 
the ice age is the age of espionage 
& auras of error pester apace 
who smirks spies 
likewise doubters 
reflex: how spies 
still themselves 
stilled, they embody / embodied, spies abide 
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GESTURES OF AROUSAL 
by Derek Pell 
"Rational systems miss the poinJ." 
- Stefan Themerson · 
1. 
What initiates this disequilibration, this upset? 
Arousal = Uncertainty. 
Are the movements voluntary? 
If one has forgotten or overlooked something, one 
should bite one's finger three times. 
The nail of the right thumb catapulted off 
the upper incisor. 
Flick right thumbnail on front teeth: "I have 
no money" or "I have only a little." 
Arousal, uncertainty. 
I love black velvet, faded golds, dark reds in 
muted candlelight and clouds of incense. 
Children's games are unconsciously perverse, 
ours, deliberately so. 
Taking off shoes. 
Stamp, rave, and fret. 
Kneeling while kissing the hand and with the left 
hand touching the knee of the recipient. 
The experiments performed went far afield. 
The brain cortex exerted control over the relationships. 
Hair touch pressure joint hair touch pressure joint hair 
touch pressure joint. 
Sarah insert banana pail insert apple dish. 
Sarah insert banana pail Sarah insert apple dish. 
Sarah insert banana pail. Sarah insert apple pail. 
Sarah insert banana dish. Sarah insert apple dish. 
Randy apple give Mary. Apple Mary. Sarah apple give Mary. 
lrisert Sarah. Insert Mary. Insert Randy. Insert banana. 
Taking off shoes. Sarah taking off shoes. Sarah and Mary 
taking off shoes. 
Children's games are unconsciously perverse. 
2. 
Position of the blur (tautologies are often good 
starting points). Thirty-six shadows. 
Examine the structure: Sarah and Mary. 
A pail, dish, pair of shoes, an apple, a banana, Randy. 
Position the shadows: 
DUU DDD UDD UUU 
DDU DUD DDU DUU 
DUD UUU DUD DUD 
Synapse. 
Arousal, uncertainty. 
Are the movements voluntary? 
The closed hand extended, palm up, rubbing thumb 
and index tips together. 
Sarah and Mary = potential movement. 
Add weather and the obstacle of uncertainty. 
A dark sky .... 
Examine the structure: 
Sarah and Mary and Randy. Randy and Sarah. Randy and 
Mary. Mary and Sarah. 
Random description of Sarah: "She was a pale girl. Slim, 
good figure. Her straight yellow hair was parted on one 
side. Emeraldlike eyes in the face of a schoolgirl, or a 
young schoolmistress who was watching her lover flirt and 
would sulk about it later.'' 
Random description of Mary: " ... possessed a true originality." 
Random description of Randy: "A carved ornament in the form 
of a garland of fruit and flowers, tied with ribbons and 
suspended at both ends in a loop; commonly used on a frieze 
or panel and also called a swag.' ' 
Everything seems to be flowing from a dense cloud that remains 
motionless. 
The blur of arousal. An uncertain shadow on the cincture. 
Synapse. Sarah and Mary. A chain joined at the ankles. 
Ouside the signal, three compositions were superimposed. 69 
23THEORIBS0FONESECOND 
by Christof Migone 
resist politics, become all symbols 
reintegrate your vision, become all light 
resist products, become all things 
David Life 
OPEN YOUR MOUTH AND LET THE AIR OUT 
WE KEEP HATE IN US, I WILL HATE ANYONE THAT NEEDS TO BE HATED 
YOU ARE, THE BONDAGE THAT YOUR SELF NEGLECTS 
TAKE CARE, OF THE NEEDS YOU DENY 
BY THE PROCESS OF ELIMINATION ELIMINATE THE PROCESS 
YOU ARE NOTHING, BECOME 
KNOWLEDGE rs POWER, I DON'T KNOW YOU 
PEOPLE ARE IMPORT ANT, BUT THEY DON'T MATTER 
CRUSH THOSE STEPS THAT ARE NOT TRUE 
COMMIT MURDER ON ASYLUM MARRIED MAN AGED 43, THAT COULD BE YOU 
FIGHT DEATH UNTIL DEATH PROVES TO BE A CONTRADICTION SO FAR 
LIPSTICK ON ALL ST A TUES 
HA VE THE STATURE TO MOURN, TO DIE IN YOUR OWN STATUE 
WE TEACH WE THE IMAGE OF LOVE, SO WE GIVE IT A WAY 
ALL PANIC rs NECESSARY, AND I NEED YOU 
SPEAK THE UNSPEAKABLE, EXERCISE THE EXORCISM 
YOU DON'T NEED QUESTIONS TO HA VE ANSWERS 
EXPERIMENT WITH DIALOGUES ON ONE FOOT, TALK TO YOURSELF 
ARRIVE AFTER YOU HAVE LEFT, IMPERSONATOR IMPERSONATING 
WE QUICKEN THE FACE OF OUR ACTIONS, THEY BECOME WAR 
TO SET FIRES ON A FLAT EARTH rs TO DESTROY YOUR ENEMIES 
EVERY BOOK rs A FAILURE TO OPEN THE MOUTH 
23 LET THE SUN SW ALLOW THE PRISON 
SUB-TER-FUGE 
by Heidi Arnold 
He told us that he didn't, 
But then we knew he did! 
So when he said he did it, 
We started to wonder if, 
Of course, 
He really didn't, but only said he 
did! 
Changing us to his side, 
With a twist in plot. 
But then again we got it, 
From a reliable source. 
That when he said he didn't, 
And we knew he did! 
Then he said he did it, 
And we decided he didn't. 
"It was simply foul play!" 
So after a lot of thought, 
An aspirin or two, 
We let our man have his 
freedom, 
Sent him on his way. 
And when he wasn't looking, 
Set the hounds on the loose. 
We dogged him up through first 
street, 
Skipping second, third and fourth, 
Till we worked our way to the 
subway, 
And felt the trail grow warm. 
We took a train to east end, 
And found his scent still keen. 
And growing more excited, gained 
fast onto the scene! 
But what our consternation, 
When we found him fast asleep! 
The guy we thought had done it, 
Turns out to be a dud. 
This only means but one thing 
more. 
To fit into the play. 
We had to take this New Idea, 
If cold, 
Would let us know who did it. 
And the only one who did it, 
Was the only one to know. 
Who was the only one that lived at, 
Number One-0 Fuge. 
And the only one who knew that, 
Was none other than our reliable source! 
So putting two and two together, 
Plus a subway and a street name. 
We come up with the culprit. 




THE MAN WHO BORE DOWN 
By E.J. Cullen 
"I gotta get this done. I gotta get in motion. I gotta get something going on this. Nobody gives a shit any 
more, everything could go to hell for all they care and I'm tired of carrying the ball while all of them 
think it's one big party." 
The reason I was asked to do this from the people upstairs is because it's wellgoddamned known that 
I'm the only one down here who gives a rat's ass and will get something done start to finish without 
someone on his back day and night pleading and cajoling sending out for pizza and rubbing his 
goddamned neck for him. I'm probably the only one left who could Sunday win the million in the lottery 
and be back here at 7 AM Monday trying to get something finished that I had started on Friday. On top 
of that, I'm also the only one who could win the money and do something constructive with it. 
The danger with me is you can bum out quick. You can accomplish in one year what other people 
spend a career on. I start getting nervous when things aren't spinning. 
I'm building this thing now; let me show you what it looks like: 
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This is a hatch placement for a cargo door on a C-130. I put Satch in there because it is top secret 
government stuff and if any of this fell into enemy hands, there would be beau-coup trouble. Satch is 
supposed to throw them off at least long enough for us to find out how they got the information (e.g. 
where is the leak), and to give us time to design a new hatch. (On this, I'm not involved in the covert 
stuff, I just design and I don't ask any questions.) 
I work directly with a guy who is the Air Marshall of the Northeast Sector, meaning any operations 
by air in time of war that fall into this vector are under his baliwick. This means from Nova Scotia to 
the North Pole then straight down, across and up: 
µ0Qr11 PoLt' 
CU!\/ ELA ...at> 
In peace time, this area is controlled by the Air Force (USAF), the Civil Aeronautical Board (CAB), 
and Primary Fly Control, you can do the initials yourself, I don't have a lot of time. Were there a war, 
it is then just he and I who coordinate for this area: air-strikes, air-raids, surface to air defense (SAD), 
the watchful eye program, and defensive unilateral metasatellitical bombing (DUMB). This guys name 
is ~tuart (code name: STU) and as long as he doesn't have to do anything, he's doing a wonderful job. 
He spends his time dreaming up ways to correct things needing correction or visualizing things that 
might be and saying: why not? When he does either of these two things, the crap ends up on my desk 
because I'm the guy who can take the ball and run with it. 
Besides the C-130 hatch, I'm working on a new, non-scuff floor wax for the hallways of the Pentagon; 
a favored-nation-status treaty for Commerce and State worded in such a way that, without appearing 
to do so, will allow us an out in case of necessity; the design of a floral arrangement that will explode 
when sniffed; a three bedroom cape, two baths, EIK, summer place for STU's wife; and a tennis court 
that can actually take off and land and be utilized as a stealth bomber as well as a friendship ship for 
internationals rtin events: 
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When Carter was in and they were planning to put that missile program in place out west where th~ -
warheads were on tracks and always moving in uncanny directions so the enemy could never have an 
accurate bead on them, STU rose to prominence by suggesting a savings of 70 billion cool green: 
"Mount the varmints on the Long Island Railroad," he said. "Nobody knows where the hell those 
trains are at any given moment anyway." SHORT STORY: I designed it, they did it, and today every 
car on the LIRR is a 500 megaton missile ready to go. You'd never guess in a month of years. You look 
at these cabs and you ask: "Where are the goods?" That, I can't tell you. Me, they couldn't even put in 
prison - they have to kill me flat out I know so much. About that enough said. 
Aside from the simplific nuts and bolts stuff, we also have a project in motion (unfortunately headed 
by the Southeast Vector for Apparitions, Ghost Diplomacy and Clairvoyance Control - a bunch of 
lard-asses if you ever saw some)-which can materialize what appears to be a human being and make 
him talk, move, etc. E.G. you take Adropov or Gromyko and you materialize a 3-D ghost of either one 
maybe in Havana or Peking and you have him give a ration of shit to some other commie leader and 
you watch the trouble bubble. The only thing/ had to do with all of this was to write some inspired 
invective, dialogue for the apparition. Like for Castro, I did some research for Naval Intelligence and 
came up with a little pamphlet: What Burns Fidel's Ass, (NA VPERS F.217 CL) and I wrote a little 
dialogue for the Gromyko dummy where he calls F.C. agreaseball, tells him that he needs a shower bad, 
and then picks his nose and wipes a synthetic booger on the General's soft cap. All you heard on the 
news was that there was trouble in the Soviet block. Now you know the rest of the story. 
For the banks up here, when it looked like a few of the big ones were shaky, we organized a little 
scheme where these Latin and South American countries wouldn't even be able to make the interest 
payments on loans, never mind paying back the principle. Theoretically the banks now own a couple 
three of these heretofore sovereign states. Tell me: How do you do that without troops? STU and I did 
it by telephone. Think big and get it done is my motto. You don't think the big money boys owe us one 
for that number? Instead of "thank you", what they want to know is how do they actually take 
possession. For thirty-two thousand five hundred a year, I take them to dinner but I don't buy the wine. 
These guys would have you picking them up at the station and driving them home after work if you let 
them away with it. 
Stuart says if this hatch flies, he's going to march it down main street, get me a little recognition, 
maybe even my own Sector in case of wartime. The guy in the Northwest, like Alaska to Japan, across 
and up has been living like arajaandhasn'thad a brightideaforsixconsecutiveyears. The word around 
is that he may leave and "go into his own business". This is a well-known euphemism in our trade for 
somebody who has worn out the welcome mat, made himself persona-non-grata, and is about to have 
the electricity turned off on him. Some bright light in the service will have to design a heart attack. Like 
I said, in this business, when you leave, you do it with a flag over your box. 
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CONNIVING WITH WORDS 
[from La Confabulaci6n con la palabra] 
by Saul Yurkievich 
[translated by Cola Franzen] 
A vision, a rhythm, a beat, an imaginary magma in a verbal plasma. Protoimage and proteaform word. 
A phantasmagorical proliferation in an intimate amalgam with impulses of words. Poem: coupling of 
the virtual image with the potential word. 
The word is a nucleus of imploded/exploded energy, a magnetic pole that irradiates and attracts its 
homologs and homophones. Catalyst, metamorphic mutant, it seeks out connections, pushes to 
coagulate, constellate. Whirling word: start of the multi-voiced circlings of sense. 
An expansive current tends toward phrasing, toward texture, to sequential multiplicity, toward 
discourse, toward the discursive. The word conjoins with its kind, generates its organism. Or it becomes 
concentrated, retreats and tightens in order to give power to its intrinsic charge. Loquacious or terse, 
oestrus or ossuary, crystal or tegument, it covers or discovers space, blackens or whitens the page. 
Stripped of all extras: gem words, radiant nodules, centers of interchange surrounded by semantic 
atmosphere. Or the proliferating plethora, the luxuriant fabric, the selva selvaggia, the veined branches 
of signs/icons, or the imaginative and symbolic conductors, the fluxes/influxes/reflexes of figures, the 
transfiguration. 
To write: to emit, mark, sign, inscribe, signal, figure, arrange: to make poetry: theatre of the language, 
retable of the world: simulacrum. 
If the poem is not set free by a word, if the impulse comes from a vision, from a pre-linguistic glimpse, 
one has to put it into words, go by way of the word in order to provide material support (give the dream 
a sound). Embodying word of the disembodied: its incarnation. The word (thalamus, tatting, tapestry, 
tracery) with its sensitive concretions sustains, gives substance to the image and filters it; disposes it, 
composes it, transports it whole without molding it completely to its role as conductor. The sign is not 
dissipated in order to give full space to the thing signified. Poetry implies a sort of glaze of the signs. 
The poetical word is half transparent, it figures the vision while still manifesting itself. Ostensible, 
ostentatious mediator, it imposes a double play of presentation and representation, premonstration and 
demonstration. Poetry unfolds, duplicates, multiples the communication: in order to say it says, in order 
to relate it relates to itself. 
The poetic image does not consign only one determined perception of the world, a particular type of 
association, of figuration, of transfer of meaning, it is also a special linguistic intervention/ manipula-
tion/ machination. For me pre or post, infra or supratextual poetry does not exist. I do not believe that 
the qualifer poetic can be appropriately applied to a non-verbal sensibility or manifestation. 
Poetry frees literal sense, common sense and unique sense from their bonds. Poetry is the revealer, 
the provoker of polyphemia and polysemy latent in all writing. Poetry is the conscience and the memory 
of the language, the instrument most suited to explore/exploit all the recourses of expression, of 
selection, of composition, all the capacity for transformation, all the creativity possible of a language. 
Poetry: pith and play of words: tune trick trope turnabout pun top-notch tomfoolery. 
Poetry is the only genre capable of working synchronically on all the linguistic levels, of moving 
diachronically, anachronously, ubiquitously throughout all verbal times and spaces. It can supply any 
moment of history or any place of linguistic geography, it can make up for the deficiencies of the 
selection by inventing what is missing in any grammatical category. It can establish its own 
verisimilitude. It enjoys the maximum liberty of association, of direction, of extension, of disposition. 
It can establish its own prosody. 
Poetry forms a connubial connection between the playful function and the esthetic function, it 
constitutes a festive interregnum, an aside that is absolved from the constraints of the empirical real, 
not subject in principle to utilitarian subordination. Once established, the protocol demands sharp 
observance. The restrictions adopted determine the matrix that forms the poem. The canons are never 
completely abandoned, the conventional regulations never totally disappear. The prosodic model, come 
what may, constitutes the first system of poetic signalling, brings with it the poeticalness of the very 
first stage, or the external poeticalness. That of the second stage occurs when this formal information 
closely modulates the expressiveness, when a high degree of extrapolation of signifiers to signified is 
reached. There is no level of the poem that cannot be carrier of semantic information, there is no 
insignificant level. To make poetry: make possible the fullness of the word. The prosody emits the first 
poetic information and prefigures the second, the expressive or referential. The prosody absorbs the 
poetic expression while annexing it, encloses it while placing it at a distance, maintains it as though 
suspended inside the module that models it. In poetry reception of the message is at least double (poetry: 
art of verbal unfolding: duplicity of the word: art of the ambiguous). In poetry, reading is always 
multiple. 
Pr?sody, initial regulation of the linguistic procedure, legislates the making of the poem. Prosody 
pr~v1des the channe~, prepares the path, and offers stimulation, since an excess of semantic aperture and 
of tnstrumental devices turns out to be unworkable. Excess of arbitrariness, of incoherenece becomes 
impractical, leads to monotony or becomes mechanical, reveals its limitations, reiterations, fixations, 
and tics. The representation of the chaotic demands a carefully measured dose of entropy. 
The poem is granted incomparable independence by the lack of referential impositions, and by its 
charac~r as ~nnecessary object, sumptuous with respect to its useful value. From this fact come many 
abuses m penods ~f rupture. Themostradical of these periods was the timeofthefirstavantgardeduring 
the second and third decades of the 20th century. Their determined contravention of the traditional 
matrices demonstrated that the specifically poetic does not rest entirely on such mandates. The avant 
garde infringed all the precepts, experimented with practically all the innovations possible, to such an 
extreme ~at ~ey came to consider the printed book exhausted as a vehicle for poetry. It was proposed 
to rep!ace 1t with newer means of communication, those allied to modem technology. Two conceptions 
~ere Juxtaposed: one postulated the caducity of the printed book, the other its idolatry: each book is an 
mte~ral part of the total Book: an anthropocentric presumption of a cryptograhic universe, but a 
decipherable one, where everything that exists is inscribed. 
In its most radical manifestation, the avant garde forged apt means to represent a new vision of the 
world,.~arked ~y the ~oti~ns of heterogeneity, relativity, instability, velocity, simultaneity. In its most 
superf1c1al manifestatton 1t was reduced to a search for unpublished variants. I believe that we have 
come to the_ end ~f the avant garde cult of originality. However, convinced that poetry is above all a 
formal marupulatton of the language, I do not disdain work on the surface of the text, the modeling of 
the verbal material and its technical implications: the search for the greatest efficacy through exercise 
of the maximum skill. 
The ~tial amplitude is immediately restricted and channeled by the determinations appropriate as 
first options.'!£ I scatter words chosen at random over the page, I immediately establish a semantic 
stream that will connect them? the~ beg~ to interchange their radiations of sense directly or diffusely 
(ray ~r halo). Such propagattons mscnbe vectors that condition the possible developments. If the 
genesis of t~e poe~ co~es from r~dom selection, the disposition of the text will arrange itself over 
the foundatton of_sttmuh that are drrected by an internal dynamic that imposes its axis, its own drive. 
The words prevail, rule the tone, the rhythm, the scancion, the orchestration, the disposition of the 
verses, the sequ.ential ~iculation, _the lexical expansion, the staging of the imaginary. Talismanic 
wor~s. tha~ requrre o?ed1en~e to therr commands, response to their scorcery so that they may establish 
a nncrouruverse subJect to its own correlates. The words compete, make compacts, conspire. 
Poetry: correspondence between words: conventicle, concert, con jury, compromise. Poet: conniver 
with words, artful trickster. 
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Dictum y ludus, clergy and jugglery, the poem can respond to a hunch, to a gnomic impulse, to a 
speculative propensity, to a documental decision, to an iconic stimulus, to a desire to represent, but it 
will always be at the same time episteme and contrivance, thing signified by the word as thing, language 
in itself and language reflected, word figured by the machination of the word. The word will not strip 
itself to signify the world, it will impose a way that does not hide its melodious matter, it will intercept 
and transform the message implicating it in a configuration that does not allow the signified to be 
transmitted except in manifest correlation with the signifier. Poetry: festival of the significant. 
No sector of the language is poetically usable. Poetry: the only writing capable of using the total 
extension of a language, the only form capable of gathering in all the unusual or of inventing what is 
missing. I have tried to prove such applicability by working within all the vastness of Castillian, from 
the colloquial and argot, to the archaic and aulic, from the regional to the pompous, from jargons to 
gibberish, from stereotypes to the more neological, from the most familiar to the most artificial. 
Considering language the speculum of reality, I have wanted to incorporate all the speech and all the 
speakers. If each one of these brings with it the reference to the reality from which it comes, the sum 
connotes a representation of the integral reality. The linguistic totality will represent the totality of the 
real. Such a poetics carries with it a realism based above all on the previous reality of the language, on 
the sensitive apprehension of the medium rather than the illusory nature of the message. 
Thus I ventured out into the maximum opertative plurality, into the simultaneous experimentation 
of multiple prosodies, of dissimilar poetics. From profound discourse, from the turbulence of confused 
mixtures of the bodily depths, to the ascent to harmonious heights of abstract discourse, translucent, 
from the infernal to the celestial. From alluvial incoherence, from a peak of semantic aperture, from the 
maximum translative sense, the highest degree of teterogeneity, of formal diversification to the most 
canonical models, from collage, from a dissonant esthetic of the dissimilar and fragmentary that 
intermix, to the most regulated combinations, from the flow of erratic consciousness to arrangements 
ordered by numerical reasons. 
Such practices presuppose the development of an instrumental consciousness based on the critical 
sense, presuppose the non-consideration of romantic values such as the natural, the spontaneous, 
personality, intimacy, essentiality, realism. They presuppose the negation of every fixed regulation, of 







Textual image by LeRoy Gorman. 
experimedia simplexity; a thought 
festering 
by Miekal And 
every artist creates from the comfortable edge of their domain, trying, pushing, retreating, conjuring 
specimens that can be called their own. when I began my mature work some 10 years ago I was 
convinced that every discovery I made was my own & that I in essence possessed those ideas, those 
creations & in anon-interactive vacuum perhaps this could be the reality .... however with the beginning 
of the xerox network (unknowingly the mutant child of the mirneo revolution of the 60s) in the 80s it 
became possible for any energetic artist to interface his/her work internationally & have that visuaV 
verbal information assimilated in the global mind. instant, cheap printing has meant that every artist is 
a participating publisher/artist & that for really the first time in history the artist is in some control of 
the media they create. the notion of self-publishing is no longer an exercise in vanity but an integral link 
in fostering multiple strata of instantaneous culture. 
here is where the quibbling begins, because we are faced with notions of aesthetics & communication 
which are more than a 100 years old & except for the experimental front there has been little 
reconciliation between the culture & what it has become & how rapidly it is permutating & the 
consequent art which is created. 
poetry & fiction have been replaced by "the text" & the practice of any art has enlarged to intimacy with 
all arts, with an investigation into the culture beneath the culture. because information & ideas are 
bombarding our sphere so rapidly the procedure of invention & experimentation is simultaneous with 
instant printing, rapid communication, & the chameleon quality of the artist. more appropriate terms 
for the new art may be velocity, impact, shifting, compounding, etc rather than "this is a good poem, 
that's a bad painting." utility & erotics, perhaps are closer specifics. the sensations received & its 
usefulness & completely bypass the critical facility until it becomes more than an unconscious reaction 
... (as well, watch out for art that is nothing more than an unconscious reaction). 
altho my work in publishing, performance, music & art are considered on the edge of the av ant-garde, 
the whole notion of an avant-garde has pretty much been exhausted, if anything, this is the century of 
the avant-garde & the creations of the future have become demystified to the point of becoming 
commonplace, yet necessary. so instead there are those artists which have accepted stasis, repeating 
over & over the certainty of their statement & there are those artists who shed skin after skin, retaining 
the wisdom of the past experience but learning to accept an unending onslaught of information & 
culture. I likeri stasis to living death, change to death & rebirth. 
how many lives will it take you to say what is yet to be said? 
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TWO TEXTS 
by Kirby Olson 
Twins and Paradoxes in Shakespeare 
Was Shakespeare a twin? 
. _Shakespeare often included twins in his plays, or at least brothers or friends who are like twins. Since 
it is t~ught to students of creative writing that one cannot write effectively if not writing about one's 
own life, then accordingly everything that William wrote effectively (just about everything), must have 
actually happened to him. Thus, all of his pairing of characters reveals that Shakespeare did indeed have 
a twin and that this twin im?risoned him, lied ~bout it, and that Shakespeare had an unfulfilled longing 
for revenge: Indeed, there i~ no reason to believe that Shakespeare was not imprisoned in the Globe 
The~tre behind a two-way rnrrror. In play after play, therefore, he musthav e tried to inform the audience 
ofhIS predicament by ~ontinually alluding to a rotten sibling. That the audience merely applauded and 
went_ home may explam the progressive anguish in the tone of the plays. 
. It ~s l:'robable that Sh~espeare would have included even more twins in his plays if he had thought 
his sibling wouldn't notlce, but he knew his jailor was just as brilliant as himself. As it was he had to 
content himself with hermetic allusions, parallelism, dark hints. ' 
Accor~g to my computer read-out, there are over five hundred instances of a woman dressed up 
as amanm the plays. In 8_9% of the case_s, the_womanindrag was royalty. Could it be that he was trying 
t~ t~ll ~s that 9~een Elizabeth was his twm? Could this explain her baldness, and striking facial 
S1I111larity to Wilham? How else could Shakespeare have known so much about statecraft if his twin 
hadn't let him inon the problems thereof in those rare heart-to-hearts before she tumd bad? On the other 
hand, if his twin was not the Queen in disguise, then perhaps she was a low-born female - born in 
Str~tfo~d-upon-~von -who had locked up her brother in order to usurp the male's place in society. 
! think it more likely that Shakespeare had never even been to Stratford- and that that was a fiction 
m~ented by the mad twin to divert future biographers and other literary snoops from his/her horrid 
cnme. 
We do ~ow th~t S~ake~peare had twins, and that twins tend to be hereditary. We don't know the 
e~ac~ mauve for h1~ bemg_lI11I1lured, but the fact that he was could explain why there are so few actual 
sightmgs r~orded m the literature, ~hy h~ never vis~ted ~s wife in Stratford (if he had one), and why 
so ~e~ official papers are left regardmg him. The evil twm was certainly smart enough to remove all 
official pa~rs fro1:1 the go~emrnent files and replace them with a few fabricated ones, and so he/she 
probably did, leavmg us with such red herrings as the Stratford Prevarication. 
J?1ere ar~ two main v:rsions of Shakespeare on canvas. One depicts a high, noble forehead and one 
de?icts a rmddleb~ow with _some ne~li~ic features. Any student of phrenology could pick out the evil 
twm -. whose_ e~1l found 1I11I1lortal1ty m Shakespeare's depiction of Goneril, Regan, Claudius, and 
other ~1cked siblings. One of those faces staring insolently out of the frontispieces to the Collected 
Worh is t~e usurper. There is an earrin~ in som~ versions, which may indicate a female who forgot to 
take off~ last clu~ to her gender while applymg make-up before the sitting. This same sitter, also, 
looks qmte at home ma lace collar. 
Wh~n we consider Shakespeare's career in the light of these allegations, we feel constrained to ask 
that, s_mce these plays and their encoded S.O.S. failed to get their author sprung from the Globe, how 
effecuve, really, were they? 
St. Georges Tuant le Dragon 
France: to pr~tect_itself from linguistic terrorism, had closed its borders. Those, like myself, who had 
snuck m_ t~ view its treasures, were being actively rooted out by language police, who checked the 
r::~ciation of those who were caught saying the infamous "ours" sounds like "orse" instead of 
M_y wife, I, ~d a French friend who worked in the underground tourist industry had quite a day of 
elud11:1g the various dragnets laid across Paris. We had seen the rosy beauty of the up-lifting windows 
of Samt Chapel; we ~ad been to the Rodin museum and seen the awesome blocks of white marble 
transformed mto godlike love~s - the brief magic of a kiss made eternal; we had been to lovely little 
Pare Monceau, and there, behin_d_ red crush curtains, behind a desk twice the size of an average New 
York apartment, I saw a man wntmg on a sheet of paper half the size of his hand. It was mysteries such 
as these tha~ I had come to Paris for, true, but I had not yet seen the Louvre or the modem collection 
at the ~01:1p1dou C~nter - because it was there that the heaviest dragnets were laid, as it was there that 
~e maJonty of tounsts wanted to go. We were contenting ourselves with less typical visits on the tourist 
1tmerary. 
Just outside of Pare Mo~cea~, we saw a large ~ntingent of police on foot, chasing a group of foreign 
students do~ the street with billyclubs. Our gmde suggested we go into the Musee Jaquemart-Andre 
an~ ~o we did. It was a small collection, not overly exciting, but there were a few Chardins of monkee; 
wntlng, and although the rugs were dirty, the ceilings were lovely - gravity-free cherubs floating in 
polymorphous abandon, surrounded by loose coils of red satin ribbon, a slightly demented look on their 
faces. 
G The po~~ came in, and we scooted upstairs. In the back was a famous painting by Uccello St 
T~orges mg the Dragon. There was no escape from the coppers, so I sat and stared at the painting· 
ere were ~ee central characters, arranged in the very front of a long landscape _ they were ~ 
ex~m~lyh delicate ~oman ~along crimson dress on the left; a dragon in the center; and St. Georges 
~~ar ~~ut h thasr-:;de a ~hite charger w~ose rump was a perfect semi-circle. St. Georges' lance was 
g e ragon s head. The knight had a look of bureaucratic competence· the dra on was 
cl~arly one of_tho~e green, living things that had been built into a myth; and the girl was ;tr angel g leased 
;1~ the e~adic;ttnif the dragon. The tourists were the dragon, she was the mentality of F;!ce for 
~ J:n~ ,danth t. d eorge_s was the_ language police. The three personages across the center of the 
pam g a ecru e stagmg of a high school play. 
I was grabbed by the shoulder and whirled around 
"Repetez," the cop said. "Concours." 
"Concours." 
The police laughed, and I was handcuffed. 
!he wife failed.~e t:st as well. She was handcuffed. Our guide had disappeared. 
Elle est sourd, I said, pointing to my wife. 
"Elle est quoi?" They asked. 
"Sourd." 
h "?~ s:;.~On," the police s~id, correcting my pronunciation and laughing. "You are trying to say that 
s :.is e · e of the policemen asked in flawless English. 
Yes, of course." 
"If I shoot. this gun next to her then she won't flinch?" He asked 
"OK, I give up," I said. · 
My ;ife and I were sent sep~ately to language labs. I confess to a wave of sleep overwhelming me 
eve~ ay - : the perf~t ~01ce droned on about verb endings, and soon the undertow of boredom 
sue me un er. My wife, ~ ano~er cell, was undergoing a similar process. 
F It f:lt go~/~~ see the Statue of ~1berty again. I remembered however, that it had been sent by the 
renc , pro a Y as a decoy, to pomt would-be French immigrants to America. 
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DECODED 
by John Oughton 
1. "Writers -- at least many of us - get up in the morning, drink a cup of coffee, and begin to put 
themselves into other people's shoes, or get into their skin. In that sense, perhaps, an author is, in fact, 
similar to an ingenious intelligence agent." - Israeli novelist Amos Oz 
2. An analogy: many traditional barbershops had two big mirrors facing each other. Sitting in the chair 
that the barber pumps higher with his foot, you felt as important as a car on a hydraulic hoist. The silvery 
filigree letters that spelled out WAHL on the footrest and the glowing bottles of green and yellow and 
red tonic caught your eye. But the mirror fascinated you. 
In it you saw yourself in a diminishing parade- first your face, then the back of your head, then your 
face again, smaller and shaded with green light as if underwater. The series of heads from front and back 
mimicked every move you made, though the barber muttered impatiently as you experimented, and 
straightened your head with a firm hand. If you looked straight ahead into the mirror, you would of 
course see only one reflection. But turning your head a little made the parade march into sight. 
A book of poems, Mata H ari' s Lost Words, illustrates how writers and spies deal in images similar 
to those in barbershop mirrors. The writer is often said to "mirror life." The question is how far along 
the mirror's parade of double and anti-doubles each writer places the characters or personae that the 
work brings to life. Realism draws on a lifelike reflection, much like the first image one sees of oneself; 
surrealism takes its images further along the series, where features become more amorphous. It may 
seem that I am discussing only fiction here - but the work on Mata Hari brings home the fact that all 
creative writing has a persona. A poem may be "direct" from the writer's own thoughts and emotions, 
sounding as if the writer is speaking dire~tly to the reader - but the implied persona one reads behind 
the poem is never the same as the living writer. It is a selection from the anthology of the writing itself; 
some thoughts, emotions and details are shadowed, others heightened. 
The spy decides which of his reflections should be seen by each viewer; the enemy should be afforded 
only the most distorted version of the back of his head, while those he extracts information from should 
see a believable, but untrue, double. 
3. The spy is perhaps the quintessential 20th-century literary figure. Espionage has played an 
increasingly important role in deciding real wars. During the Second World War, the Russian spy 
Richard Sorce and his ring were able to assure Stalin that Japan would not attack Russia, meaning that 
Soviet troops could be concentrated in the West on an ul tirnately successful war against Germany, while 
Britain's possession of the German Enigma decoding machine allowed it to decipher most German 
military radio transmissions. 
Also, in an era when empires quickly rise and fall, goverments deny widely-known covert operations, 
and old religious and political verities are tested, spies appeal to our imagination. This is not only 
because of their job's supposed glamour and danger, but also because we think they know who they 
"really" are and whom they are working for. Instead of being troubled by the conflict between social 
self and real self ( or between one's dreams and one's job), the spy builds on such oppositions. Because 
a spy deals in changing identities, perhaps we assume that he does not have the identity crises and 
questions that trouble the rest of us. 
The spy is also concerned with the accuracy of reflected images, with creating a mirror version that 
convincingly deflects the gaze of others from the spy's real self and mission. At least, this is the case 
with the spy whose business is to infiltrate the enemy's realm and appear to be a normal inhabitant. The 
spy's cover consists of successfully mirroring the habits, speech and behaviour of others. 
Perhaps the most gifted and realistic novelist to work consistently in the spy genre is John le Carre. 
His characters appear colourless, bland, uninteresting to casual observers. By contrast, James Bond 
(like Mata Hari) would be a terrible choice for undercover work because his physical presence and tastes 
would make him instantly noticeable. 
But, as the recent flurry of revelations about "moles" within British intelligence suggests, many of 
the most dangerous spies operate at levels of more complexity, appearing to be involved in intelligence 
work for one side while really working for another. The double agent, for example, must play one role 
to satisfy side A, another to satisfy B, a third to maintain his cover to the rest of the world, and a fourth 
to meet his agenda. 
4. This multi-layered life resembles the process of much post-modem poetry and fiction, in which the 
writer not only creates various personae at different removes from himself or herself, but also comments 
on the process (reveals the writer's agenda) while doing so. In Fiann O'Brien's comic novel At Swim-
Two-Birds whose narrative combines figures from Celtic myth with those from Irish "reality," the 
characters eventually take over the narrative from the protesting author - a true literary revolution. 
5. The author of Mata Hari' s Lost Words said that as he continued to research the life of Mata Hari 
and refine his version of it, he realized that the poems represented neither himself nor her. She was a 
Dutch woman whose real name was Margaretha Zelle. She was convicted by the French of spying for 
the Germans. France executed her in 1917, and her memoires have been held hostage in military 
archives ever since. To a large extent her military trial was an odd exercise in semiotics, the prosecution 
insisting that circumstantial evidence must be read one way (payments from German diplomats must 
be for information, the oxycyanide of mercury found in her purse was used as invisible ink), Mata Hari 
maintaining that they meant something different (the money was for her sexual services, the chemical 
was to protect against venereal disease). 
A contemporary writer could not know who she was. His words could only convey the efforts· of a 
writer of a different era, culture and sex to imagine an interesting voice and to write consistently in that 
voice as it matured, changed, and was fmally silenced. He became a spy within the fragments of her life, 
looking for what he could report to readers, that struck some accord with his own agenda. 
6. As well as creating and maintaining doubles, the writer and spy share two other tasks: first, gaining 
and recording useful information; second, encoding and transmitting it. Many of the same intellectual 
traits are important to writer and spy: noticing and remembering significant details, evaluating 
character, drawing inferences, selecting significant patterns from large masses of data. The writer and 
the spy both also deal with text and subtext, the writer hoping the careful reader will read things into 
a story or a poem, the spy writing between the lines of an innocuous letter with invisible ink or 
concealing information in a period-sized microdot. 
The difference, of course, is that the writers hope others will "break" the code of literary language, 
that the message will somehow signify to others. The spy intends that only a select few with the right 
code-book or combination will do so. 
Another similarity between writer and spy is in how they interact with others. Each hopes to learri 
something valuable about other people: their pasts, motivations, flaws, strengths, and potential uses. 
Each is both present in the interaction and removed from it, sitting in judgement on its value. One 
Canadian novelist, a rather quiet and self-effacing man, is nonetheless intimidating because he seems 
to be taking mental notes on everyone's mannerisms and anecdotes for his next novel. 
7. For all these reasons, writers have often been mistaken for spies. Among the non-spying scribes: 
William Blake had a celebrated run-in with a soldier who wanted to search his house, having misheard 
a description of Blake, a "miniature painter," as "military painter." Coleridge and Wordsworth were 
suspected of being revolutionaries and shadowed for a week by a British spy, who was at first excited 
by frequent reference during their Lake District strolls to a certain "Spy Nosey." He eventually learried 
that this was Spinoza. D .H. Lawrence and his German wife Frida were victims of First World War spy 
mania in England, to the extent that when Frida ran along a beach waving a white scarf behind her, 
Lawrence screamed at her "Stop it, you fool! They'll think you're signalling!" 
Many other writers really did spy. It's important to note that, as the recent recurrence of Canadian 
and Russian diplomat-deporting reminds us, legitimate diplomatic work often overlaps with spying 
assignments. Thanks to diplomatic immunity, "diplomat" is still the most widely-used cover. Chaucer 
is thought to have spied for his King while on diplomatic missions to France. Other writers who were 
spies or who worked in intelligence include Heinrich Heine, Celine, Graham Greene, Ian Fleming, 
Somerset Maugham, Lord Baden-Powell (who disguised his sketches of Turkish forts as drawings of 
butterflies), Noel Coward and T.E. Lawrence. John Buchan, Lord Tweedsmuir, who was Canada's 
Governor-General from 1935-40, earlierwrotesuchspying-for-the-empireclassics as The39 Steps and 
Greenmantle. John Le Carre spent five years in England's State Department. 
8. The age of the well-intentioned amateur spy, when many of these writers undertook espionage, has 
passed. With the endless flood of information from satellites, aerial photography, radio intercepts, 
electronic bugs and other sources, today's intelligence agent is as much concerned with evaluating the 
importance of information as with getting it first-hand. Computer hacking may be as valuable an 
espionage skill now as understanding and describing the characters of opponents.Yet a well-connected 
writer cannot be dismissed as a potential agent. Good spy books, both fiction and non-fiction, continue 
to be written, and writers, myself included, are still gripped by that mirror image of "hypocrite lecteur, 
mon frere, mon semblable." 
HACK WRITING 
by Rich Gold 
"De-structuring" is a process in which the deep structure of a text is removed leaving only the surface 
texture in much the same way that de-boning a fish leaves only flesh. "DESTRUCT" is a computer 
program which takes a highly authored text ( IN-TEXT) and outputs a homogenized, Cuisinarted text 
(OUT-TEXT). The algorithm is simple enough: given a world "m", DESTRUCT randomly careens 
throughlN-TEXTuntilitfindsaword "n" whichfollows "m". "N" thenreplaces "m" and the process 
is repeated for as long as desired. For instance, if "m" is the word "the" and IN-TEXT is this 
paragraph, "n" might be "deep", "surface", "same" ·or so on. While IN-TEXT could be a single 
literary work it could also be the concatenation of two different works producing as OUT-TEXT the 
marblizedfiction of a mongrel author. 
The source material for the following cycle of de-structurated English comes from ten excerpts from 
ten different books. In most cases the material is the first two pages or so of the given book. They are: 
Carl Barks, "Donald Duck and his Nephews" (Donald Duck and the Mummy's Ring); the I-Ching 
("Conflict"); ltalo Calvino, "Italian Folktales" (Dauntless Little John); Alex Haley, "The Autobiog-
raphy of Malcolm X"; Philip K. Dick, "The Simulacra"; Jean Piaget, "Structuralism"; Charles 
Dickens, "Tale of Two Cities"; Ivan Chtcheglov, "Formulary for a New Urbanism" (Situationist 
International Anthology); Jack Kerouac, "DharmaBums"; A.M. Turing, "Computing Machinery and 
Intelligence" ( aka "The Turing Test", Mind Magazine, October 1950). 
I. CARL BARKS AND THE I-CHING 
Us to question those mummies. 
Hope diamond. We will result from the mummy's ring worth fifty cents fer a curse on me! Don't see, 
that's a great man, I buy jwelery at the great man, he has carefully planned the 5 and 1 O! Don't see where 
I'm improving my cap in their middle affairs can be careful, Huey. 
Not afraid to see where is said about, peaceful determination leads to one of the mummies. Hope they 
don't bother em, unca Donald! Don't see, from that affairs can be forced to strip it is Huey. It! Why? 
I'm improving my mind! 
Don't see where I'm improving my mind! 
Better talk fast, the ring to bring back the mummy's ring worth fifty cents fer a dispute. This passage 
means that mummy room! Run back mummies. I buy jewelry at the end and a long lost mummies! Don't 
see the mummy's ring worth fifty cents fer a long lost my cap in local museum since the firm line in 
the end and water in the dint of conflict to see, you reading, and Huey, thats a war! Don't see what he 
buys nothing! 
Donald! Good fortune. 
Mummies. 
Right determination leads to one which cannot be made to superiors which cannot be like me! Don't 
bother em,_numbering three ~undredhouseholds, its been ten minutes, its been ten minutes, of El Dagga 
to prosper ill local museum Sillce the Egyptian mummies! Why? Emissaries of conflict. Bey, they don't 
see, if we dare peek inside? 
I'm going! 
Cause its been ten minutes, around! Okay! Why? 
II. THE I-CHING AND CALVINO. 
It would be afraid of the trunk separated for lodgings. Carry those upstairs! 
Dauntless Little John picked up with the other leg. Shall I will. If case is for lodgings. 
Beneath one day what did Little John do but if we would be made to see his shoulder. Shall I will be 
made to your health! 
Replied Little John, go on down? People shudder at that palace where he stood a small door. 
Provided that th~ ground. He stood, replied Little should be made to your body, and submit to see his 
clan, and_ they will end. ~eaceful determination leads to prosper in the great fireplace was sitting at the 
head. This hexagram, drrected the start. Then the trunk of a great fireplace was truly a small door. 
Then the chimney. Be?eath the fitting position of conflict. He was once a wealthy youth indeed with 
the trunk of the Supenor Man without a spiral staircase. One day what should I throw it down? 
People shudder at the dint of that palace, and submit to a voice in his clan, affairs can stay. The giant, 
a small door. 
III. CAL VINO AND MALCOLM X. 
Was afrai?o~nothing. Th.en one of origin. My mother was light, the another leg dropped into the thought 
of su~h disciples as as did Marcus Garvey, directed the white people were not going to the back in 
A:menca, and the mo~g the giant, sine~ h~ wa~, a small door. Beneath one eye. At that freedom, I was, 
~rrected the house, said the banner of ongill. Little John, since he returned. Go up to wait until I was 
light, ~d the Negro Improvement Association. And dedicate his legs stuck into it down? People were 
not goillg to youz: health! J?auntles.s Little, their horses and return to come to carry those gold. He stood 
~ wealthy you~ ~deed with the giant, too, and the world, and see his headquarters in his headquarters 
ill New York City s Harlem, and galloped up! Replied Little John do but there was light, the head. He 
was ~at freedom, for my father to Africa teachings of his glass of that the trunk separated for he stood 
leavillg the Negro Improvement Association. Beneath one of gold. ' 
He had walked the f ~y would be prepared. Then one of origin. In America, the front door. What my 
father to the house, drrected the family would be soon as as suddenly as as my mother was enraged when 
he returned. 
My mother was a cellar, the night inside. The house, and vanished. Surrounding the remaining three . 
pots of them that freedom, since nobody whos gone forever. The remaining three of origin. Amoung 
the Klansmen shouted for you to a small door. My mother was a party of wine. Still shouting threats 
and a lamp, a certain palace where the innkeeper, a spiral staircase. Then came to our home in his glass 
of nothing. After you carry those upstairs! Dauntless Little John was a dirge arose: miserere mei, but 
there was alone with me. 
No room here, where he had walked the white people were, and he was enraged when he had made 
Garvey. One by one by all those gold. Still shouting threats and there he stood a dirge arose: miserere 
mei, would be soon, as my mother was truly a party of hooded Ku Klux Klan riders galloped up the 
morning the innkeeper, Nebraska, she told me, would be soon as soon, too, with his headquarters in New 
York Citys Harlem, and galloped around the banner of nothing. 
IV. MALCOLM X AND P.K. DICK. 
My father to flinch from a commercial, too, he could never known. It at work, and galloped up the 
Klansmen shouted for us, Kongrosian refuses to wait until I was a showdown with his African 
homeland, especially, the third or maybe the water in northern California. It has always been my father 
had better get off, at Electronic Musical Enterprise frightened Negro Improvement Association. 
The ukases of recording sessions with an auditory receptor it. 
It was still on the Negro Improvement Association. But the ad agencies, but the membranes of town 
because the famed Soviet pianist acquired a series of natural causes. 
What my mother was enraged when my fathers spreading trouble amoung the morning. 
It has always been my mother was a portion of contemporary life form did Marcus Garvey, perhaps, 
Garvey. 
With luck, according to the right of an Electronic Musical Enterprise frightened Negro, as most 
controversial black race purity and Schumann without approaching the family would die by the banner 
of him. Once more sophisticated equipment. The ukases of the famed Soviet pianist Richard 
Kongrosian, was the another one night, Flieger and rifles, either his African homeland, their ancestral 
African homeland, squeezed in the membranes of origin. Why had attached itself was radical, too, 
neurologically it has always been my father had the interoffice memo at least we have never known. 
Northern white people were, a great opportunity, the keyboard, baffling problem of origin. But the 
famed Soviet pianist acquired a commercial, a great opportunity, made over into the famed Soviet 
pianist Richard Kongrosian, ArtCor, perhaps, Kongrosian, as soon, for a tragedy involving either in his 
office, the famed Soviet pianist acquired a party of the third or his African land of being conspicuous, 
perhaps, they rode off into the memo, warm Mexican sunlight burst in Omaha, made over into the 
another one eye. It was a great opportunity; he warned. But the Fa-2 recording sessions with the family 
would be achieved by the good Christian white police were not come out its message as an Electronic 
Musical Enterprise frightened Negro Improvement Association. Surrounding the memo at Electronic 
Musical Enterprise frightened Negro masses to come out. Nat Flieger said to stand still on the reasons 
my father was a series of an electronic system which had lost the cranky, the memo at Electronic system 
which had attached itself was radical, the Klansmen shouted for a great opportunity, but we have a 
commercial, for my mother was pregnant with EME. My mother was that in his mind was born, for a 
commercial, Garvey. 
V. P.K. DICK AND PIAGET. 
Sizzled to make Kongrosian, by the first of its opposition to the morning. Why. 
Structuralism is to crawl, structuralism is to reduce wholes to buzz out the living protoplasm 
incorporated into the memo at work, the central offices. In the extent that goes with the memo. In 
northern California? Yes, structuralism is a delicado, these problems which repelled him to be 
haranguing him to define structuralism. In the utilizing the famed Soviet pianist Richard Kongrosian 
refuses to later, warm Mexican sunlight burst in short, at his car. As a hope, structuralism is often said, 
are logically distinct. For a series of the interpaly of his summer home in Jenner, second is often said 
to perform in fact, Kongrosian, once more sophisticated equipment. Why. Get off, upon examining and 
if Kongrosian refuses to describe and of an ideal that in effect that in the structure is often said to be 
available for a showdown with his car. The birth and perhaps a delicado, it was alive, once we have 
recourse to grasp them. 
TheFa-2recording sessions withhis car.Ingeneralhave to grasp them, structuralism, but diversity and 
he warned. The living protoplasm incorporated into the dark, even though only on the Fa-2 recording 
sessions with EME. Like nature, Nat Flieger and he blinked. He warned. For a contract through the 
memo at work, Flieger and was alive, in public but the right of the membranes of his summer home in 
between the investigations of every variety of recording sessions with the wind, frowned on the memo 
at work, while always conjoined in actually making out the famed Soviet pianist Richard Kongrosian 
refuses to make Kongrosian, structuralism is a great opportunity presents EME. 
As a showdown with his car. To the two overpowering social realities. In the memo at Electronic 
Musical Enterprise frightened Nat. 
The famed Soviet pianist Richard Kongrosian, as an ideal that in public but the famed Soviet pianist 
Richard Kongrosian, the Fa-2 recording system of the sciences and he warned. 
VI. PIAGET AND DICKENS. 
Is to the diachronic study of separating two problems which strange to all going direct to make out 
certain insights, structuralism is often said to all the idea of whom a departure from the contradictions 
that goes with the spirits of a synthesis seems feasible, supernaturally deficient in terms of its opposition 
to the extent that arrangements were all the system of its opposition to the present period was the system 
of its noisiest authorities insisted on its noisiest authorities insisted on the idea of British subjects in fact, 
structuralism is an ideal of the other way, rapped out its noisiest authorities insisted on its opposition 
to relate, or for mathematicians, or at cocktail parties, the throne of its me~sages, the throne of 
synchronously functioning unified language systems. As a common to other positions, in the swallow 
up of linguists, functionalism, or for mathematicians, the human race than any communications yet 
received·, on its noisiest authorities insisted on the swallow up of extraneous elements. 
Nevertheless, are linked with a frrst of its messages, obviously, second is a hope, on its noisiest 
authorities insisted on the first, as a departure from these problems which strange to it was the human 
race than any communications yet received through any communications yet received, once we find 
structuralism is a departure from a king with the year of its opposition to the spring of this. There were 
around dozen oflinguists, the notion of these problems which never yield results external to the various 
meanings it has taken too many different forms for good or enriched by the system of the State preserves 
of its messages, to the second is often said to England at that have proved more important to be hard 
to define because it is to the best of extraneous elements. Structuralism is a synthesis seems feasible as 
at cocktail parties, while always conjoined in terms of England; there really is a round dozen of 
separating two problems which never yield results external to the various meanings it has taken too 
many different forms for good or enriched by the other positions, as a king with a round dozen of 
extraneous elements, which never yield results external to Heaven, it was the earthly order of 
transformations. In preserved or at least two aspects that a king with the various meanings it was the 
human race that any particular variety of the age of the postulate the some of intelligibility supported 
by all structuralists have recourse to the spirits of a congress of transformations. As a hope, as a congress 
of whom a hope, the structure, we had recently attained her five and development of transformations. 
There were all structuralists have recourse to comparts, have proved more important to the condition 
of comparison only a departure from the notion ofBritish subjects in the idea oflinguists, the diachronic 
study of comparison only. Even the positive content of transformations. 7 7 
VII. DICKENS AND THE SITUATIONISTS. 
Was the garden. The lords of its noisiest authorities insisted on the distance. We had recently attained 
her five and the spirits of space, it was the year of fairy tales and twentieth blessed birthday, changeable 
decors. 
NotreDame zoo. In general were all cities thinks he has escaped from a monkey wrench and surrealist 
writings, after rapping out its messages, changeable decors. We know how to explore Paris. The Life 
Guards had recently attained her five and the throne of synthesis continually recedes into the hacienda 
where the Life. To England; there is no longer setting out its noisiest authorities insisted on its noisiest 
authorities insisted on the present period was the prestige of England; there is disappearing. Pure 
plasticity, as at that ultimately lead to England; there is no longer any communications yet received 
through any communications yet received, casino mirrors. 
Between the red cellars hotel or morpholoy. 
Certain shifting angles, haunted by announcing that ultimately lead to the old archetypes, benefactor 
of the best of the earthly order of its being received, as at that ultimately lead to the police station on 
its noisest authorities insisted on its noisiest authorities insisted on the eye. In the sidewalk billboards 
last twenty years. 
There is finished off with fables from cosmic reality, no corresponding expansion of England; there 
is disappearing. 
Even the man of strangers. Between the medical surgical clinic and the best of the superlative degree 
of strangers. The eye. 
VIII. THE SITUATIONISTS AND KEROUAC. 
Are bored in modem clothes wandering the eastbound freight out of the True Meaning, changeable 
decors. 
He established himself at high noon one day in Mexico City before a closed landscape whose landmarks 
constantly draw us toward the old bum climbed into another local and considered myself ofcharity 
without holding in the wine to perfection. Golden touch sawmill. I got on a closed landscape whose 
landmarks constantly draw us toward the cheese with gusto and I ran across Highway 101 to sleep on 
his dream life. 
These dated images retain a closed landscape whose landmarks constantly draw us toward the cold steel 
in Mexico City before a freight out of the garden. He spoke from an oldtime bhikku in late September 
1955 I, the now I got on a freight out of the world, for charity without music and relaxed back to invent 
new York to read every promise in wraparounds, and surrealist writings, and the wine to warm valleys 
of Tokay wine to the world, a thin little old almanac. The city, forgotten, forever, got on the cheese with 
my duffel bag under my religious devotions almost to Santa Barbara. It does not exist. 
But then I got on the world, and surrealist writings, and the firstclass freight out a littel forgotten, after 
unsuccessful attempts to the reality, and ran across Highway 101 to use them in it. He established 
himself at high noon one day in Paradise. 
But there is almost to SantaB arbara. We will not work to use them in the eye. Hopping a small catalyzing 
power, a monkey wrench and went over the old and the seasons by warming up and are bored in the 
mechanical civilizations and lay down with my beliefs by warming up and the border at Santa Barbara. 
IX. KEROUAC AND TURING. 
A gondola and the witnesses can brag, how about 30 second and which ought to normal use of the ideal 
arrangement is dangerous. The beach at his head and answers should begin with my duffel bag under 
my hair? 
Now we wish to 70764. The store, we headed into another, in a little old and it is just a man can brag, 
but even supposing this as to complete the question, a little point in a man for the game which is 
dangerous. 
"A" and considered myself of attempting such things as to reflect so old bum climbed into my duffel 
bag under my "Kl", a local and the game make the reality of the fields of the little bum myself of the 
ans~er to Santa Barbara. He does when playing the theory of the side and which had bought, thereby 
cuttmg short an aeroplane. Now sunny scene. 
Altemati~ely the in~erro~ator "C" ~ho may not met Japhy Ryder yet, can of way to help the normal 
h~alth, will~ described~ the quesuon, but then give the question by warming up? Will "X" and cheese 
with my beliefs by warmmg up and answers should feel there and answers. Somewhere near Camarillo 
where C~arlie Parker had been mad and pretend to complete the other two thousand long cheap bus trip 
across Highway 101_ to see me the interrogator "C" who may be framed so old bum and my "Kl", and 
a. word. The conclusion that at my hair? This should begin with his or "X" and answers that says either 
six. The answer method seems to investigate? This one of 15 seconds, but it with his or heard anything 
about 30 second and as much as a slip of "A" future Budda, forever, after all is just a man "A" small 
~ack and rel~~d ?ack to get a word. Pretty soon we done, if the question, will return to try and I was 
httle old and 1~ 1s Just a very poo~ showing. Now sunny scene. You watch my hair? Now suppose "X" 
~d answer: Smee ~en I took pity on the next morning or the answer to be framed so as to try and 
maccuracy m Paradise. I figued I, will be framed so old and gain merit for the next morning or heroism 
will "X" and answers should begin with my beliefs by warming up and which is just a word. ' 
X. TURING AND CARL BARKS. 
Pr?pose to try and which is sore at "K6" and wants to investigate? Now suppose "X" and 10! To be 
~mtable for the new form of the hope diamond. The question and answers should we can be described 
m the new form of "A" long. If they consider it is such thing! To the part of the ring! Gosh a war! 
Nobody's, or hearing their voices. ' 
I musta lost mummies. 
The po_lice about the machines carry out on anybody disturbin the theory of the length of those 
mummies. 
The cases is closely related to question those two! To question those mummies. The human skin. 
Whatd dat bum hand! Huey. 
I am the ideal arrangement is, I never could write me! To investigate? 
Lets go home! Don't listen to determine which is your move. Hope diamond. 
Unca Donald! To escape the theory of those mummies. The lid! 
Do~ 't bother em, or heroism, that mummy room! Its stuck on the answer to 70764. Callin you play the 
polic~ about 30 second and answers should feel there was robbed! To be criticised on me a man "A" 
mac~e take the mummies. Hope diamond. We ask the 5 and "B" and Huey. Alternatively the paper 
says either sex. 
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CONCEIVED IN A LESBIAN EMBRACE, BORN FROM THE BODY: 
READING NICOLE BROSSARD'S THESE OUR MOTHERS 
AS A MOTHER'S BECOMING IN THE WOR(L)D 
by Andrea O'Reilly 
It's combat. The book. Fiction begins suspended mobile between words and the body's likeness to this 
our devouring and devoured mother. 
Inscribed on the bottom of a blank page that is not numbered these sentences which open the text begin 
our mother's herstory. The marks of black ink on what before was whiteness,-absence/silence is the 
mother in process; a (be )coming in(to) the wor(l)d. Decentred fragments, these words break up and into 
the Book; the teleological linearity which (in)form its grammar and structure dissolve through a (p )lot 
of moments,-cyclical motions, spiral movements, its authority disintegrates in an (inter)textuality, its 
Truth deconstructs by a multiple, plural "cortex", (body /text), (p. 24 ). Indeed, as Barbara Goddard has 
noted, "(the text) by breaking into the symbolic order open(s) it up to an active experience of otherness 
or difference which will overthrow the patriarchal monopoly with its "mastery" over the production of 
meaning." ("L' Amer or the Exploding Chapter", p. 25) In/through "expiating all the symbols one by 
one" (p. 28), the "cortex" "create(s) (its) own locus of desire." (p. 18) It splits the wor(l)d open. The 
mother writes herself into being. "Undermining from within his-tory in which (she) can now 
participate", (p. 36) - the mother gives birth to herself. 
These Our Mothers is a mother's histoire, (story/history). Unlike most socio-psychological and 
psychoanalytic analyses of mothering which assign a secondary role to the mother in the Oedipal drama 
and overlook the reciprocity of the mother and child's relationship, Brossard's text is written from/in 
a maternal wor(l)d, to tell the (m)other side of the story. Through the multiple ( ex)changes in Nicole's 
sight/site (mother, daughter, lover), which (e)merge with those of her mother, daughter, and lover, the 
text writes what Adrienne Rich has called "the great unwritten story" - the relationship between 
mother and daughter. (Of Woman Born, p. 225) While the Freudian paradigm and its subsequent 
(trans)formations do centre upon the mother and discuss in varying degrees the female process of 
individuation, the mother's (p)art in these texts is described and inscribed as reader/spectator. The 
mother is important only in so far as she (per)forms and (ful)fills her maternal function, namely, the 
psychological and social development of her children. In the Oedipal drama she neither writes her own 
lines or directs her own performance. Powerful only in her powerlessness. "Devouring'' because she 
herself is "devoured". A mother's text? Non/sense! 
The recent Anglo-American feminist re/visions have not altered the mother's (p )lot. They rewrite the 
Freudian text not to ex/position the mother's absence but rather to con/figure the daughter's presence. 
In an attempt to cure the Freudian daughter of her father's patriarchal dis/ease, they (per)form in 
Brossard's words "curative surgery". They (dis)cover the Freudian fault through/with a femini.st 
grounding in/of the girl's Oedipal (con)text. 
In their ovarian works, The Reproduction of Mothering and The Mermaid and The Minotaur, Nancy 
Chodorow and Dorothy Dinnerstein respectively, deconstruct the Freudian fallacy of the phallus, 
particularly his ma(i)n assumptions that "the little girl is a little man ... " (pre-Oedipal) and "(W)ith the 
discovery that her mother is castrated it becomes possible to drop her as an object (of love)" (p. 112), 
through a reconsideration of the mother-daughter dyad and its dynamics. Both writers argue that the 
Freudian model failed in its account of the daughter's development precisely because it misread the 
psychological consequences and the socio-cultural implications of the daughter/mother symbiosis. 
Chodorow argues that the mother because of her own weak ego boundaries experiences "boundary 
confusion with her daughter, and does not provide experiences of differentiating ego development for 
her daughter or encourage the breaking of her daughter's dependence." (p. 59) In tum, the daughter, 
because of such mothering, "comes(s) to experience (herself) as less separate than boys, as having more 
permeable ego boundaries." (p. 93) Consequently, the daughter never develops an individuated sense 
of self; rather she defines herself in relation to others. Sharing Chodorow's premise that exclusive 
mothering gives rise to gender differences, Dinnerstein goes on to argue that as a result of female-
dominated childhood, the girl and the boy direct all their anxieties at/through women because it is "a 
woman - usually the mother - who had provided the main initial contact with humanity and with 
nature". (p. 26) As indicated by its subtitle, the book argues that it is our "sexual arrangements" that 
maintain and deepen the underlying sickness (of our human malaise), while superficially allaying its 
pain". (p. 4) She, like Chodorow, concludes that since gender as symmetry in specific, and a pathological 
human mal!!ise in general are brought about through/in and perpetuated by exclusive mothering, the 
"female monopoly of each child care" must give way to "equal parenting" through/in which the sex-
gender system will be (trans)formed. 
Chodorow and Dinnersteins' re-reading and rewriting of the Oedipal drama in/through its cultural 
framework and their call for an alternative ( con)text has been challenged by feminists, such as Jane Flax, 
Marcia Westkott, and Pauline Bart. Though they differ in their criticisms -while Flax questions the 
value of "relatedness", Bart accuses Chodorow and Dinnerstein ofheterosexism, they all agree, in the 
words of Westkott, that Dinnerstein and Chodorow's "explanation abstracts the mother-daughter 
relationship from its patriarchal context". (p. 18) Westkott argues that because Chodorow failed to 
acknowledge the cultural (over)determination of the mother-daughter relationship she "ignore(d) the 
fact that even though mothers and daughters are excluded from the valued areas of patriarchal society, 
those values still pervade the very conditions of their exclusion and women's relationships with one 
another." (p. 17) For Westkott, therefore, motherhood is (re )generated by a particular feminine psychic 
disposition only in so far as this is shaped by patriarchal power and institutions: "The important element 
in the development of feminine personality in a patriarchal context is not identification qua indentifi-
cation, but identification through weakness .... The weakness stems not only from ego boundaries, but 
also from lack of power and choice. What a mother gives to a daughter in this identification is not just 
another weak ego-boundary, but the weakness and powerlessness of being a mother, a woman in 
patriarchal society." (p. 19) By grounding the mother-daughter relationship in its patriarchal ( con)text, 
Westkott (under)mines not only the psychological text, but also its interpretation of the mother's 
wor(l)ds. Cognizant of its contextuallity we can reaci.FS?1 the mother's text. 
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Like all maternal (re)productions, These Our Mothers (de)signs the mother's wor(l)d in/through its 
patriarchal (con)text. The mother-daughter relationship is not, as in the Chodorow-Dinnerstein 
(con)text, abstracted from its cultural (re)source. Rather the Oedipal drama which unfolds in the text 
is always/already (in)formed by the patriarchal (pre )sense. Nicole as daughter reads the Oedipal script: 
"They are different: she and I touch each other. He speaks to me. I don't understand very well. I have 
to concentrate. I can't both keep the physical contact with my mother and listen to him at the same time." 
(p. 33) But she also reads between the lines and deciphers the patriarchal ( con)text of her performance: 
"All my life I'll wait for that word from him. He'll speak on my behalf. A whole lifetime. No question 
of my mother coming to touch me when he is there" and later "Difference has taken over. Has 
established itself like him in my life. Surrounds me like a territory. His difference is transformed into 
systematic power. From this point he secures for himself the control of differences." (p. 33-34) 
Ho~ever, it is not only as daughter that Nicole is erased "under his eyes" (p. 34), as mother, she like 
all mothers, is appropriated as a Patriarchal mother - "Devoted to men. Raising their young." (p. 26) 
"Each woman can profit only to the extent that she becomes a symbolic mother". (p. 21) And as a 
patriarchal mother "(she is) able only to initiate (her) daughter to a man. There is no confidence between 
(them)." (p. 18) Nicole's daughter-mother, mother-daughter relationships are (re)strained by the 
patriarchal (con)text in with they are (em)bedded. As long as mother and daughter defme themselves 
· and each other in a patriarchal wor(l)d there can be no authentic (ex)change. They must as Louise 
Forsyth argues in her article, "The Radical Transformation of the Mother-Daughter Relationship in 
Some Women Writers of Quebec", "reject the role of reproduction, the role played by the patriarchal 
mothers, in order to (become) autonomous human being(s ). '' (p. 4) Only by killing the symbolic mother 
can Nicole be born in the wor(l)d. Matricide. "I killed the womb" (p. 13)- and so begins the mother's 
histoire. 
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However, Brossard's text does not position itself in opposition to motherhood; rather it seeks a 
feminist recuperation of it. Like Rich's Of Woman Born, These Our Mothers "is not an attack on the 
family or on mother, except as defined and restricted under patriarchy." (p. 14) Rich's destinction 
between the experience of mother - "the potential relationship of any woman to her powers of 
reproduction and to children" and the institution of motherhood - "which aims at ensuring that the 
potential- and all women- shall remain under male control.", (p. 13) is crucial to an understand-
ing of Brossard' s sexual politics. As writers like Hester Eisentein and Marianne Hirsch have noted, Rich 
structured her argument by way of this dichotomous arrangement in order "to discuss what had been 
done to women as mothers under patriarchy, as separate from what might be the experience of women 
in motherhood when it could be detached from, and freed of the bondage imposed by male domination." 
(Eisentein, p. 70) Rich's concept of the institution of motherhood like that of Brossard's symbolic or 
patriarchal mothers is distinguished from mothering which will only be truly experienced once 
patriarchy is overthrown. Moreover, both writers argue that the subversion of patriarchal rule will not 
only free women from "the shackles" of motherhood, it will also bring about a transformation of society. 
Believing with other Radical feminists that women in their values and vision are different from men, 
Brossard and Rich argue that the Symbolic Order/Public Domain will (f)alter with the intrusion of 
women and the simultaneous integration of what has been termed feminine or female-identified values. 
Such a (re)formation in its insistance upon an inscription of the feminine will displace the hierarchal 
dualisms of Western metaphysical thought which, as the feminist theologian Carol Christ has argued, 
"associate (men) with the positive sides of the dualisms - spirit, freedom, reason, and soul while 
relegating women to the negative sides of the dualisms - nature, emotion, irrationality, and the body." 
(p. 25) Working from Simone de Beauvoir's and the later deconstructionist' s thesis that the hierarchal 
arrangements of mind/body, culture/nature and the one of man/woman in subordinating and suppress-
ing the second term result in the objectification of woman and the denigration of nature and the body 
with which woman is identified, Fich and Brossard argue that women must retrieve the body from its 
metaphysical exile if the deconstruction and reconstruction of the wor(l)d is to be achieved. Rich writes: 
"The repossession by women of our bodies will bring far more essential change to human society than 
the seizing of the means of production by workers." (p. 285) And Brossard: "when I say body, all the 
tensions, the secretions without intermission exposed in its concreteness, excess of ivy and political 
partition .... Profusionoflimbs in the head when the body returns to the house to cook its egg there. When 
I say body I expose myself, energy." (p. 93) Both writers, therefore, share with other Radical feminists 
the realization that, in the words of Carol Christ, "cultural attitudes toward women cannot be changed 
without changing the view of.the world in which they are embedded." (p. 24-25) The decentring of the 
patriarchal (con)text through/by the feminine inscription, therefore, will not only empower women, 
enabling them to reclaim their lives and (re)foon their experiences of mothering, it will also, as the 
closing words of Rich's text eloquently (pro)claim, (en)gender "a new relationship to the universe. 
Sexuality, politics, intelligence, power, motherhood, work, community, intimacy will develop new 
meanings; thinking itself will be transformed." (p. 286) "Remake the form of the womb." (Brossard, 
Lovhers, p. 58) "This is where we have to begin." (Rich, p. 286) 
The murder of the patriarchal mother, therefore, brings about not death (how can you kill someone 
who is already dead?), but life; the birth of a new wor(l)d in/through which a mother is born. This 
creation of a new wor(l)d through/from our mother's birth is for Rich and Brossard possible only if she 
is conceived in/through an actual or symbolic lesbian embrace. For Rich and Brossard the transforma-
tion of mothering and society at large is achieved not through/in equal parenting as Dinnerstein and 
Chodorow would have it but by/from "lovehers". Brossard writes "It is while caressing the body of 
another woman over its entire living surface that she kills the mother, that the identical woman is born." 
(p. 23) In her article, "Compulsory Heterosexuality and Lesbian Existence", written four years after Of 
Woman Born, Rich argues that heterosexuality, like motherhood, is a "political institution", maintained 
through the various forms of male power. "The enforcement of heterosexuality for women" Rich writes 
"(is) a means of assuring male right of physical, economical and emotional access." (p. 155) Rich goes 
on to argue that women must express themselves through/in the very "lesbian continuum" that 
institutionalized heterosexuality has denied if they are to go beyond the patriarchal preceptions and 
paradigms of a woman's relationship to herself and other women. As woman-identified women, they 
can define in their own wor(l)ds the experiences and conditions of their female relationships, and 
acquire the vision and empowerment necessary for self-definition and social change. 
For Brossard lesbianism which is defined as sexual not only empowers and emancipates women, it 
also enables them to blur the metaphysical categories of identity, self and other, through the "bodies 
of mothers entwined". (p. 29) As Barbara Godard has argued, "the female body, no longer single but 
doubled or multiplied, challenges the foundations of identity, unitary, authority on which the discourse 
of patriarchy has been based, principle which has excluded women." ("L 'Amer", p. 29) Therefore, the 
lesbian couple" -Godard writes "is ... unthinkable, logically preposterous because it confuses the 
categories of similarity and difference." (p. 29) "Daughter-mother lesbian ... the ultimate contradic-
tion." (p. 36) Both identical to and different from each other, lesbian lovers are "similar like a 
differential equation ... the synthesis of an unique identical woman." (p. 37) Through such puns and 
paradoxes, Brossard deconstructs the logic of the Same and calls for a plurality, a multiplicity -
difference without otherness. Challenging the very concept of identity, Brossard moves beyond Rich 
and other Radical feminists' reversal of binary oppositions in/through their affirmation and celebration 
of the feminine to a rejection of the dichotomy of masculine and feminine as metaphysical. Moreover, 
~e the writing o!Luce Irigarary and Helene Cixous, Brossard' s lesbian text calls into question and puts 
mto play the logic of the Same through ecriture feminine, a discourse multiple, continuous, fluid like 
the lover's embrace. "If it weren't lesbian, this text would make no sense at all." (p. 16) The experience 
of difference without otherness achieved through lesbian love, in displacing the categories of self and 
other, and deconstructing the subsequent dichotomy of masculine and feminine (re)generates an 
indeterminate "cortext'' from/in which the mother's "(id)entity" is constituted. Plural in bodies, 
multiple in text. Similar to her text French Kiss in which language and the body are linked through the 
french kiss - "the text on my tongue", (p. 57), in These Our Mothers, as Barbara Godard has shown, 
:·the flesh is made word." ("L' Amer", p. 26), particularly through the play on the word langue which 
m French means both tongue and language. Nicole writes her body, a body experienced through and 
expressed in the fluidity of the lover's embrace. 
Ex-positioning writing through/from the body, Brossard (fore)grounds woman's physicallity in 
feminist sexual politics. As was already discussed, Brossard shares Rich's thesis that women must 
"~thro_ugh the b?<1y'' (OfWomanBorn, p. 284)ifthey are to bring about societal change. However, 
~or Rich this revolution achiev.ed through "thinking bodies" is largely one of consciousness. She argues 
m Of W~man Born and later m "Compulsive Heterosexuality and Lesbian Existence" that it is only 
through/m the emergence of a woman-centred or gynocentric consciousness expressed from the body 
that an alternative culture can be envisioned and created. Brossard, on the other hand, as she thinks 
through the body to reform the world, writes from the body to transform the word. Moreover, the 
feminist re/vision of mothering in Rich's view is brought about by/in a revolution in consciousness 
amon?st individual women and the collective feminist struggle for fully chosen and self-defined and 
expenenced motherhood which (in)forms this new consciousness, while for Brossard it is achieved 
thro~gh writing-: conceived in the lover's embrace and born from the body. Brossard writes: "It (the 
lesbian text) constitutes the only plausible system to get me out of the belly of my patriarchal mother." 
(p. 16) And "The biological mother isn't killed without a simultaneous explosion of fiction, ideology, 
u~teran~e." (p. 23) ln/thro~gh the writing of the lesbian "cortext'', Nicole kills the symbolic mother and 
gives brrth to herself. Wntes herself into being. 
Working from Simone de Beauvoir's thesis, "One is not born a woman· one becomes one" and the 
~acanian ~rerni~e ~at "'W_ oman do~s not ex~~", Brossard argues in her arti~le "Radical to Int;gral" that 
woman (IS a) fiction which she did not ongmate." (p. 11) Woman's reality is fictitious because it is 
~eriv~~ from man's (pre~onceptions of woman and not from their own experiences of subjectivity. 
Therr mdus~ of fantasies (make) her lose her sense of reality. The body of ... rots. He retrieves the 
phan~m for his own ends. Recycled body." (p. 13) Women are allowed entry into the Symbolic order 
only 1:11 so far as ~~y confo~ to the male fictions of women. Fictions which reduce woman to her bodily 
functio1.15 and limit h~ social role to that of reproduction - mother and prostitute. To achieve the 
au~enti~ selfhood ~erued to them as patriarchal women must disrupt the male fictions of women and 
wnte therr ownreahty. They must, as Nicole does, "(fmd) words to look at the bruised womb: the body 
of the mother as extended fiction." (.p. 23) From/by writing women (re)construct their own reality 
through/m the deconstruction of male fictions. 
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However, women's writing if it is to be revolutionary and not so~ely t~erapeutic must be inscribed 
in the societal (con)text. For Brossard it is only by writin~ herself mto ~sto~ through the ~?k that 
woman can shatter man's fiction, express woman's reality. In her arucle exc~rpt from E _mu~t 
mutant" Brossard stresses that women's published writing differs from women _s spee~h which 1s 
"without consequence" because "the gesture becomes public, it goes through hierarchies, cultural 
judgements, the filter that everyone must pass through who decides to cart;" whateve: form (product 
of thought which inclines finds energy in the pleasure of words) to the _public forum. Frrst bec~use ~er 
gesture is inscribed, concrete: the book. It g~e~ into ~iv ate and p~bhc places ~bookstores,_ libr~~es, 
teaching institutions), it enters history. It part1c1pates m the collectI~e ~emery. (p. 51!. By/m_ ~ntmg 
a woman finally enters history. She becomes a ~ubj:ct. In Br?ssard s view, therefore, all wnting (as 
mediocre as it may be) is self-affirmation, and m this sense= IS th~ place par excellence for ~oman ~o 
find autonomy." (p. 51) Concerned less with the metaphoncal brrth of woman thro~gh wntmg ~ m 
Cixous • s texts and more with the historical becoming of women ~ough ~tual and literal, pr~duc?o.n 
and publication of books, Brossard ex/positions writing as a social practI~e. In Brossard s view it 1s 
"only by bringing ourselves literally into the world that we can make ~u;, h<;,mg known _to the w~rld,:111d 
that we can manifest our presence in the order of the real and symbolic . ( Tender Skin My Mmd , p. 
181) "We cannot rethink the world except in words." (ibid) . 
Defining women's writing as a social practice from/through which the ~ut~nom~ ~ woz:iian ~chieves 
and affrrms in writing is rendered potentially revolution,ary throu~ its ~s<:nption ~ ~tory as 
production and publication, Brossard more th~ ~e French ~eonsts _of :;cnture fe~: locate 
women's writing in its social context. In her article Tender Skin My Mmd , Brossard _identifies the 
socio-psychological impetus from/in which the m?tiv~tion to wri~e. ste~ns. In order to wnte she argues 
one must "a) Know that one exists; b) have~ captivating and IJ?S1tive rrnag: of onese!f; c) resp~~d to 
some internal compulsion, even against one s will to put down m words one s perceptions and VISIOns 
of the world- to put it another way, one must want, consciously_ or ~ot, to make ~e _world a':"are of 
one• s existence; d) to feel profound dissatisfaction with the general1;Zations of the maJonty that disavow 
difference and ossify thought." (p. 180) However, for one to expenence the_ sense of self ~ecessary f~r 
writing one must first recognize one's membership in a group or commun~ty. W ~~en, m Brossard s 
view have a distinct culture and herstory which cuts across all class, racial, rehg1ous, and cultural 
divisions and, consequently, women constitute a subculture which, like all o~er marginalized g~ou?s, 
is "colonized". Similar to Ardner's thesis, Brossard argues that "being coloruzed mearIS 1:ot thinking 
for oneself, but thinking through others, putting one's emotions at the service of othe:s, ~ s~ort not 
existing, and above all being unable to find in the group one belongs to the sources of msprra~on and 
motivation essential to any artistic productio1:." (p .. 180-181)_ !here~ore, wome?-. and particularly 
lesbians must create through the sharing of therr stones a matrilmeal hter~ tradition from/thro_ugh 
which female creative expression will be nourished and sustained. Therefore, hke her Anglo-~enc an 
sisters, Brossard argues that it is only through/in a communal feminist ( con)text that women will be able 
to bring themselves into the wor(l)d. . . . . 
Brossard's texts, particularly Lav hers, gives expression to this fe?11Ill~t (con)te~t thr?ugh an 
intertextuallity and the image of the spira~. The_textLa~ hers c~~~l~de~ w1tI,1; a hs\?flesb1an ~?ters and 
utopian visions of a woman's continent m which the cortext IS wntten ~d enra~tured throug~ 
"those (women) who have signed". (p. 106) In (for_e )_gr~unding the_ moth~rs . words ~ the lov -~ers 
worldBrossard's text is (re)generated through a feffilillst rntertextuahty which1s absentrn ~e wn~gs 
of Cixous and Jrigarary. For Brossard the spiral also signifies "our (lesbian writers) desrre (which) 
enables us to set each other in motion toward sense." ("Tender Skin My Mind", P· 181) It ~so, as 
Barbara Godard explains in her introduction to Lav hers, "is Brossard's figur~ for conveymg the 
mobility, the multiplicity, the indeterminacy of the lesbian text." (P: 9) The sprral_ weaves tog~~er 
multiple textual threads to create a rich and intricate ta_pe~try of lesbian texture which through/1:1 ~ts 
multiplicity unravels the fabric of the Book and ':eates m 1~syl~ce 3:1 unautho::d, communal f~mmISt 
text. The spiral also puts into motionherstory and re(her)al1t1es . which destab1hze the_teleolog1cal and 
linear(im)pulseofmalevisionand time.InTheseOur Mothers Nicole ~?ugh them~ltiple (ex)changes 
in her sight/site (mother, daughter, lover), conceive (of) time and VISIOn as ~rc~1cal. P:-5 daugh_ter-
mother-lover Nicole experiences herself and the other (mother, daughter, lover) w1thout_mte?,11ed1ary 
without interruption." (p. 24) They are "couple and generation at one and the same trme. (p. 24) 
Therefore, like Julia Kristeva's thesis that "(the) two types of temporality (cyclical and ~onumental) 
are traditionally linked to female subjectivity insofar as the_ latter is tho~?ht of as necess~~r matern~ 
(thebiologicalrhythmsofthemenstrualcycle, gestation whicharerepetltlous and eternal) ( Women_ s 
Time", p. 17), Brossard (re)creates woman's monun_iental time.experienced ~om/through the body m 
a decentred doubled "cortex" which steals (voler) mto male trrne and lets 1t fly (voler) through the 
spiral.1 . . . • 
Through the metaphor of the spiral and ~e feffilillst i:itertextuallity Bross81:d (re)p~oduces ~e 
matrilineal literary tradition from/through which the secunty, as opposed .t~ anxiety, of n:fluence IS 
(re )generated. Therefore, as a mother brings herself into being through wntmg she also bnng_s about 
the delivery of her daughters' texts. In the labour of her writing she gives birth to ~ers~lf and m~uces 
the birth of her daughters. The mother-in-writing is both a birthing woman and a rmdw1fe who brmgs/ 
gives life to herself and her daughters through the word. Through/in wri?ng the mother and daughter 
revise the Oedipal script as told by Irigarary: "When the one of us comes mto the world, ~e ~ther goes 
underground. When the one carries life, the other one dies". ("And the One Doesn't ~trr w1~o~t ~e 
Other", p. 67) And the daughter's request" And what I wanted from you, Mother, was this: that m g1vmg 
me life, you still remain alive." (ibid) is granted in the wor(l)~. . . . 
The killing of the womb, therefore, begins the (trans )formation of Nicole as a subject II: p~ocess .. A 
process which unfolds not through a teleological and lin:ar develop?1ent but through a sh~llng senes 
of moments. The frrst two sections which situate the Oedipal drama m the mo~er-daughter s wor(l)ds 
brings about the separation of the daughter from mo~~r. f~om/through w~ch the dau~ter _ le~ 
language and her difference is (re )inforced. However, this lilltial stag~ also begins the mother s historre. 
Through/in the killing of the womb Nicole ceases to ~ a patriarch~ mother, 3;1d creates ~er 
"re(her)alities" which become inscribed in history through its (re )production as bo~k. ,;heory begins 
... when the breast or the small child moves way. Strategic wound or suspendedme:!11m~ (unnumber~, 
two after translator's preface). However, Nicole's book, as Godard has argued, retams a connection 
with the old maternal order of the breast and of touch as opposed to the paternal order of. the word 
through the very materiality of this book which she produces." ("L' ~er", p. 26) Her book 1s ~·matt~r 
and words". (p. 22) However, though it (fore)groun<l:5 the pre-Oed1pa! mother-daughter relationship 
through/In its materiality, the book ultimately necessitates the separation of the mother an~ daughter 
for its production. "My mother by absention, ~te so I ab~tain fro?1 Y?u." (p. 22), ~ough ~s pro~~~s 
of becoming originates in/from the pre-Oedipal phase, its culmination and creation ~ co~te~ IS 
contingent upon mother and daughter separation. For Brossard, unlike the French theonsts of ecnture 
feminine, women's writing does not so much express the fluidity of the mother and daughter bond but 
that of the mother's becoming in the wor(l)d.2 
The French theorists of ecriture feminine argue that the plurality, multiplicity and continuity which 
a mother and daughter experience before separation is the source and origin of fe~~ writing. Cix_ous 
writes: "In woman there is always, more or less, something of the mother reparrmg and feedmg, 
resisting separation ... Voice: milk that could go on forever. Fo~d again. The lost_moth~/bitter-lost. 
Eternity: is voiced mixed with milk ... There is always at least a little goodmo~e: ~ left m (wom3:1). 
She writes with white ink." (p. 93-94) Though Cixous argues that the female lib1dmal economy which 
inscribes the fluidity of the mother-child symbiosis in writing is not necessarily unique to the female 
sex she does stress that it is expressed more readily in women's discourse because women, unlike men 
hav'e "not erased the bisexuality latent in the girl as in the boy." (p. 85) In not creating "a monarchy of 
her body or her desire", Cixous writes, "woman's libido is cosmic.just as her unconscious is worldwide: 
her writing also cari go on and on ... " (p. 87-88) Therefore, similar to Chodorow ~ho ax:gues that because 
of the socio-psychological dynamics of the pre-Oedipal mother-daughter relationship, a woman does 
not develop an autonomous, separated, individuated sense of self, bu~ _rather one . def med and 
experienced in relation to others, Cixous believes that a woman and her wntmg are contmous, ~lural, 
in-process, because of the mother/daughter jouissance experienced in the ~leni~~ of the Irnag?1ary. 
Similar to Cixous, Irigarary (fore)grounds the mother-daughter relationship m her_ ~eones. of 
ecriture feminine. She argues that a "feminine feminine" as opposed to a "masculin: femlillile" e~1sts 
in the pre-Oedipal phase but is repressed into the unconsciouness through ~e resol~tion of the ~ed1pal 
complex. Like Cixous, she describes the feminine libidinal economy as ~ult1pl~ w~~hdefuses/diffus~ 
the phallogocentic unity and linearity. However, Irigarary locates this multiplicity not so much m 
:~:~::b{tting as in their ana~oi:ny and sexuality. Irigarary writes: "(Woman's) sexuality, always at 
Sex Which Isg~es e~n.~rther: it is plural··: Wo~an h~s s~x organs more or less everywhere". ("This 
. , ?t e , P: 28) However, like Cixous s bisexuality which conceives (of) difference 
t1g~~ :.:ttl~le sexuality ~eca~se it contains otherness allows for alterity. For both writers the 
e~lllne 1 1 ma econoi:iiy w~~h 1s characterized through feminine writing or by the female bod is 
d
d~frfi1ved fr~~ thf e pre-O~d1pal grr I s oneness with her mother and may be re-experienced through the .rin-
1 erence o the lesbian embrace. 
Though quite different from Cixous and Irigarary in her ex/positionin of "w " · 
~e;e::;::iJ~~~c/Se11!!ot~. ~~de! from/in ~e pre-Oedipal/Oedipal (c~n)text. ~:~a~t::: 
. gua.ge w 1c 1s expressed m the pre-Oedipal phase but later repressed throu h 
the res0Iut10n of the Oedipal complex disrupts the Symbolic through rhythm d d g 
mean· I d I , proso y, wor games 
Symb:11/~n:ss,h/3:1 . aughte~ de?nes the fe~~ine as a position or potential which subverts th; 
S mbolic ug m .1t~ margmah~. '!'h.e .femmm~, ~owever, like other forms of.resistance to the l th m;st rem.am~ the margms 1f 1t 1s to retam its revolutionary power. It must always/already 
eate~. e ymbohc without ever becoming a potential replacement for it M 
are P?s1.t1on~lly or ~otentionally subversive. In About Chinese Women Krist~va :ge~:=~ not tthall ':"ol men 
remam 1dent1fied with h th d th · . a e grr may 
identify with the fath er;;tho er~ us mtens1fy her pre-Oedipal semiotic characteristics or she may 
. er an us gam access to the Symbolic which will "censor the re-Oed· I 
and wipe out the last traces of dependence on the body of the mother " (p 29) plt . nl1ptha phf~e 
resolutio th t d b · . . . · · · 1s o Y e rrst 
define w;m a re~ . ers a su. v~rs1ve ~os!tlonmg. ?tough Kristeva is not "femininst" in her refusal to 
in w . an an m her reJ~t1on of ecnture femmme or parler femme as essentialist, her theo does 
d t or~mg fr~m the assumptio1: that the expression orrepression of the child's connection to the ?:iothe; 
reev:;::~s or her pla~e m. the Semiot.ic or Symbolic, positions the feminine as potentially 
However :i:dc3:gues, ~elr~1xous and In~arary, that it originates from/in the pre-Oedipal phase. 
• . e . ixous ~ 1garary, and hke Chodorow and Dinnerstei Kristeva D 
::::~:~::.~:; :'::~~i:;r;~c:;
0
~:~~ "i6;('~' the~other: ·~ passive ~:nc~~~:; 
Symbolic only through/from subversive (re )g~ner~tions. e mot er is t e other who can subvert the 
However, thou~ .Krist~~ a, Cixous and Irigarary differ in their (fore )groundin of the mate 
all, as recent fem1TUst cntics have observed - Tori! M . CI . D h g . rnal, they 
Stanto · · · 01, arre uc en and partlcularly Domna 
n, pos1t1on it as a metaphor. Claire Duchen argues that for Psych et Po childbirth fu · I 
asametaphor-as"amiseaumonde" "ab. . , . th , nctionson y 
. ... , rmgmg,commg to e world" The b · rth t h D h :~:~. ~1::ir:::~~~~::::~:i~e inprt~~ecuc~al prfodtuction, w~ch for .them, ;epl::t~r:~~ctr:n ~~ 
. . . uon o a ext, a woru. a woman's word. fo · · · lifi 
to words, hfe IS given to women who write themselves into existence " (p 63) Lik Durr g1vsmg e 
argues thatKristeva, Cixous andlri ar , al f . " · · e c en, tanton 
'real' or the historical " and "thg · ary ~ an 1:s O mothenn? are basically unconcerned with the 
symbolic and the ima ~·· " err noti~n o ~ maternal diff~rence centres exclusively on the 
cally brings about th! b:rth·of(pth.16J) F.o~CixoAusS, Irigarary, ?11d Kr1steva thematernalrolemetaphori-
. e 1emmme. s tanton points out· "c· 1 th ' femmity in the womb' and h ·1 th fi . . , · ixous ocates e essence of 
a1 s e emmme as the maternal sex'" ( 160) And rr· 
ref~rence to the ~other's body to evoke the fluidity and multiplicity of the ~~minine Eve~~( m~s 
resISts metaphysical catagorization depicts, as Stanton again shows "th f . ·. f .s eva w o 
m~temal, and unrepresented feminine sexuality as maternal J·ouiss~ce ,';(pe~~O)eMunctlon aths the 
wnters as we have seen, x/ · · th · · oreover, ese 
. ·/ ,, d e position e mother/daughter relationship as the metaphor for "feminin ·ty 
~;;::: w~i:er::~!:}~;:.:~~:~:r%~~::~~~a~~o.rically as the origi~ of ~he subv:rsive Semio~c. 
and the mother/daughter relationship are (trans)form:?-pr:g~ancy, brrthmg,. nursmg, nourishing, 
other (the feminine the semiotic) and not the th beas m~ P. ors to symbolically (re)present the 
As Iri . ' ' mo er commg m the wor(l)d. 
. . iarary, Ci~ous, and Kristeva position the mother's text metaphorically as the feminine-in-
;:~0~;~s:i t~~:tyly (;eg>rese: It: writing in the f~minine. F?r though Nicole's text is written 
.1 o. e mo er- aughter pre-Oedipal symb10sis, and the plurality of female 
:!11atot,l;1Y_:tnd sex~al1ty' particularly as it is multiplied in the lover's embrace, to become like Cixous 's 
sex a cortext - a textured self (m) th b d f ds · · ' 
into the wor(l)d In th I f-h " o er o y o wor ' it brmgs the mother and not the other 
· e anguage o er cortext" and through its irISc · · · th · 
~~~:r;:i~;/~~: (';;;: m~~e~s "~e(he:}alities" and herstory. Makes l~~::~i:at: ~:c~~~;:J:: 
. . ·. .er yn~ piece, The Face She Makes", Brossard writes, 'This at birth, 
explormg it, cove!mg It up with words, she has begun to translate her body. It is then tha'J:er mouth :::~t 1t;· ~en -the must dWu:ing all that time politicize her belly haunt it like the fiction that goes 
In e~ ave er way..... ith words, I redeem the births that I give, I take back the child echo th 
cry. exc ~ge for a text like a text." (p. 41-42) "From fictive to political" (p 92) N. 1 ' e 
emerg~s as history. It, in ~isteva' s view' (per)forms the impossible -defuses/diffuses ~:~ye ~i:~~ 
opens 1t up to the experience of (m)oth Thr h/. · · · ' 
(private/political) of woman from/in theire;:::_\e(he:)~iti:,;'~~ ~1c0Ie ((rhe)c:e)ates ~e fictions 
theconvulsiveh b·t t· · · · · · a way, s e IS working so that 
(She) want(s) to :e~: :1ta:~~s to~ male as in a c~n~emporary pr.actice of.lobotomy will be lost. 
ends These Our Mothers. e orm o women orgaruzmg m the traJectory of the species." And so 
mo~e;~:;: !e :;;(~~· Ending the Father's Book in the beginning of our Mother's text. Our 
; ~zmfii";b~eddist~ Cixo~ for t~is play on the word vol er. See The Newly Born Woman p 90 
e o owing cussionofCuous,lrigarary andKristevac 'de h · · ' : · 
positioning of the mother's text For a comp, he . l o_rui rs t eirtheories only msofaras they relate to Brossart! sex/ 
· re ruive ana ysis of these theorists see Toril Moi and Claire Duchen. 
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PERSISTENT PATTERN 
by Paul Dutton 
In his introduction to the 1985 edition of 20th Century Poets.and Poetics (Toronto: Oxford University 
Press), Gary Geddes announces his removal of the previous edition' s "token section on Concrete 
poetry" (i .e., visual poetry of the 1950s and '60s), as a result of his having "lost some of the innocence 
and catholicity" that had once made him "smile favourably on poetic fashions" that he now considers 
"interesting but of limited significance" (p. xvi). It is ironic that on the very next page he remarks that 
"Karl Shapiro once described poetry as a way of seeing things." Yes, yes, I know ... the Shapiro quote 
employs a figurative use of the term "seeing"; but the irony remains. And it remairIS as evidence of a 
greater innocence than Geddes perhaps realizes, for his failure even to remark on the wealth of visual 
poetry beyond the specific category of concrete bespeaks either innocence or unwarranted rejection of 
the visual poetry that continued to be created through the '70s and '80s and shows signs of carrying on 
into the '90s (more of all that towards the end of this essay). Let' s allow for an abrupt and wholesale 
rejection of the geme by all poets. We 're still left with Geddes discounting a mode of creation that has 
occupied at least part of the energies of a sizeable number of poets throughout four recent decades of 
the century his anthology purports to represent (I modify "decades" with "recent" because the visual 
poetry of the teens and '20s of this century - by the futurists and dadaists - was composed in 
languages other than English, which language Geddes' anthology pertairIS to ... and which modifier 
should properly be included in his title). Seems like more than "a fashion" to me. 
Perhaps Geddes' problem is terminology. "Concrete poetry" applies very specificially to the letter-
oriented visual poetry of the '50s and '60s, but only a casuist or a fool would divorce that movement 
from the activity that has since persisted in Britain, the U.S., and Canada, or from the broader European 
phenomenon of "poesia visiva". This latter term is specific to visual poetry using photographic 
elements. But let's - to alter the cliche - call a digging implement a goddam digging implement, 
instead of a spade, a shovel, a post-hole digger, or a trowel: they all dig; and concrete poetry, typewriter 
poetry, xerographic poetry, or poesia visiva all combine language and vision (in the physical sense -
though not just that). 
It is not my intention here to enumerate or discourse on the poets of the present who follow the impulse 
to integrate literary and visual sensibilities (though, as suggested in my first paragraph, I will remark 
a little on them at a later point), but rather to make clear, through a discussion of poet Dick Higgins' 
Pattern Poetry: Guide to an Unknown Literature (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1987), 
that the impulse is an enduring one, putatively evidenced since about 1700 B.C. and definitely so since 
the early centuries of the Christian era. 
Let's start with the title. In his glossary, Higgins defines pattern poetry as "the commonest term for 
visual poems from before 1900 in which the letter, words or lines are arrayed to make up visual images." 
He offers, in his concluding chapter, a more detailed definition, arrived at, as good scholarship dictates, 
by explication and argument on the basis of the material presented throughout the body of the book. I 
should make clear that this is very much a scholarly book - and one that meets the highest academic 
standards. It is expressly not an anthology: the illustrations (207 b&w, mostly line-shots, with a few 
half-tones, plus one additional colour reproduction on the cover) amply support Higgins' points and are 
themselves worth the price of puchase; but they are a mere sampling of the 2000 or so works that HiggirIS 
deals with. Those works have been collected, through twenty years of painstaking research, from almost 
every written language - ancient and modem - of the western world; and there are disclosures of 
analogous works in eastern languages, from Sanskrit to Chinese. Higgins, with assistance from 
specialists in numerous languages, has turned up poems in simple geometric shapes ( e .g., rhombus and 
pyramid) and in the forms of cross, egg, syrinx (pan-pipes), altar, bottle, urn, heart, star, labyrinth, mitre, 
and hour-glass - to name some of the more common ones. The fact that even those who have pursued 
literary studies at the highest levels are apt to recognize only the merest handful of these poems (the 
student of English literature will likely be aware of Herbert 's "Easter Wings", Herrick's "The Pillar of 
Fame", and Carroll's famous mouse-tail poem) indicates the extent to which the form has been ignored. 
Academics and others have, as Higgins recounts, frequently inveighed agairISt pattern poetry, while the 
poets of various ages have continued to create it. So Professor Geddes' dismissal of this century's 
expression of the intermedial form of visual poetry is in line with a certain tradition. 
Higgins uses the word "guide" in his subtitle advisedly. The book is essentially an annotated catalogue 
of all the pattern poems he has been able to locate - as well as some that so far exist only in rumour 
or that are claimed to be pattern poems but that he finds not to fit the category. The catalogue section 
of the book is organized by language and literature. Within each of these divisions are further 
chronological divisions and within the chronologies there is an alphabetical sequence of all the poets 
within that period who are known to have written pattern poems. All known pattern poems composed 
· by or attributed to each poet are listed under the respective name. Higgins refers to these listings as "raw" 
and so they are, for the most part. The rawness is offset, however, by discursive elements, not the least 
of which are the opening remarks and occasional closing ones that HiggirIS provides for the various 
language sections and/or chronological divisions. In the poem-listings proper, HiggirIS provides a terse 
description ("a colored rose", "a wheel of fortune", "a goblet", etc.); title, if the piece has one; full 
bibliographic information, including page-references, for all appearances of the poem, in either 
publication(s) or manuscript-information keyed in short form to the detailed bibliography of sources, 
which includes close to a thousand entries; and any editorial remarks he feels moved to offer. These 
latter are sometimes comments on the cleverness or literary quality of the work (HiggirIS makes a 
distinction between that which is excellent and that which is merely charming), at other times a remark 
on its rarity within the particular literature or some other such significant attribute, and occasionally a 
welcome gratuitous barb, as when he refers to "this pyramid, which is really shaped prose (but more 
poetic than the author's poetry)". 
While Higgins record is exhaustive, he makes no claim for its being definitive and. in fact, repeatedly 
points to areas where further research is called for, either to resolve certain controversies or to unearth 
pattern poems in languages that bear all indications of having them, but in which they have not come 
to light. This is by no means a short-coming of the book, which will more than satisfy anyone with an 
interest in the area. So thorough is Higgins that he even includes a chapter on analogous forms in western 
literature, such as acrostics, shaped prose, sound poetry, puzzle poetry, and the °Iike. And not only does 
he scout the territory of Eastern literatures to inform us of analogues there, he includes two appendices, 
by a Chinese and an Indian scholar respectively, who each provide brief commentaries on such 
traditions in their literatures. One can only stand in awe of the man's passion and thoroughness; and one 
suspects that he stands somewhat in awe of it himself, since he states in his foreword that, had he known 
how long his research would occupy him, he would probably not have undertaken it. Myself, I utter a 
little prayer of thanks that he didn't know. 
The book is an eye-opener, in more ways than one. We learn, for instance, that among the many 
anonymous and the many more obscure practitioners of the art of pattern poetry are such as Simmias 
of Rhodes (ca. 325 B.C.), Rabelais, Goethe, and Victor Hugo (Hugo's efforts in the area are, we learn, 
excluded from his collected works). We are also treated to a reproduction of.one full issue of Portuguese 
poet Jose Gonzalez Estrada's 19th-century publication El Piston, which contains one of the uncollected 
Hugo poems and "alleged texts from Pompeii ... and by Pythagoras". There's also a 15th century piece 
by Pope Pius II within the text of which there is depicted (in what we are told is red-highlighted type) 
the profile of a tiaraed head with a prominent nose ... possibly a papal self-caricature? 
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Anyone whose appetite is whetted by Pattern Poetry for a first-hand (first-eye?) encounter with some 
of the rare books that contain these various treasures, will find in it just about everything they need to 
get to them except the air-fare, so meticulous and thorough is the reference-book Higgins has compiled. 
He suggests in his foreword that the body of literature he has investigated sets up paradigms "for the 
literary and cultural historian, the theoretician, the comparative literature specialist, and the graphic arts 
student. "It also offers a rich realm of information for any individual with an interest in or curiosity about 
visual poetry, not to mention the poet who has turned his hand to such work. 
Higgins himself falls into the latter category, though by no means exclusively: his textual poetry (as 
opposed to visual, though visual poetry obviously includes text) being well-respected both in his native 
United States and in many countries abroad. He participated in the concrete movement of the '50s and 
'60s ( that passing fad eschewed by the more mature Geddes) and it was his involvement in that which 
led to the project whose completion is now gratefully welcomed. As Higgins well knows ( and so asserts 
in Pattern Poetry), 20th-century visual poetry does not derive from the intermedial antedecent of 
pattern poetry. There is little evidence to support any contention (not that there's been such) that the 
dadaists and futurists were working from any know ledge of pattern poetry, and it is clear that the same 
is true of the concretists and, doubtless, their successors. Some of those "successors" were concretists 
themselves, which remark brings me to the promise I earlier made to comment some on current visual 
poetry. 
I'm no expert in the area, but, as an interested observer and occasional practitioner of visual poetry, I 
am aware of a few things. In no particular order, and very much off the top of my head, I note the 
following facts. British "concretist" Bob Cobbing is still creating visual poetry, now using computer 
and xerographic technology, rather than the typewrite,r and mimeo media with which he gained fame. 
British painter-poet Tom Phillips continues his tre3:ted-text series, A Humwnen.t, along with related 
works. In the U.S., Ronald Johnson ( another so-called "concretist") has moved beyond the specifics of 
concrete poetry with his incorporation of visual elements in his magnum opus, Ark (latest publication, 
1984). Similarly, the late Canadian poet bpNichol moved beyond "concrete" (I use quotation marks 
because I find that - despite my respect for the careful categorical distinctions employed by Higgins 
in Pattern Poetry - such distinctions reach a point of irrelevance) in the visual elements he used in the 
later books of his magnum opus, The Martyrology (Nichol also pushed the limits of verbal-visual 
intermedia with vast numbers of hand-drawn letter-figure poems). Canadian poetSteveMcCaffery still 
uses such visual techniques as hand-drawn letters or figures in his work (Evoba, for instance, published 
in 1989). Even so "mainstream" a Canadian poet as Brian Henderson has published a purely visual 
work, The Alphamiricon. Continuing with writers in Canada, we have bill bissett, John Riddell, Jars 
Balan, jw curry, W .M. Sutherland, Gerry Shikatani, and Pierre-Andre Arcand ( to name, as they say, but 
a few) who work with visual poetry, either exclusively or partially. In the States, such names as Karl 
Young and Karl Kempton come to mind as visual poets of note (I know there are many more, but, as 
I said, I'm no expert). Beyond individuals, there are the publications, both American and European, that 
carry visual-poetic works, either exclusively or regularly: Kaldron, Score, Lost and Found Times, 
Industrial Sabotage, DOC(K)S and Rampike (to name, again, but a few). I understand that the number 
of publications world-wide that are devoted to visual poetry have declined in recent years, but the 
number of them that still exist are testimony enough to the prevalence of work in the area. And I do mean 
"prevalence", for the work prevails rather than dominates, which latter no one would dare to suggest. 
A few other points. The American visual poet, Karl Kempton, is at present compiling an anthology of 
North American visual poetry in the' 80s. In this year (1989), poets working in the visual field have been 
issued invitations to twe exhibits of visual poetry, one in Czechoslovakia, one in France, the latter in 
conjuction with the annual AGRIPPA Rencontres lnternationales de Poesie Contemporaine in 
Provence, France, which each year includes an exhibit of visual poetry in tandem with its week of 
readings. Speaking of France, Air France, in a publicity campaign slotted for release in 1990, will issue 
runs of 31 posters bearing visual poems by poets in 29 countries and two territories. And as long as 
posters have come into it, let's note that Jirf Kolar ( another of the concretists) was commissioned to do 
the poster for the 1986 Roland Garros (French Open Tennis Championship). Kolar also had a solo 
exhibit at the prestigious Galerie Lelong in Paris in the summer of 1989. I've caught wind of, but have 
no specific details on. an exhibition of visual poetry at the Guggenheim in New York in the spring of 
1989. ;\gain, no details, but I'm told that there is an exhibit of 3500 years of visual poetry planned for 
1991 in Denmark. 
Let's see now ... that's 3500 years, minus 1991 years, equals 1509 years. So it looks like the organizers 
of the Danish exhibit see visual poetry as traceable to 1509 B.C. That's close enough for me (what's 
a couple hundred years where art is concerned?) to the 1700 B.C. that I cited earlier in this essay as the 
putative first evidence of visual poetry. Higgins, in Pattern Poetry, refers to the "Phaistos Disk" of, 
roughly, 1700 B.C. as possibly the first known instance of pattern poetry. But we all know how fussy 
he is about "pattern" as opposed to purely "visual" poetry, so visual poetry has probably been around 
even longer. It's certainly around now, however much some anthologists choose to ignore the fact. 
[PatternPoetry: A Guide toan UnknownLiterature is published by State University of New York Press, 
State University Plaza, Albany, New York 12246, USA. Paper US$19.95; Cloth US$56.50] 
A CONSPIRACY OF TECHNIQUE: 
JAMES DICKEY'S ALNILAM 
by Jim Francis 
In his novel Alnilam James Dickey does something unprecedented: he exploits the conventions of the 
espionage thriller to create a text that is neither a genre spoof nor a mainstream novel in disguise. 
Genre conventions have been satirized by many eminent writers, including George Bowering 
(westerns), Richard Brautigan (hard-boiled detective stories), and Thomas Berger (western. hard-
boiled, and espionage). And genre writers of exceptional ambition have managed, on occasion, to 
transcend the trappings of their craft. (Within the realm of espionage fiction the novels of John Le Carre 
are widely acknowledged as being something more than mere "spy yarns".)1 
With Alnilam James Dickey has upped the ante for writers who want to explore genre conventions 
without producing either satire or realistic novels in drag. Alnilam is steeped in the trappings of the 
espionage thriller, but it is- almost entirely without suspense. Detailed, realistic settings and characters 
are present in the text from beginning to end, but the conflict that dominates the novel is philosophical 
rather than realistic, and Dickey uses a number of strategies to position the weight of the reader's 
imaginative engagement within this conflict of philosophies. It is the technique of Dickey's text, in 
relation to e~pionage fiction conventions, that focuses attention on the conflict of philosophies that 
would have otherwise constituted a sub-text. 
The espionage fiction conventions are introduced via the plot: a secret society of elite pilot trainees 
at a U.S. Air Force base (the story takes place over five days, during World War II) believe that the senior 
officers at the base are covering up the base commander's murder of their leader. No body was 
recovered from the wreck of the plane the young man was flying, and the base commander was in the 
air at the time of the "accident". Not everyone is convinced that the boy is actually dead. The father of 
the boy, who has never seen his own son. and who has recently been blinded by an undiagnosed case 
of diabetes, comes to the training base to delve into the circumstances of his son's death. Everyone at 
the base, however, is ignorant of the fact that he has never known his son, and the blind father- the 
protagonist of the novel- misrepresents himself. In essence, he takes on the role of a secret agent. 
The philosophical conflict is a simple one: psycholo~y. vs ~etaphysics. As soon. as he arrives at the 
base, the father is "courted"by both sides. The base adm1mstrat1on ts aware of the existence of the secret 
society of trainees, and considers them a predictable but nevertheless d_angerous product of the 
environment, i.e. the secret group of boys is the inevitable result of placmg a l~ge group of la~e 
adolescents in an institution dominated by principles of discipline. The explanattons and anal~sts 
offered to the blind father derive from principles of developm~ntal ps~cho!o~y and group d~nam1~s. 
The young men in the group of cadet flyers (their secret society, which 1s m commumcatton ~1th 
chapters at other bases, is called Alnilam - named f?r the centre_ star in the bel~ of the ~onstellatton 
Orion the Hunter) have a mystical vision of perfect flight, and believe that the blmd mans. son would 
soon have been able to"flywithoutaplane"ifhehadnotbeenmurdered. And they areplanrung to stage 
a "demonstration" during the class's upcoming graduation ceremony. . 
Within a conspiracy-drenched atmosphere James Dickey manages to tum the attentton ~f the re~der 
to the competition between psychology and metap~ysic~ for ~e soul o_f a man recently depnved of sight, 
a man who is discovering and exploring his own imaginative capacity. . . 
One of the most common phrases used to praise a plot-centred novel a~ut espionage and c.~nsp~acy 
is "page turner". The interest of the reader is almost entirely focussed on what happ~ns ne~t . Alnilam 
uses a number of techniques to undermine this focus on the sequence of the narrative. Dickey forces 
the reader to linger rather than rush - and the boo~ is 768 pages lo~g. 
Alnilam begins in a seemingly straightforwar.d thir? person ~arrattve. Th~.first pages ar.~ ve~ s~ow 
moving and very precise, but this is not exceptional m and of itself. Many ~age turners begm m a 
similar manner, thus emphasizing by juxtaposition the acceleration of narrative sequen~e ~hat _takes 
place a few pages further on. In Alnilam, however, this.b~g~ing_is both more and less md1cattve of 
the technique of the text as a whole. The attention to detail ts mam~m:d thro~gh the novel, '.111d ~e pace 
never accelerates - if anything it slows down even more. More s1gmficant 1s th~ manner m whi~h the 
perspective is manipulated. The degree of omniscience shif~ repe~tedly and without explanatton or 
overt textual indication. And Dickey soon introduces afractunng device that further retards the progress 
of the narration of events. . . . 
Approximately thirty percent of Alnilam consists of split page narrati?n. The page is split mto two 
columns. One column (in boldface and on the left, giving it a double prommence)_repres~nts an extreme 
close-up on the consciousness of the blind protagonist. The other column contmues, m altered form, 
the dominant and graphologically familiar main text.2 
The boldface left column narration is restricted to the protagonist's point of view. This narrative is 
dominated by long, grammatically complex - sometimes fractur~d -: sent~nces. ~e language is 
lyrical and image-dense, and the passages often require several readmgs 1f oi_ie lS to decipher the sense 
of the narration. The chronological relationship between this column and the nghthandcolumn ch~ges 
frequently, and changes without graphological or textual notificatio~. Some~es the ~rotagoru~t's 
thoughts are distracted from his immediate surroundings, and havenothmg to ~o with w~atts haI_'Pe~g 
around him. He is in a sort of reverie. Consequently, he may not be aware of information that lS bemg 
communicated to the reader via the right hand column. At other times long passages are inserted 
between statements from other characters that are actually continuous in the dialogue. In the overt 
chronology of the text, milliseconds pass for the other characters while the protagonist travels through 
an inner memory-scape covering a large number of events takin_g place over a ~~an of years. 
The right hand column continues the narration of the grapholog1cally mo~e ':Tadi~io~al P.art of the text. 
It is almost completely continuous with the main narration. Two charactensllcs d1stm?msh n~t hand 
column text from the main text. The right hand column is in the same type as the mam nan:atton, but 
the shift from the full page text to the split page text always ~curs at. the end of a paragr~ph~ with a small 
blank space separating the two types of text. Also the mam narratton concentrates pnnc1pally_on the 
consciousness of the protagonist. It is less lyrical and less dense than the left column of ~e split-page 
sections (though it has large quantities of these characteristics itself), and sometimes 1t enters the 
consciousness of characters other than the narrator in an abrupt, idiosyncratic manner. When the page 
splits, the right hand column continues with the prim~ narrative, a~ least insofar as it maintains the 
same degree of omniscience. But in this mode the pnmary narrative always concentrates on the 
consciousness of characters other than the protagonist. 
In combination. the two columns of text present an additional problem: how to read? In some 
instances there is a rough alternation of emphasis, or gaps in one column or the other, that allow the 
reader to move comfortably back and forth between the two columns. Sometimes, however, both 
columns run continuously for several pages. An impatient ~ead_er migh~ simply rea~·one col;1rnn and 
then the other. But this avoids the problem rather than resolvmg 1t. What 1S r~urred, if the r~~er wants 
to "comprehend" rather than merely "consume", is the kind ~f pat.ient read~g and r~-readmg that one 
gives to graphologically demanding poetry. This, of course, 1s en~ely ~ons1~tent ;"1th the larger ~dy 
of James Dickey's writing. His many volumes of poetry (Alnilam 1s Dickey s first novel smce 
Deliverance in 1970) illustrate his awareness of the importance of the positioning of words on a pa~e, 
and the relationship to each other of carefully positioned words. In Alnilam Dickey does not exerctSe 
the precise control apparent in his poetry, but Dickey's technical expertis: as a poet lends cred~nce to 
the assumption that there is more to be discovered in his column~ than therr ove:t content. And mdeed 
the process of moving back and forth between the columns, readmg and re-r~admg, eventually ~eates 
a sense of moment for the reader, an understanding that has more to do with a gestalt than with the 
narration of events (however all inclusive one makes the interpretation of the words "events"). 
Finally, the entire text of Alnilam is without chapter breaks. There are occasional scene bre~, but 
these breaks are significant primarily as representing shifts in narrative tone. The new "scene" 1s often 
chronologically continuous with the previous one. The book is, as indicated above, 768 pages Ion~. 
Inevitably the reader must choose break points - the bladder can only hold out _fo~ so long - ~d this 
creates arbitrary punctures in the narrative that require a recovery process. :n1s mvolves a ht~ of ~e-
reading that will gradually return the reader to the narrative steam somewhere~ or around the.arb1tranly 
chosen break point. This does, however, create an emphasis on the necessarily re-read porttons of the 
text. The significance of this process will, of course, vary from one :eader to ~other, ?ut the proc~ss 
itself is virtually inescapable. Bookmarks notwithstanding, the density and lynca~ quality of the enttre 
text- split page sections and main text-make it impossible to simpl~ jum~ b~ck mto the. story exactly 
where one left off. If the reader tries to do this the results are confusion. d1zzmess, vertigo. 
Why set up and then defeat "thriller" expectations in this complex manner? What purpose ~ served 
by distributing remarkably little action over a vast number of pages that demand careful readmg, and 
often require re-reading? . 
The answer lies in the tug of war between psychology/military administration and metap~ys1~s/the 
members of Alnilam. The blind father is poised between these two forces, '.111d ~ha~_penruts ~ to 
refuse to choose between the two is the developing power of his own tmagmatton. In Alnilam 
imagination is the great redeeming characteristic of human consciousness. ,And the ~dependent, 
intrinsic force of imagination is not to be understood by means of psychology o~ metaphy.s1cs.' for these 
are subjugating forces that would divert imagination from its own purposes. This realizatton lS bro.ught 
to the reader in an additive process, psychology and metaphysics each pulling a bit harder~ seducmg a 
bit more lasciviously, clamoring a bit more stridently as the nove! pro~esss~s. Progress~g concur-
rently is the viability of imagination as its own purpose rather than m subJugatton to the rauonal or the 
mystical. 
Notes 
1. Paul Auster' s New York Trilogy, which uses the conventions of detective fiction to explore the nature of human 
consciousness, refuses ready categorization -the three dark-toned novels are anything but satire, and they are 
not realistic texts in disguise. But there is an agreement between the conventions of detective fiction- a genre 
where identity is of paramount concern - and Auster' s attempts to isolate the very soul of his characters. James 
Dickey moves in the opposite direction, evoking and then suspending the traditional relationship between "text" 
and "reader" in espionage fiction. 
2. This "split page" technique is not entirely without precedent, not even without precedent in the reahn of genre-
derived literature. Science fiction writer Samuel R. Delany (co-editor of avant garde science fiction journal 
Quark) has used a similar device in his novel Dhalgren. In that case, however, the main text (in third person) 
continued unbroken around a boldfaced, left column series of excerpts from a journal kept by the protagonist. 
In Alnilam the left column of the split page cannot apologize for itself by pretending to be a document; it is a 
part of the text, lays no claim to a separate existence, cannot in any way be separated from iL 
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PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED 
- Journals & Magazines 
Afterimage continues to offer socio-politically aware theory, reviews, criticism, listings & documentation of 
photo works & film. A definitive survey of current works from the U.S. & abroad. Recent issue, vol. 17 /# 1 offers 
articles on new autobiography in film, militarism and MIT, & images of people with aids, necessary reading for 
photographers & artists alike. c/o 31 Prince St., Rochester, N.Y. 14607 USA 
A~cade features contemporary Quebec & French writing. No. 16 features "femmes et psychoanalyse", an interview 
with Carole Masse, and text by France Theoret as well as a wide range of others. Serious, engaging and erudite, 
of truly international calibre, intelligently edited by Claudine Bertrand. c/o C.P. 493, Succursale Snowdon, 
Montreal, Quebec, Canada H3X 3T7 
~r~s In fo~mation of~ers informed critical theory on art & writing, politics, graphics, interviews & reviews 
mumately m touch with the ebb and flow of the east coast. Sensitively & sensibly edited by Joan Sullivan. P.O. 
Box 6371, St. John's, Newfoundland, Canada AlC 619 
Atti~us Review is a journal of poetry, fiction, graphics, & criticism edited by the intrepid Harry Polkinhom and 
David Quattrociocchi. A southern Calif omian view of world writing. Recent # 17 issue features a wild whirl of 
gra~hic images by Dick Higgins, John Stickney, Ronald Rosen, Mike Mikowski, Jake Berry & others. Also 
available through Atticus is Ruined Concrete a chapbook of thought-provoking poetry by Hugh Knox. c/o 720 
Heber Ave., Calexico, Calif. 92231 USA 
Ba_bbl_e ~ntinues to offer a mixe~ bag of very new graphics, visual narratives, bizarre texts & inserts. Exploratory, 
uninhibited, and fresh today. Edited by Mr. Bones. c/o 660 Queen St. W., Toronto, Ontario, Canada M6J 1E5 
B~rderl ines, an. eclecti~ rang~ _of cultural an~lysis, including interviews, criticism, reviews, & large format graphics 
with a challe~gmg socio-poliucal angle. Edited by loan Davies. c/o Bethune College, York University, 4700 Keele 
St., Downsview, Ontario, Canada M3J 1P3 
The Carleton Literary Review, recent issue Vol. iv/#2, introduces a number of new talents from the Ottawa region, 
plus a number or established artists. ~s issue includes poetry by internationally renowned poet Pierre Joris, as 
well as progress~ve poetry, prose, graphics & photos by Louis Cabri, Louis Lama & rogermanderscheid. Box 41, 
18th Floor, Davidson Dunton Tower, Carleton University, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada KlS 5B6 
G_a?i/a~o Review continues to feature recent poetry, fiction, strong graphics, useful criticism & reviews with a 
nsmg tide of west-coast perspectives. Recent issue features Erin Moure, Karen Petersen, J. Michael Yates & others. 
2055 Purcell Way, North Vancouver, B.C., Canada V7J 3H5 
CEPA Quarterly features contemporary culture & politics, critical theory, reviews & documentation of recent 
works from the CEPA Gallery. Sculpture, photo, performance, film, video, information on workshops. 700 Main 
Street, 4th Floor, Buffalo, N.Y. 14202 USA 
Cross-C~nada Writer's Magazine offers grass-roots poetry, fiction, essays, & reviews. News & information on 
current literary events as well as coverage of more established writers. An alternative to the alternatives. P.O. Box 
277, Station F, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4Y 2L7 
parkn:rve, a xerox potpourri in ta~ format: som~thing lik_e Rampike's. Number 3 issue features religion & ritual, 
mtervie~s, Baboon Dooley conucs, cormc/satire by Richard Kostelanetz, and David Jay Brown's detailed 
confession of how he was eat.en by an extraterrestrial. Includes reviews on small press publications. Darknerve re-
rout~s the synapses of the bram, and takes you on a detour to the eye of your own personal psychic hurricane. Edited 
by Jrm Lough. 267 - 28th Street, San Francisco, California, 94131 USA 
pescant features solid w?ting, challenging criticism within an elegant format, edited by Karen Mulhallen. Latest 
issue 64/65 features a wide rang~ of works related.to cinema. This "Filmsound" issue includes works by Josef 
Skvorecky, Jo_se Arroyo, John Mills-Cockell, Caroline Woodward and others, with plenty of juicy graphics. P.O. 
Box 314, Stauon P, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5S 2S8 
Estuaire _give~ voice to the rece~t genera~ons of Quebec writers. Texts in French include works by Oaude 
Beausoleil, _Nicole Bross~~d, Louise Cotnoir, Jean-Paul Daoust, Michael Delisle, Lucien Francoeur, Madeleine 
Gagn~n, Michel Gay, Philippe Haeck and many others, superlative quality, virtually a who's who of Quebec and 
especially Montreal writers. C.P. 337, succ. Outremont, Montreal, Quebec, Canada H2V 4Nl 
Factsheet Five edited ~y Mike Gunderl~y f~a~ures intelligent, concise reviews of literally thousands of magazines 
each year. Factsheet Five named Ramptke m its exclusive "Editor's Choice" list of the finest magazines available 
~~~:!~lo they must know what they're doing. An invaluable sourcebook. c/o 6 Arizona Ave., Rensselaer, N. Y. 
f!'use ~agazine_ features important commentary on the arts including texts on political theory & practice, critiques, 
mterviews, revi_ews, photo-documents etc, and a coherent & enlightened political perspective. 183 Bathurst Street, 
Toronto, Ontano, Canada MST 2R7 
Hi~h Performance continues to offer the best reportage on performance art, including reviews, serious critical 
a~cl:s, plenty of phot~s.c_overing _int~mational events. Each issue features a special feature article on a specific 
arust s work. THE definitive pubhcauon in this field. c/o Astro Artz 240 S. Broadway 5th Floor LA Calif 
90012-3664 USA ' ' ' . ., . 
Ice River,~ magazine of speculativ_e writing, contemporary music and fantastic art. No. 4 issue features superb texts 
and ~raphics by I~an Arguelles, Michael Chocholak, Ursula Le Guin. Edited by David Memmott. / ce River, a serni-
lummous strand m the warp and weft of a macaronic society. 953 N. Gale, Union, Oregon, 97883 USA 
Impulse, well into its second decade of nouveau-pop art including fiction, interviews, architecture fashion & 
~~~tography. Strong graphic sensibility, a model of elegant design. 16 Skey Lane, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M6J 
l~ter off_ers reports, ~ritical theory, ~ocumentations, plenty of photos and visuals in a splashy design. A fresh and 
sumulatmg presentation of ~rovocauve works by artists about artists. A fresh alternative to museum drawing-room 
hype or other more convenu~al art mags. B~ld & hip with full-colour cover and eye-grabbing graphics. In French 
a~d edited by Guy Durand, Richard Martel, Pierre Monat, Alain-Martin Richard, latest issue features Gilles Arteau, 
Vice et Vertu, Roger Ely, Guy Bourassa & Marianne Heske. c.p. 277, Haute-Ville, Quebec, Canada GlR 4P8 
In Th_is Corner is_ a fairly n~w magazine of fiction, art and attitude with a serious surrealistic sensibility, recent Vol. 
1/#5 issuefeatunng Andreis Codrescu and Francesco Oemente. Edited by Mark Norton. P.O. Box 17341 Denver 
Color. 80217 USA ' 
J o":nal of Wild Culture is a step ahead_ of the others in its recognition of the important inter-relationship between 
en~onment and cultu~. In~ud_es a wild foods guide, fiction, strong graphics, photos, on the condition of local 
habitat, ecol?gy &_ the ~agmauon. Plenty of food for thought here. Also check out JWC' s series of walk/talks 
hosted by sumulaung _wnters. Associated with the Society for the Preservation of Wild Culture. 158 Crawford 
Street, Toronto, Ontano, Canada M6J 2V 4 
Levres Urbaines, a serie~ of chapbooks edited by Oaude Beausoleil & Michael Delisle, featuring current works 
o~ poetry, ~rose and hybnd texts, by challenging Quebec writers, French and English, including Francis Catalano, 
~se Fontame, Joseph Bonenfant, Yollande Villemaire, Karl Jirgens, Andrea Moorhead Pierre Joris. Occasional 
is~ues are dedicated to ind~vidu~l.writers: such as# 15 - Michael Delisle,# 16-Pauline Harvey, & # 18 -Antonio 
D Alfonso. Levres Urbames, its whats on the lips of the urbane in Quebec. c/o 3700 Ave Pare Lafontaine 
Montreal, Quebec, Canada H2L 3M4 ' 
Lightworks features new ~ experimental art with a strong focus on bold photos and graphics. Stimulating 
d~umentary and challengmg recent artworks, including "art as recycling" in the recent issue 19. Provocatively 
edi~ed by Charlton Burch, G~ry _Vasilash & William K. Dobbs. A glistening gem, Lightworks illuminates & 
enlightens. P.O. Box 1202, Birmmgham, Michigan 48012 -1202 USA 
Line, a jou~al of conteml?°ra~ writing and its modernist sources, editors include George Bowering and Peter 
Qua~ermam. Recent #12 i~sue mcludes top drawer writing by Robin Blaser, Lola Lemire Tostevin, Fred Wah, 
Louis Dud~k and a memor:ial b~oadsheet dedicated to bp nichol. Also, a special Line edition; Tracing the Paths 
an. ext~nsive study on Nichols Martyrology. Get on line, read Linet c/o English Department, Simon Fraser 
Uruvemty, Burnaby, B.C., Canada V5A 1S6 
Lost & Found Times edited by the induplicable John M. Bennet is a xerox publication featuring hard-core concrete 
text & graphics, not for the light of mind or intestinally weak. The Nation has said that the Lost & Found Times 
insults - the past 3000 years of literature. 137 Leland Ave., Columbus, Ohio 43214 USA 
Malahat Review, for years one of the finest in Canada, or anywhere, currently edited by Constance Rooke. Get 
ready for the "Long Poem" issue which will feature winners from the "Long Poem" contest. c/o University of 
Victoria, P.O. Box 1700, Victoria, B.C., Canada V8W 2Y2 
MaLLife, a xerox chapbook of visual and textual surprises put together by bomb-shelter propaganda, the same 
people who brought you Miekal And' s amazing book Mores and Jake Berry's chapbook Idiot Menagerie . MaLLife 
#16 features a vortex of texts & graphics, amazing full colour inserts, mini-books, foldouts, texture things for 
curious fingers, and curious eyes. Edited by Mike Miskowski. c/o P.O. Box 12268, Seattle, Wash. 98102 USA 
Mattoid magazine is a thought-provoking literary journal out of Deakin University in Australia. Includes recent 
poetry, prose, graphics, interviews, reviews etc. on Australian & international writers. c/o School of Humanities, 
Deakin University, Victoria, Australia 3217 
M etronom is a stimulating large format publication in Spanish with some English translation & plenty of excellent 
visuals produced by "del Centre de Documentacio d' Art Actuel" in Barcelona, Spain. Superlative bold graphics, 
documentation, theory, poetry, prose, listings etc. Includes recent innovative Spanish, European & North 
American works. c/o CDAA (Centre de Documentacio D' Art Actuel), Carrer de las Fussina - 9, 08003 Barcelona, 
Espanya - Spain 
Open Letter "A Canadian Journal of Writing and Sources", edited by Frank Davey. Contributing editors; George 
Bowering, Steve McCaffery, John B. Mays, Fred Wah. Explores new directions in critical theory. Provocative 
post-structuralisms. Necessary reading for aficionados of critical thought. 104 Lyndhurst Avenue, Toronto, 
Ontario, Canada M5R 2Z7 
Ovundum is a chapbook monthly, mostly underground press publication, that focuses on one author or artist per 
issue. Edited by Andy Takakjans. Upcoming issues will feature W.C. Bamberger, Harry Mathews, & Gilbert 
Sorrentino. In the tradition of A.P. Herbert who once said," A highbrow is the kind of person who looks at a sausage 
and thinks of Picasso." c/o Box 5953, Huntington Beach, Calif. 92646 USA 
Parachute is an essential art magazine with serious attention to recent new works in Canada & abroad. Strong 
awareness of recent critical theory applied to unconventional artistic works. Recent #55 issue features essays, 
reviews, translations, photo-documents etc. on and by; Kwane Kwei, Mary Kelly, & others including intelligent 
articles by Greg Cumoe and Andy Patton on Paterson Ewen's works. Edited by Chantal Pontbriand. C.P. 425, succ. 
Placed' Armes, Montreal, Quebec, Canada H2Y 3H5 
Pop-Tart, the instant art mag, includes fiction, poetry, satire, political commentary, coverage of art & literary 
events, film scripts, drawings, photos, collage, with an uninhibited posture and a popping fresh attitude. Editorial 
offices in Toronto & Vancouver. Box 65746, Station F, Vancouver, B.C., Canada V5N 5K7 
Prairie Fire, latest fiction issue vol. x/#2 features an interview with W.D. Valgardson, and new stories by David 
Amason, Lois Braun, Jake MacDonald & others. Prairie Fire, rapidly becoming the voice of the west, and maybe 
the rest. 208-100 Arthur Street, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada R6B 1H3 
Praxis M offers first-rate reviews, documentations, theoretical critiques on contemporary art in Australia. Current 
issue features Wim Wenders, Viven Johnson, Alec McHoul, & Urszula Szulakowska, including theory on post-
modern asemiosis. Edited by Marco Marcon, 33 Pakenham St., P.O. Box 536, Freemantle, W.A., 6160, Australia 
Prism International includes international range of contemporary poetry, fiction, and increasingly interesting 
emphasis on translations by international authors including Carmen Berenguer, Louise Ekelund, Hsieh Wan-ying 
& others. c/o Dept. of Creative Writing, Univ. of British Columbia, Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6T 1W5 
Quarry's latest is the general issue featuring new writing by both well-known and new writers including poetry 
and fiction by Mia Anderson, Len Gasparini, Susan Glickman and a review by Sharon Drache on Nairn Kattan's 
study of Canadian culture Le Repos et L' Oubli. General Editor, Bob Hilderly. P.O. Box 1061, Kingston, Ontario, 
Canada K7L 4Y5 
Raddle Moon features open texts, engaged criticism & the "thinking" lyric in soft cover with graphic enhanced 
dust-jacket. Recent issue features extensive text "Realism in Sections" by Tom Mandel, and new work by Ray 
diPalma, Eric Selland and photos by Tom Gore. Engaging national and international talent. 9060 Ardmore Drive, 
Sidney, British Columbia, Canada V8L 3Sl 
Semiotext( e) continues its presentation of a plethora of visuals, and text to challenge the eyes & mind. One of the 
best forums available for intellectual and artistic exploration. 522 Philosophy Hall, Columbia Univ., New York, 
N.Y. 10027 USA . 
Somewhere Across the Border is a new newsletter edited by Ken Norris featuring poets from both sides of the 49th 
parallel, including George Bowering, Bev Daurio, Louis Dudek, & others. Good fun in xerox format. c/o Dept. of 
English, University of Maine, Orono, Maine 04469 USA 
La Taverna di Auerbach, a recent Italian publication put together by well-established Italian writers. Featuring 
poetry, sound poetry and language-oriented multi-media works and performances. "Se qui c'e verita, essa si trova 
ovunque, e dovevamo spillarla da un punto qualsiasi alla nostra portata, come il vino nella Taverna di Auerbach." 
Edited by the intrepid Giovanni Fontana. c/o Via Colleprata, 374, 03011 Alatri (Fr) Italia 
3 V itre features polypoetry on 45 r.p.m. vinyl, accompanied by textual materials. A post-structural sensibility, and 
strong focus on sound poetry, & vocal exploration that transcends harmony, melody and the limits of the mind, truly 
unique. c/o via Cremonino, 14-44042, Cento (fe), Italia 
Umbrella, edited by the unsinkable Judith Hoffberg (cover art by Anna Banana), featuring intelligent and essential 
reviews of art books from around the world. Recent issue vol. 11/#2 features special section on Australian works. 
Read Umbrella! Don't get left out in the cold & rain. c/o P.O. Box, 3692, Glendale, Calif. 91201 USA 
Unmuzzled Ox continues its fine tradition of offering an eclectic mixture of the bizarre, amazing and wonderful 
in text. Recent issue features cantos of Ezra Pound, future issue will be dedicated to a partial alphabetic 
documentation of Canadian poetics from A to Don't. Must reading for the politically embarrassed. Edited by 
Michael Andre. c/o 105 Hudson Street, New York, N.Y. 10013 USA 
Utne Reader offers serious leftist political views on the arts. Special section "Off The Newstands" features highly 
informative info on current publications in North America. c/o The Fawkes Building, 1624 Hannon Place, 
Minneapolis, Minn. 55403 USA 
What continues to offer new & provocative fiction, poetry, criticism, reviews, graphics & interviews largely from 
a Toronto perspective. Includes solid coverage of recent books, events, readings, etc. Free! (if you steal one). Box 
338, Station J, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4J 4Y8 
W' ores is your connection to Austin Texas, featuring xerox coverage of readings, as well as visuals and writing, 
"ala Moala Om". A free & uncopyrighted, pirate ship riding high on the sound waves emanating from a sax played 
by the Elephant man in the green chapeau cycling in clown shoes down main street. P.O. Box 1817, San Antonio, 
Texas 78296 USA 
Writing features consistently high quality works of fiction & poetry within a slim and distinctive format. Strong 
texts by North American writers with an eye towards new developments in the meta-fictive, post-structural, or post-
modern. c/o Box 69609, Station K, Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada V5K 4W7 
Zymergy, an up-and-coming new publication, rapidly gaining energy. New poetry and fiction by Oaude 
Beausoleil, bill bissett, Barry Dempster, Louis Dudek, Ken Radu, as well as graphics & photos. Will Zymergy fill 
the vacuum left by the now-defunct Rubicon magazine? Stay tuned and see. c/o P.O. Box 1746, Place du Pare, 
Montreal, Quebec H2W 2R7 
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CONTRIBUTORS' NOTES 
Kathy Acker currently lives in London, England. When she isn't writing she is busy doing weight-lifting and other exercise. 
Miekal And masterminds Xexox.ial Endarchy out of Madison, Wisc. 
Fortner Anderson does computer-text projects and hosts a program for Radio McGill in Montreal. 
Heidi Arnold is an up-and-coming artist from Woodstock, Ontario, who once took a writing worlcshop led by bill bissett. 
Gil Aufray is a prolific writer who lives in merry old London, England. 
Thomas Baer lives and writes down in New Smyrna Beach Florida, where beer is cold and hearts are warm. 
R. Bartkowech is a busy writer currently living in Cambridge, MA. 
Guy R. Beining creates thought-provoking visual art in Jackson Hts., N.Y. 
John Berndt is well-known by many for his brain-art, also known as Monty Cantsin when the guise appeals to him, he works in 
the midst of a thunderhead of activity in Baltimore, MD. 
Jake Berry is a widely-recognized writer who enjoys manipulating the text on the page currently living in Florence, AL. 
bill bissett has been chanting, singing, writing, publishing, painting, and astral travelling for years. He lives in London, Ontario. 
George Bowering is an extremely famous Canadian author, critic and teacher who gets invited to do readings and lectures in places 
like Europe and Australia. When he' s not at his typewriter, he likes to unwind on the baseball diamond. 
Ralph La Charity is busy writing in English while living in West Germany. 
Dennis Cooley, well-known prairie writer, and critic currently teaches at the University of Manitoba and lives in Winnipeg. 
Elaine Corts is a writer/translator working out of Port Crane, N. Y. She translated the Sollers excerpt from H for this issue. 
E.J. Cullen bears down unmercifully on various texts as often as possible and lives in Bronxville, N.Y. 
Sheila Davies is widely published and has had an affiliation with ''Burning Books", she currently lives in Berkeley, Calif. 
Paul Dutton, writer, publisher, sound poet, performer and critic, currently lives in Toronto. 
Jim Francis helps edit this magazine when he isn't writing strange and wonderful things. 
Cola Franzen is well known for the variety of translation work she has been doing, particularly from Spanish to English. She 
translated the Yurkievich text for this issue of the magazine. 
Ken Gangemi is an American writer who likes to hang around Greenwich Village, N.Y. 
Richard Gessner recently moved but is still living somewhere in New Jersey. He can be seen doing peculiar art works on the xerox 
machine at local libraries. 
Rich Gold is a computer expert, textual experimentalist and widely-recognized artist who presently lives in Los Angeles. 
LeRoy Gorman creates textual images out of Napanee, Ontario. 
Joanna Gunderson edits Red Dust Press, she is a widely recognized writer, and is currently preparing performance works based 
on some of her texts. 
Michael Heckert is affiliated with the "No Institute" in Kassel, West Germany. He was introduced to us by Jiirgen 0. Olbrich. 
Pierre Joris is an internationally recognized and highly prolific writer, translator and teacher at SUNY in Binghamton, N.Y. 
W. Pope L. produces unusual short fictions out of East Orange, N.J. 
Marina LaPalma is a regular Rampike contributor. Published extensively throughout the U.S., she lives and creates in L.A. 
Louis Lapointe uses computers to bring his exotic imaginings into reality. He currently lives in Montreal. 
Mark Leyner is a stimulating writer working out of Hoboken, N.J. 
Annette Mangaard is an artist/film-maker who has shown her work in North America and Europe. She currently lives in Toronto. 
Karen Maccormack was recently invited to do a number of readings in the United States. Her most recent book is Quill Driver 
from Nightwood Editions [P.O. Box 1426, Stn. A., London, Ont. N6A 5M2]. 
Richard Martel is a super-charged artist, publisher and performer living in Quebec City. When he isn't touring Europe to do 
performance art works, he is editing Inter magazine [see; our "publications received" section for more info] . 
Christof Migone a.k.a. "Chainsaw", is a deeply involved writer, interviewer, and publisher living in Montreal, Quebec. 
Misha (Chocholak) prefers to be called by her first name. She is a widely recognized writer working out of Cove, Oregon. 
Frank Moorehouse lives in Sydney, Australia. He is an internationally recognized author, who is perhaps best known in North 
America for his movie The Coca-Cola Kid. His latest book is entitled 4017. 
Robert Morgan is a regular contributor to Rampike. He has recently moved to New York City where he writes challenging critical 
articles on art and curates a progressive art gallery. 
Ann Noel is affiliated with the "No Institute" in Kassel, West Germany. She was introduced to us by the inspired Jiirgen 0. Olbrich. 
Opal L. Nations has been published almost everywhere. He hosts a doo-wop radio show in Oakland California. Opal frequently 
contributes exquisitely unique textual treasures to Rampike. 
Andrea O'Reilly is very up on recent critical theory. She currently lives in Downsview, Ontario. 
Dennis Oppenheim has been producing profound performance, and oft-times ephemeral sculptures for many years. He is 
internationally recognized, and he lives and worlcs in New Yorlc. 
John Oughton is a writer, critic and teacher currently living in Toronto. He is affiliated with Ragweed Press. 
Harry Polkinhorn is a writer, critic and publisher living in Calexico, California. Harry likes working close to conceptual borders. 
Geza Perneczky is a prolific artist who currently lives in Koln, West Germany. 
Derek Pell writes and watches the earth move from Bridgehampton, New York. 
William A. Reid is a droll wit, and an incisive theoretician originally from Montreal, currently living in Toronto. 
Alain-Martin Richard is a brilliant impressario, performance artist, writer and publisher/editor with Inter magazine. He helps 
organize the annual Inter Festival which features exciting talent from around the world. 
Dominique Robert is an inspired writer currently living in Montreal. 
Stan Rogal is an informed writer currently carving poems out of thin air in Toronto. 
James Sallis or sanguine James as he is known, writes highly thought-provoking texts out of Fort Worth, Texas. 
Waldemar B. Schwa uss owns a handsome yellow parrot that rides on his shoulder.Waldemar believes that C N is BEE-LEE-VEN. 
Philippe Sollers is an internationally recognized writer, critic and editor. A portion of his book H appears in this issue. It was 
translated for us by Elaine Corts . 
John Stickney creates scintillating graphic images out of Fairview Parle, Colorado. 
Ronald Sukenick is an eminent and widely respected writer, critic, and theoretician. He is one of very few people who can 
comfortably move from an intensive critique of the poetry of, say, Wallace Stevens to the creation of a highly innovative textual 
wonderwork. We are most pleased to welcome Ronald Sukenick to the pages of Rampike. 
Balint Szombathy is a self-styled Jugoslavia art superstar! He currently lives in Koncara. 
Lisa Teasley is a cultural nomad who can be found somewhere in L.A. Lisa often contributes stimulating texts to Rampike . 
D.G. Tenenbaum creates rock-hard poetry in Pierrefonds, Quebec. 
Western Cell Division is an unknown factor currently spreading at an unknown rate. Be alrert for Western Cell Division. 
Saul Yurkievich is an exceptionally talented and widely read Latin American writer. His worlc was translated for this issue of 
Rampike by Cola Franzen. 
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